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PREFAO

The continuing education of teachershas,always been of

ipterest to those connected with the schools. Today, because 1.
. of declining enrolments, inteOst has turned to concern.

Reducfd mobility, which creates-a fixed static teaching'popu-

lation, is only one, of the results which concern us. Gone too
are the, days when we can rely on an ndinfldx of new and beginning

teachers to'inbroduce alternative ideas. into the school setting.

Nowt. if change is ti6come about in the schools it must come

from within,. ,
1

It was with this concern, among others, that the,Faculty of

EducatIon and the Department of Continuing studies sponsored the

conference, In-Service:' A Means of Progress in Tough Times. To

be worthwhile, such a conference should not only draw upon the

best thinking in the field, but it should also proliide the means

for ,continuing study with particular emphasis on local problems.

We obtained the best thinking by inviting to the conference key-

note speakers who are regarded as fop' people'in in-service in

the western world. To concentrate on the more specific aspeCts

of the problem, Ne o ganizeddiscusiion groups centred around the

de/
issues emanating 2t the keynote presentitions. Task groups

were also forme which met before, during and after the conferene

and which were charged with examining certain crucial aspects of

in-service education in the province pf British Columbia.
.

.e,l'
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This bookbrings together both 'a report of the proceedings

of the conference as Well as the results of. the deliberations

of the various task forces. The first five chapters are edited

versions'of the presentaions given by the keynote speakers

together with selected responses from the pahelists and questions

from the audience. The five chapters that follow represent the

labours of the various task groups.

.Anyone expecting final answers from this report will undoub-

tedly be disappointed. There are no final answers. But perhaps

. the areas of concern have'been brought into somewhat sharper focus

and perhaps we can, through these pages, re-examine the issues,

re-think the vroblems and re-livc'some of the highlights of the

conference itself.

MARVIN WIDEEN

DAVID HOPKINS

IVY PYE



A NOTE ABOUT THE PROCEED)

With the exception of the 'paper by. Ray Rolam and the

' reports of the various task forces, all othe'r.material in

this book is taken from, tapes made while the'onference was

in progress,

'In editing the tapes an effort was made to preser

the guility of the spoken word since this quaLity seemed

,more in keeping with the vitality and sense Of-Mission that

many felt was generated by the conference', itself.` Those

responsible'for the final format of this:book'hope th

have succeeded; that tle reader will be able to recapiu

the spirit of the conference in these pagei.

.
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INTRODUCTION:

GEORGE IVANy

;

/1 am quite delighted:this Morning to be able to kick off

this seminar because I feel that today we are tackling a very

important area at this time in the history of eduCation in

, North America: the erea'of Reclining enrolments'.and in-service

education. 4111.)
7 '

' We feel that we have found a first -rate person to help us

get this thing on the rgad.' drupe Joyce Wade colleague of

Mine at Teachers'-College,'CchUmbia University for' eight:of

nine years. In those days.he used to arrive at confArences with

his tennis racquet. I'm not surt whether he is still din that,

but if he was as ailliculatebn theltennis courts as he was in

1,.,?thekclassrooms and seminars, I am sure that he probably played

a mean game of Tennis. Bruce has ()ad a varied university career,

ranging frot the University of Chicago to teachers College,

Columbia UnilersitY, to Stanford University, but perhaps' he is

best known among.thoseof us 'Oho consider him a friend,' as

Director of the Agnei Russell Nursery Schoch. At Tegalers

Cq1Xlege, a positiondm7occupied during a very productive period

Of his career, he generated the .concept of models of teach±4

of which I am sure most df is are aware. I pink/ perhaps,.we

need little else by way of an,,introduction to a person who is

,very well known to us: Bruce Joyce, scholar.

C



CHAPTER 1

INSERVICE: NEW PERSPECTIVES:

ON AN OLD TERM

BRUCE JOYCE

-

The charge that I was gin was to identify and explicate

41
ele for in7servicesducaticn in a way that would set them
rt f'om one another. I have been labouring aWayat-the task

.

'off /Lon sinde'the invitation cameDecember or something like
t t -- making notes and pulling things together and 44 forthyoecq

the course of preparation, I:hav'e had.some.inieresting.experien-

ces in schools that have effected a change in me, so I am.-now in

a state of transition about-What ought be or M46ht be Models
of in-service education. So, insield,ot doing What'I'Ate been

asked to do, Im going to share my confusion with you in V

orderly a way*It I can. 4_

' I am going to draw from a variety of' studies that I have 0.

worked on with other people.and conversations with Lou Rubin and'

others over the yeafs.' One was a preparatory study for a United
1/4. StateS National Survey of In-:Service Education. While organ1.2

(
to do the-survey, we interviewed people insforty-one of the ilited

States: teachers, school alMinistrators and others; and look-d at

.. about twc thousand items of literature-pertaining to-in-'service

cdpcation fwm 1957-77. Lou knows the literature bettep.than i 'do-

so 'that.he'icnows 'that going through it is like swimming the sewers

of Paris--a wonde-rfuf experience". We commissioned thirty or,forty

position papers on varLoes aspects of in-service education, and so

11
. 4

_h 3 -ti
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On. kollowing that, we surveyed pe4le in several states rather
intenrielye teasherS, highereducation folks, b4ilding adminis-
tratorsvand a good rainy community members' views on us and wWit
we ought to be doing forieurseives-

'About the same timex,we engineered a study of pre-service

%teacher education throughout the United-States, sampling about
two hundred ok the 1,480 higher education institutions. that.

-:prepare teachers--a frightening experience. We also followed X,

group of teachers for several - years, using a technique that 86n

',Marx and I hat, fiddled with, with the benefit of Lee Sh,1man and
'others at Stanford, about five years ago. We videotaped these
:'folks in the classroom; played the tapes back to theme aid asked

them what they were thinking abOpt .their teaching; what was going
"on in their minds. And that, too, wag an arresting experience
in several ways. These were people wtib were in the middle of a

very intensive staff development program, and we got to know

-these teachers' patterns of thought and patterns of feeling weia

enough to have, in a sense, a case study of what happens when, as
the year progresses, the children and the other forces that
impinge on the classroom begin to affedt them.

.

Then, in the last few years we have been doing a series of

case studies of what we call the ecology of staff development in

a variety of schools, which in the modern jargon would be

"ethnographic reconstructions." ' I asked George Spindler what

is the definition of an ecology and ecological study and he

said, "You.know you have done an ecology when you are surprised."
You keep askin.questions until that point. We'd been asieing

people details about their, lives and.what they do that helps.

them grow, "What do you do?", "What happens to you that inhibits

your growth?" and that kid of thing. The variety has been
fascinating.

Just last week I talked to four teachers in a little school

north of Sacramento, California and the contrast between them was
just phenomenal. They all work oin the same school, one which has

a good deal of money from a thing called the School. Improvement

,Program (about $35,000 that they can spend on staff development.

5

I r)
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aside from their use.of,.th distrig services and workshopd and

university courseeand'kof Tyra-of, the teachers in that

Salem). hSVe pArtiCipatejd in. none of the activities genfrated by

that program at all and as probed ihio their personal lives I

found alto that neither one has reacla book of any sort in three

years. They have not gong to a film in the last three years

either. They, play no sports, have .no particular outside social

life except foi a church- related activity in thv case of one

person. As near as I can till, thenstaff development ecplogies

of those two peoite,are absolutely moribut44 The Other two

people were the opPosite extreme. It was6)ust incredible to

talk with these people. Both were extremely active; they go to

the workthops, they visit eacty Other, in/their'classrooms, they

attend university courses, theY.take'irips, they play a variety

of spotts, they read' voraciously, and so forth. Allfour peoplT
'apparently gave the same job; they are living in about the same

'place; the same environment exists; the same things have been'

dons in relation to what they..might do for themselves; and they

are about the same age. And yete two people'are pullina from

Nthe envi.foriment opportunities to %tin a variety 1 directions,

they ar moving- themselves in every. ay possible. And the other

two people appear qyou can never be fully sure--maybe their

interior life'makes up- for what we see visibly) to bp running on

old fuel, almost absolutely. That ,kind of thing arrests you.

The staff development mudel in their school: required a

school /community cctunci 1 ol community members, teachers,. and

admLnistrators .ex , provided them with money and the
dingetion to " figure out a school improvement plan; figure out

a,direction for this place; put rresoiliwes, things together using

your'new resources with the old; mall.ing them fit together and

becoMe coherent." The school council is working like mad at

that process In the middle of the environment they have

created are. tAo pebpie untouched by it and two people who are

touched by i million other things' anyway and two who are managing

to stand aloof from the process.
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If we evaivated.thaqrogrem, if we ask, "is it gooil or is
it had," what it appears' to do is to magnify what the active
people were itbegdy doing for themselves and have no effect -what-
ever on the more ineflt;fOlka. So; to what extent can we say
that that moderis a good ene, or helped, or whatever? Shall we
say that We should-not have it unless it reaches everybody? And
where do we go with that It is really perplexing.

I believe that we have to move from an evaluation stance
which comes from a programmatic perspective And emphasizes activi-
ties and their effects-and move toward a corplideration of the
creation0of bnvironment and-how envirOn- Set 4
very different habits and psycholooicc

Now given stance, how d(
development? We are in some diff

for
two reasons. One is that staff d ) ,a a field
until very recently. Lou Rubin and tour .ether people
have been responsible for codifying the literature and bringing
together, the most abstract thought on the subject. They are '

working from a thin base. Out of the twenty -five or twenty-six
hundred items of literature that I know at this time, there are
probably not more than a dozen that look conceptually at the
field. Almost all the literature deals with specific approaches
in local sites. ("The South Humboldt Story.") There have only
been about thirty-five studies of training of in- service teachers
where there have been cleat measures of biikcomes (skills and-so
forth)--only-a beginning has been made.

At the same time, we have nine numbers of frames of
refeiebce that we have not sorted out and which wash over eact)
Other -in various ways. As I pulled the literature over the
few Mbritlis, I saw four general kinds of focuses that are enuncia-
ted.

One is a gbcietal focus from which the purpose of Cleating
better staff d4elopment is to improve the society gradually by
providing for educational professionals the environment to help
them stay alive, rejuvenate themselves, and therefore benefit
children. This kind of purpqse appears again and again in the
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ltterature. It is not usually articulated in either of our

countrres in terms of national models of in-service edOcation,

but in a sense there is an implication that we need to build

an environment for each of us that would benefit the society

through our growth.

Second. I think of as a corporation-focused model, where

the corporation is the school district, county, state, or Pro-

vince, trying to build a system which will enable it to improve

itself systematidllly. I was a curriculum consultant'with the

Montgomery County in Maryland during most of the period I was
at Columbia. For years and years and years, they have done'

five or six things that were to benefit the corporation. 4114e.j.S

hiring teachers for from two to t141 weeks in the snimmek,-eit

to work in the experimental summer schn,ks Or td receive diree

in-service training of some sort or ler. They b"ilt
into the corporation. Second, classrcm teacher!, nt ''ly

released on a rotating basis to work with others. The count,

conducts "needs assdssments" regularly to attempt to find out

what people think they want, and in response to that they have

generally made 'abopt six hundred course and workshop offerings t

per year to about six thousand teachers, which means their entire

staff. During the period I was there, they developed what we

thought of as curriculum improvement staff development teams.* if

a school wanted to move towards team teaching, for example, we

ward able to put tpgether a summer school, have the teachers

work with people who had been in team teaching :WIN then have

experienced trainers go into the schools with them. Do you get

a, sense of it? They have moved in a corporate fashion to build

vitalix4ng elements into the life of that institution.

Montgomery County's purpose was to see that the people

working within their corporation would have continuous oppor-

tunities for improving their skills, and that those opportunities

could be redirected as the school changed direction. So when

the "ne* math" (le,* tt.rc.,uqh Mrntgcmery County, everybody took

workshops it mathematIcs Iecause it was right there, built right

into the ballqame. their enern, to make it happen.,
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The third kind of program or focuS of, staff development is
-on the school-improvement level. This approach is unit oriented,
the effort concentrates

on the particular school and addresses
the needs of each faculty

to build a coherent community that can
improve the educational life within that school. John Goodlad,
of the League of Cooperating: Schools, has taken this approach.
Generally speaking, Goodlad sees the principal of the school and
the administrative staff, as 'the staff development leaden% Their
job is to organize and.to

generate the kinds of activities to
learn to implement that curriculum. So you have the unit opera-
ting as a little mini-corporate entity. Regardless of the wisdom
or lack of it of building people

in'this particular way, it is a
Very clear approach. We are seeing this much more in the United
States; the school improvement program I mentioned earlier provides
California schools with the obligation to do just what I am
talking about, including havin ty members on their hoards;
an interesting concept.

Finally, the fourth

cratic foctig!tv This is th

take. We do not usually pr

as a unit in a staff deVelopment

ne I see as the icliosvi,-

universities generally

portunity to work with us

y- -at least net if we can hell
it. University faculty and many teachers believe they clie respun
sit, le foi their professional

development, are adequate mitiurs'
of chef.' suuls, ditd Can generate the activities necessary to grow
And some do and some don't.

But the orientation here focuses on
the idiosyncratic, oh.the individual human being, and how that.
individual can work to improve himself for his own benefit. And,
of course, eventually for the benefit of the children.

So, aie you. with me on purposes? As people talk about staff
development some speak with a societal purpose, some with a cor-
porate purposel some with an orientation toward the educational
unit Or the school, and some are thihking of the individual
teachere. Since, at present, we do not have in the literature a
way of sorting these out and speaking of them, you can find arl
of them addressed by any model that is articulated. You will
look at a model and see that it is quite attractive unless you
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happen to have corporate intentions, or you will see one that

looks really great for the corporation but it doesn't have much

to offer thq individual because_it....mtishes them in the systpm.

One of our problems in sorting things out is to decide "models

for what?". Our broadest view is that we want to build a etaff

development system that will probably address all of these

purposes to some extent; help us grow as individuals, help 1.1B

grow as faculties, help us grow as a corporate entity, and help"

us reflect, societal changes.

NoW I am going to address models to those purposes as we go
along, but I want to bring up another small problem first which
is language. In the literature, much of the language is rhetorical,

so. that the specific models which are addressed are not always

easy to locate amid the purple language. The field is little
better. As we interview teachers, and ask, "What would you like

in the way of staff development?" the responses are most clear

and articulate at 4 governao410And of level: "I would like to

110114111r

be involved." r You,get tO particular activities--a:,

when we ask, tkilis do 'hp
' and how would you )ii,,, r,

acquire them? people get'vegue an .umblo very ri,t,idly. l'hr

language ,liffuses and becomes more varied at the same time,

There is an old legend called the Golden Mountain Fallacy.

Do you Know the Golden Mountain Fa-llacy' Those of you who

studied symbolic ogic--I'm sure you'all have, everybody carries

a symbolic logic book with them - -well, the Golden Mountain

Fallacy is illustrated by the particular legend which deals with

a trIbh in a marine climate. The tribe is sitting around the
beach one days The wane arb doing the work and the men'are

.loafing around the fire in the.tradition of western society.

And while they are doing this one of the men says, You kncIw4

wouldn't it be.great if there was a mountain out there that was

filled with gold and we'coulA just go out and get the gold; we

wouldn't have to work so hard _frogging the wood over to the fire;

we could ;of ,tht.r people to do that for us." And people began

to talk more and more about the desirdbility of the golden .

mountain d, t,e gerietaCi,ns passed And, of course, the legend
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became embellished. The mountain became described in more ,..'

graphic detail and its location estimated more and more vividly.

Finally aflbold'young leader said, "Let us go out "to the Golden

Mountain." And so they gathered all the young people from the

tribe, they got in their boats, they sailed out to sea, and

were never heard from again.

The little parable is meant to illustrate that as we create

language we assume there is reality behind it other than in our

minds. Staff development is very much in that state -1a lot of

language with a very little bit of reality.
1

I want to spend a little time recounting an excursion in

that direction that has influenced me very considerably. We had

been asked by the State of California to try and build a design

for evaluating staff development in that state. Particularly, the

evaluation was to deal with the initiatives from the i deral and

state levels that were to provide services to people. So, we

said to them, "Well, if we are.to build an evaluation design, its

td be over what?" "Well," they sakd,At'S to be1/4ov r those ini-

tiatives,

how many of them are. And we found th t no one i.e.,

tiatives, over those attempts to provide resources." We'said,

the State Department was sure w many there were. So we lit to

spend 4out four months trying to find out what they were. We

are now yp to seventy-five.' There are seventy-five attempts in

that State, through legislative action, to provide resources

which we can use for staff development. Some of these are what

we call agency-strengthening efforts. Those include, ebr example,

provision for resource centers or teacher centers that can

provide services to people. The second are what we call program-.

matic efforts in curriculum areas; for example, metric education

has a little chunk of money to get us all to "think metric" and

if you think progress is slow here, come on down' and watch how

slow it is there.' Incredible. Anyway, its to infuse metric'

content into the English system. Ne"also have efforts such as

the Women's Equity Act which-provides Small amounts of resources

to try to help people learn to create sex-fair classrooms. Third,

in some prograMs where prortions of the monies are allotted to
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staff developments, enormous amounts of money are ing.pourer

,Into the provision of special education teachers, and a certain

proportion' is to go to ,staff development. In the' State of

California there is M100,000,000 that is to go into special

ediftation, and presumably one-tenth of that or $110,000,000 is

supposed to go into*staff'development,//That is inough for about

$600 per teacher'in.California.

Now, as we-looked at those initiatives, we found a number

of problems. tone is that this last category--to provide that

so much goes to staff development--the fact Is, as near as we

can tell, al,most none of that is in fhct being spent for staff

development. Certainly inOividual teachers are not receiving

$600 worth of opportunity to learn to explore the handicapped.

and so forth, as they are expected to. Some way oripther, the .

mechaniam.has not been created that operates the program.

And there are problems with the agency-building initiatives.

We looked at an initiative where a teacher center is provided

with $75,000 a year to provide services to three rural counties.

Can you imagine that? We decided that that teacher cenV.r is

probably. costing an enormous amount of money since it idirequired

to coordinate with more than two hundred sixty agehcies, and the

meetings that 'they hold would consume more in ti4e investment

than the $75,000 that is being provided. As an initiative it

has probably lowergd the level of staff development by taking

energy.

Marty of the programmatic efforts are also under-funded. The'

Women's Equity folk have $155,000 with which to reach the 175,000

teachers in California. They have $1 a head to work with?

Hence., we have all these initiatives; some are well-funded,

some are not; some are administered so that the staff development

money doesn't get used as it should; some are too small to do

what they are asked to do; and some, as you will see shortly,,

have incredibly bad management. _In an effort to get a handle on

how we might evaluate thali"we went out into the field and

visited a group of counties, school districts., and finally,

schools. And/the schools are where we want to 'see the payoff,

,J
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'here we begin to look ft the lives of individual teachers in
the way I was describing earlie. 'We spent hours, talking to
each person.Vr *ItpAind out what they do, what they don't
do; trying ale Vat detect any effect of all these
initiatives and hecfnds of resources that have been
placed around peoP p them groW; universities, county
supervisors, distr rvisors, and so forth. We want to
take the life of e dividual and see if we can detect such
things as: "Has W n's Equity Act reached you some way?",
"Has that $1's wo h t ushed your shoulder?", "Ha the local
teacher'center got to yoi?", "Do you have a warm relationship
with the local university?", "Does the professor visit you
daily in your classroom coaching you, helping you in other ways?"
In the course of these interviews we have come up with a series
of assumptions that are important to me at least, as I try to
fumble toward models; and they have a lot to 4o with the Golden
Mountain Fallacy.

First, at present there is no ongoing, flowing, smoothly
operatinqf'staff development organization in place in that state,
in the sense or "providing a rich ecology that makes self-growth
easy. And, as a result, most of the teachers in that state are
engaged in almost no formal staff development of a sort that
could by expected to have an 'impact on their classroom. tbere
is basically no ongoing system: What there are, as a result of
these various initiatives, are some ad hoc experiences that are.,
strikingly good in various ways. Some of those councils have
built really interesting programs. The Women's Equity Act has
had a wonderful impact on a few schools where they have invested
alreet deal of enesgY There are some of the county supervisors
who have really transformed a few schools. There are some places
where teachers are teaching each other alternative approaches to
teaching in a way that is'just beautiful to behold. But-these
are idiosyncratic and particularistic events; they are not part o
an ongoing stream that flows around the situation. The Women's
Equity,Act could r4*lly do a great deal with their $175,000 if
there was a great ongoing system inOct which they could pump it.

.14
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a.

But, is it is, they have to pue on their own workshops and try.

to reach people as best they can themselves.

Second, we have come to believe that both the' formal and

informal eystems of the schools are vital to what happens to

individuals. The social system of the school is organic in

nature in that all parts effect the other parts, and little

differences can make a big difference., I'll give you two exam-

ples: at one high school, I interviewed two beginning teathera,

a social studies teacher and a biolog/kteacher. (1Balipve it or

not we still have a few drinning teaMers, but not many!) They`

are precious new people in our profession. In this particular

high school, the new social studies woman also teaches home econo-

mics. She was hired because she hedAl major in 'home econodies and

a minor in social studies and they were looking for somebodk who

could fill course!' in both areas. SO she is teaching four social

studies courses hesminet). awlithe one home economics

courseAin-414edlepskipt! 'whicawas her major If still can't

believe' that% actually have majors like-that, but we do. 'I

'can't say somebody majored in macrame without blushing. The

'Europeans may be right about us!) Anyhow, the new boy teacher'

is teaching in biology.'

Which kids do you suppose both of these folks have been
14, .

assigned to teach? The toughest kids--right?--the slowest

learners. They have both got the bottom sections academi6ally,

:in their respective T e staff in that school has been

there a long, time, so they ga e the kids the hardest people to

teach. jhich staff in that s hool has the migrating classroom?

Yes-Aph of them. They dd n t even have an office yet. By,

the way, they think the princ pal and staff are wonderful,to

them. "How do you feel about these people?" 'Great, they are

so nice to me!!" So far the Id staff have shafted their new .

colleagues so thoroughly they can't even see what has happened.

Both of them have classes'sch duled the sarne.time the department

chairman has his/her classes; chedulepL!na 'so they can't be

visited their leaders. Th- principal does visit every class-
.

room in that school every day he ie in the school and not at an

)
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1

administrative meeting at the district office (which is most

of the tisiA). He visits every classioOm: he goes. through and

..he does the morning rounds. You know whet I mean? "Hello,

George, how we doin' today?", "Teooking good, kids, see you-fot

softball this eternoon," and no forth. No ape in the eighteen'

years he has been there can remember a conversation which he has

tied with a teacher about teaching! None: He has Ad to fire a

couple of teachers in the courseof the eighteAn years and he

has done it by changilig their assignments in ways tbet make life

impossible for them, not as a professional growth

I asked these two young.-jpeoplet',

"Do you'go to workshops?"

And they said, "I am so tired at 4 o'ciock in the afternoon,

and you ask me if I go to a workshop?" ,

"Has a county or district supervisor worked with you?"

"Not recently."

"What do you know about the local teachers' writer?"

"611, I've kind of heard about theTeachei Center, move-

ment . . ." and so forth.

"Do you take courses ?"

'I think itfwill be three year.. bef,,x.e I yct ovens the, shock

teaching and can take a course". . and so on it goes. There
4

they are and 01.1Jecology is lust,maynlficent.

Four miles away lies n tiny little school which has only ter

teachers in it. It has been growing over the years and in the

last twelve years has grown from four to ten' classrooms. c7he

principal has been there during that whole period, and four

years ago when he became principal, everybody thought the school

was pretty much in the doldrums, that he was a weak fish, and

probably nothing would ever be accomplished. About the same

time, however, there wandered' up to the board of education a

local woman whose children had grown to adolescence. She had

taken a credential in library science while she was bouncing

her children on her knee and she took one course in multi-media ,

-resource' learning centers. She learned that course as if she

had sat through it with John Dewey and they had spent the inter-

A
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fully internalized the

learning center shogld

bikard. q f educatibnit!

teachers-,, and

Ont. '`It's in a rural

opulation centers r,/

in ,the pass makes it

here ore they don't have

to get out there; nobody has.been up there in some years.

An sYC she.Came to the little board of education in this

litle community and said, "HoW would You:like to have a rearly

good m lti-media learnIng resource center?" And they weilt,

"Hub ?" and said, "well, lady, it sounds like a great idea but

Ore don t have the money." And she ,said, '''.Weil, suppose I were

to raise the money?" They said, "Well, if you raise the money,

wey'll g ve you the room." She went off; got somebody from the

county o fice to work with ler and wrote a little proposal'and ,.

cite back with $75,000.a year for three years. Now, how about ,"

/that! She came to the board and said, "Now I've got the money,

fl

where's my r om?"' ell they did what they'should: They antild

IP up and got her a r omabout half of the size 6f this-one, full

of little nooks anri corners. and she went to work and built.

dickens of a censer. Every tlacher in the school cap send

kids to that cent- , un call, any time. It you are working

with three reading oups and'you want to send one group into

that place, that is okay. ou can send ten kids to the center.

In other word!, she will acc pt up to one hundred children at

a time She ha ught thos kids to teach themselves so

effectively-that the are trouble at all for her. She has

one aide wht is like a enfion of her arm- -you can see her

think and the aide's hand moves. While I sat there, interviewing

her, kid after kid came into that place; she spoke to every child-

f as they entered and every as they left, without seriously '

disrupting the conversatio ith us. Every child that came near

lie touched in some way, somewhere, in a "pulling in" kind of way.

4
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s s poor community.- Many kids are not read to at home.
So t piiself two hundred sgibcases. Half of those dauit-

c cas iilltd with ssettes and film strips of stories that

are AIX-reading. Th kids sign up for them and take them home.
There it's two-day wa for the kits. Vie childre, are lined up

for theig*The other half of the kits are filled with science

and social studies materials and whistever, and little things she

calls inquiry kits.° She meets with. every teacher regularly, and
if you Are teaching somethitg she till build zr_resourge unit for
you, whatever you want. SO 4.11 tailor it to you, to the way'',

you want to teach and all that. The side effect of her being

there also has'been,that, the teichers4 have begun to study their
curriculum and the gbtiondl't4are available in the curriculum
areas. They bring consultants in who deal with the alternative

,approaches to reaqipg. When they select one they can send some-

body to study wit? the master for awhile because she has managed

to find other resources thabowere sitting around somewhere.

They,had a teacher who vs failing last year, so they got a
person from the local teacher center to come in. That person

4 took over the teacher's classroom. (The man was an,experienced
teacher, working in a third grade and failing because of disciplir

problems ) The person from the county center came in and Spent

three weeks in the classroom, reorganizing it with the teacher

watching, gradually turned the classroom back over to the teacher
but the teacher continued to fail. The teacher took .

half the kids half of the time' to lighten the load, but at the en/ii
he have'to leave teaching. Bue their chief Concern (her's a
the principal's) was that he felt pretty good about himself, and
that they had done what they could. Do you get the feeling of
my two schools? The two ecologies? The one place is jumping and

everybody is.drawn in and the other place is a staff- developmentl(
desert'. I 4

Now, as we've looked at schools so closely we find, that

initiate es to change things, fall on %eely differing systems
within each school. The School Improvement Program I mentioned

earlier fell on this little elementary school. The powers that
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, .. ,

. _
,be weresaying, \Where shall the school improvement's° in this

country?", and 'our multe*media lady lbad her hand there. to catch

the money. The Other schfol had not even heasd of the initiative.

VeryAnVrestins.' /

Now, giVen thk; do you see what has happened to me? Last4.
1

Year I had a 'et of peat little models for staff development

and. this yeaz1I gave all this confusion; confusion in that it

seems that the things that make a difference in levels eke tiny

things that are magnified by the structure of each situation.

If you are to bring a strong staff development effort into that

secondary school whgt! those two new teachers are being dealt

withso meanly, you better go in with guns blliing. Taking

*anything into the other place would be very easy becaiTiae4hey.

are all working together. The ecologies are very different.

Ag we build models of staff developmentifthey are
going to

have to function in such a way that they boost what I think of

as the ecological pro- activity of the environment of the .indivi-

dual school. What we have to do is learn how to make the school

more vital as a social systfiml and.more,ahle to reach Out. The

good models of staff development that merge are probably not

all going.to look like the ones with whictrMost of us are fami-

liar, ehich are largely governance and delivery models_ Our

best models are going to be ones that ch4Inge the way we live in

the %ocial system of our school,

I wadtt, to-use the last few minutes to talk about constructing.

it,
a- ,

a model, touching on the research and some of the practical prob- 1,-...

lerys: Yrirs"t of all I want to say very quickly 'that most of our

existing models only address a.little piece of the staff develop-

elent problem. Sae Yarger,.Ken Howey and I locked our minds

together into a little fOur-way structure, chat Sam calls the

Iron Cross, for looking at fhe dimensions of staff-development:

we believe - governance, what we cal) structures or modes delivery

1
problems; and substance or subrantive problems. Most models

address only one dimension. Collaborative governance models

./
addressgovernance well enough but often do not touch(deliv y.

IXThere lore a lot of d livery models floating around but most do

(.)
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%not speak to substance. There are also various models of sub-

stance, but most do not address governance oridelivery. I tient

to talk very simply about what happens if you begin to take

. seriously huilding'a model that addresses several dimensions

and then dig into the literature for a base. I am going to

illustrate whit happens if we go to research on*training and

ask what training research says about how teachers acquire dif-

ferent kinds of skills and strategies.

Beverly Showers and I have just complbted a two-year effort

to examine research on the,ihility of teachers to acquire teaching

skills and strategies.
1

4 The Brat message from that research is very positive:

teachers are wonderful Learners. Nearly all teachers can acqilire

r dew skills that "fine tune" their competence. They can also ,learn

a considerable repertoire of teaching strategies that are new to

them.

The 4ond message'ismore sobering, but still optimistic:

in order to improve their skills and learn new approaches to

teaching, teachers need certaih conditionsA-conditions that are

not common in most in-service settings even when teachers PartiCi-

/ pate in thegovernance of those settings.

The third Message is also encouraging: the research base

reveals what conditions help teachers to learn. This information

can be used to deign staff development activities for classroom

pereionnel. .:Oth

TWO PURPOSES OF TRAINING

Improving out teaching can be focused on "tuning'%. our

' presen skills or on learning new (to us)reays of teaching. When

tuning our skills, we try to become dare Pffirmetive, involve

students more, manage logistics more efficiently, ask moresenet-

rati9g questions, indtipe students to. be more productive, no ease

the -clarity and vividness of our lectures and illustrations,, and

understand better the subject matter we teach. In short, we work

'on our craft. Training oriented toward fine tuning consolidates

our competence and is likely to increasb our effectiveness.
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Mastering new teaching,strategieiqr'modeli end/or.learning
.1- ..

:'to put alternative currioeIums,inplacsOle quitwedifferent

goal. TO:Mastera new appreschwe pe4to explore and understand

its rationale, develop the ability tecarry out the new strategies,

' and master:fresh Content.' .

Generally speaking,-"fifie tuning" onr'mxisting approachea,

..is easier. than Metering end implementing new ones, beceuse,the'

:majOitude of change is smaller ah&lesecompleX. When:.we'Changer

our reqertoire,'wt have.to learn 'to think differently, to behave

differently, and to help children adapt to and become comfortable

with the new approaches, so Mastery Of new techniques, requires

more intensive training than does the fihe tuning. ,-.

1 , . , ..

Wetrgahized our analysta> to find out hoirvarious components

of training contribute to learning. to do thia we developed a .

typology. of "levels of impact" of trarning ann'anoihev'for

categorizing training components Then We:aqked.thelhestiOa,

"In the bony of research on training; hOw'much does each kind:Of r.

training component appear to contribute td each level..;of iMpact7"

LEVELS OF IMPACT

Whether we teach ourselves or whether e learn from a training

agent, the outcomes' of training can be clas ied into several

levels of impact: awareness, the acquisitio of concepts or

organized knowledge, the learning of principles and skillvand

.the ability to lipply those principles and skills.in problem- -

solving activities.

Awanenegs. At the awarelees_level we realize the importaaFW,-q

of an area and begin to focus on' it. With, inductive teabhinMfOr
. .

example, the, road to competence begins with awareness of the

nature of inductive teaching, its probable use!, and hOw it:fitk

into the curriculum.

Cortepts and Organized Knowledge. Concepts provide intellecm'

.tual coiffrol over relevant content. Essential to,inductkve teaching

are knowledge of inductive proces'ses, how learners at various 'levels

of cOgnitive. development respond to inductive teaching, and knowledge

about concept formation.

0 trr
Orr
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PkinciOttli and Skilli. Prineiplee and skills Are toold

for action. At this level we learnt the ,Inductive

'-teaching :: how to help students collect data, Organize it,, and

build concepts and test them. We also acquire'the skills for

; .adapting to student; who display varYing.leVels of abilityto

think inductively and for teachingtheM'the skills they lack.

At this level there is potential for 1Ction--we are awatr'of

the area, can.think eddectively about it, and possess the ak41(6

to act.

Application and Paoblem Solving. Finally, we transfer the

concepts,, principles, and skills to the classroom. We begin to

use the teaching strategy we have learned, integrate it into our

style; and combine the strategy with the others in our repertOire.

Only aftdr this fourth level has been reached can we expect

impact on the eduCafion of children. Awareness alone is an .

unsufficient condition. Organized knowledge that is not backed

up"by the acquisition of principles and skills and the ability to

use them is likely' to hate little effect.

MOMENTS OF TRAINING

Most of the training literature consiststof,investigations

in which training elements are combined in various ways, whether

they are directed toward the fine tuning of styles or the

mastery of new approaches. From our analysis, wewere able to

identify a number of training components that have been studied

intensively. Alone and in combination, each of these training

components contributes to the impact of a training sequence or
activity: (As we shall see, when used together, each has much

greater power than when they are used alone.) The major compo-

nents of training in the studies we reviewed are:

1. Presentation of theoky or description of skill

.or strategy;

2. Modelling or demonstration of skills or models

of teaching;



3. Practice in simulated and classroom settings;

A. Structured and open-ended feedback (provision

oe informatiOn aboutuperforMance); 4,

5. Coaching for apOlidation (Rands-on;

Asa-iota/ice with tfie.tranefer of skills and strategies'

in If claestoom)..

THE NATURE OF THE LITERATURE

We analyzed more than two hundred studies in which researchere

investigated the effectiveness of 'various kinds of trainini

methods. Determining levels of impact from single and combined

treatments was difficult foi- seyeral reas6s.. Most training

studies were hot designed to measure:levels ofimpact'on the

incremental value of'each training component. Rather, research

questions.were generally focused on. differences between treatment

and comparison groups.
ConCluaionsnearly always addressed the issue of whether

-skills were acquiredland demonstrated. The question of transfer_

at the classroom level was addresSed in relatively few stip:lies, .

Nevertheless, we have'developed working hypotheses regarding

expected levels of impact from the various training strategies.

The hypotheses are extrapolation's derived from investigations

that examined training elements for their impact on teacher

behaviour- Although the 'conclusions here are.moriing hypotheses.

. we believe they adequately represent the present state of the

literature and that training programs can use them reliably.

No single, study used all training components and measured

.effects at all levels of impac. However, the training litera

ture taken as a. whole provides information on many of the possible

combinations. For example, simulated practice has been studied

for its impact on skills development (CruiCkshank, 1968; Vlcek,

1966). Strugtured feedback has been compared to open-ended

feedback amd self7-observation (Tuckman, 1969; Saloman and

, McDonald, 1970).

Studies combining modeling, practice, and feedback (Orme,

1966); presentation, practice, and feedback (Edwards, 1975;
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Botigh, Lohman, and Ober, 1969)1 presentation, modeling, practice,
and feedback (Borg, 1975; Borg, Langer, and Kelley, 1971)1 and
Kallenbach, 1969) have been heavily investigated with respect to
Skill acquisition and transfer.

Although few studies focused on "coaching to application"
as japceive&here,:several treatments included lengthy follow- .

110 leedbackifter initial training (and these methods seemed to
result in greater transfer at the Classroom level). Feldon and
Duncan (1978) demonstrated the power of obserVation, feedback,
and goal setting to boost the effects of training, and Borg,
Langer, and Kelley (1971) found permanence of fine-tuning skills
in a delayed post test after an initial training that included
presentation, modeling, practice, land feedback.

Is there a clear demarcation between fine tuning and new
repertoire?. Sometimes it was unclear if the focus of the study
was fine tuning of existing skilli or redirection of teaching

.

style. Frequently, pretraining observations of teaching were
omitted from the training study, so the leVel of entry skills
was unknOwnatowever, we have applied several general rules of
thumb to distinguish the purposes of training. First, if pre-
service teachers were the subjects of training, we were most
likely to label the training objective

"new repertoire" than if
in- service teachers were the subjects. Second, training aimed
at questioning skills, discussion skills, question wait time,
attending to overlooked students, and positive reinforcement
of desirable student behaviour were generally Classified "fine
tuning." It seemed reasonable to assume that these behaviours

, reside in everyone's repertoire, including teachers and teacher
trainees. Thus, if training involved installation of a new
curriculum, instruction in inquiry strategies, or unusual
models of teaching that departed radically from the usual
recitation classroom process, the purpose of training was
assumed to be rediiection of teaching style.

Was there an awareness of the need for addredsing the
transfer question in the training research? Apparently, many
researchers are aware of the need to witless transfer of learned

1
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skint) at the classroom level. ,Recent carefully designed

.studies examining relationships between student learning and

teacher training have carefully monitored teacher behaviour

in the clissrooM to assure the implementation of new strategies

thought to inflUence student learning. Furthermore, many

studies conclude with the Observation that application of skills

in the classroom should be the subject of feture'reaeaich.

What is the power.of individual components? Some Coaponeints
%

were studied intensively; others were not. We discovered no

studies in:Which presentation alone was the training strategy,'

but it often appeared as a "control," when it was invariably

surpassed by treatments including' modeling, practice, orefeedback

components. Likewise, no studies were reviewed in which practice

alone constituted the treatment.

.The evidence fOr modeling and feedback is the clearest.

Baran, Snow and McDonald (1971) demonstrated the effihacy of

modeling for redirectihg teacher behaviour, and Good and. Brophy

(1974) illustrated the effectiveness of feedback in a powerful

one-shot interview based on four months of Ckaisroom observation.

How conflicting were the findings? The results of training

studies are remarkably consistent. Teachers learn the knowledge

and concepts they are taught and can generally demonstrate new

skills and strategies if provided opportunities for any combina-

tion of modeling, practice, or feedback.

Was the level of impact always discernible? The absehhe of

MI

fine-grained analyses tb t examine all levels o impact for

individuals in a tratni program leaves many que tions unanswered;`
fa or example, the percentage of trainees that achieved each level..

of impact following training. For the purposes of this review,

we assumed that skills had been acquired if teachers were

observed to exhibit the trained skills or strategies in peer

teaching, microteaching, or classroom settings. If observations

occurred several months after completion of training and the

trained skills or strategies were in evidence, we assumed transfer

had been accomplished. Now, what-did we find?
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EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPONENTS d

Pkesentettax oic Thcony. The substance of theory com-

ponents is the rationale, theoretical base, and verbal descrippon
of an appraoCh to teaching or it skill or instructional techniqUe.

Readings, lectures, filMs, and discussions are used to describe

the approach, its conceptual base and potential uses. In many

higher education courses and in-set,:rkbe institutes and workshops,

it is not uncommon for presentation of theory to be the major and

in some cases the sole compoltnt of the training experience. In

research it is frequently combined with one or more of the other
components.

Level o6 Impact. Either for tuning of style or mastery of

new approaches, presentation of theory can raise awareness of

increased conceptual control of an area to some extent. However,

it is for relatively few teachers that it results in skill acqui-

sition or the transfer of skills into the classroom situation

(although there are'some people whobuild and transfer skills

from theory presentations alone). D11 the other hand, when the

presentation of theory is used in Combination with the other

training components, it appears to boost conceptual control,

skill development, and transfer. It is not powerful enough

alone to'achieve Much impact beyond the awareness level, but

when combined with the others, it is an important component.

2. Modeting on Demonotnatt'on. Modeling involves enactment

of the teaching skill or strategy either through a live demon-
.

stration with children or adults, or through television, film,

or other media. In a given training activity, a strategy or

skill can be modeled any number of times. Much of the literature

is flawed because only one or two demonstrations have been made

of some quite complex modeld of teaching, thus comprising

weak treatments.

Level ot.Impact. Modeling appears to have a considerable

effect on awareness and some'on knowledge. Demonstration also
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increases the mastery of theory: We understand better what is

illustrated to us. A good many teacheri can imitate demonstrated,

skills fairly readily and a number will transfer them to class-

room practice. However, for most teachert modeling alone is

unlikely to'result in the acquisition and transfer of skills ,

unless it is accompanied by other components. Fairly good levals,

of impact can be achieved through the use of modeling alone where

the tuning of style is involv d, but

6(4

for the mastery of new

approaches it, by itself, es not have great power for many

teachers. All in all, research appears to indicate that modeling

is very 'likely to be an important component of any training

programlaimed at acquisition of complex skills and their transfer

to the 1.assroom situation.
(

3. Pkactice linden. Simulated Conditiona. Practice involves

trying'out a' new skill or strategy. Simulated conditions are

usually achieved by carrying out the practice either with peers

or.wikh small groups of children under circumstances which do

not require management of an entire clAss or larger group of,
i

children at the same time.

Level 06 Impact. It is difficult to imagine practice with-

out prior awareness and knowledge; that is, we have to know what

it ih we are to practice. However, when awareness and knoWledge

'have been achieved, practice is a very efficient way of acquiring

skills add strategies whether related to the tuning of style or

the mastery of new approaches. Once a relatively high level of

skill has been achieved, a si;eable percentage of teachers will

begin to transfer the skill into their instructional situations,

but this will not be true of all persons by any means, and it

is probable that the more complex and unfamiliar the skill or

strategy, the lower will be the level of transfer. All in all,

research supports common tense with respect.to practice under

simulated conditions. That is, it is an eiityeliny=eftective

way to develop competence in a wide variety.of classroom tech-,

niques.

a
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4r
4a. Stsuctuked Feedback. ._Struttured feedback involves

is learning a system for observing:: ating behaviour and provi-tedini opportunity to reflect q aching by using the system.
'Feedback; can be self-administexedi.:"provided

by observers
. ,

givap:by peers and coaches. ;t 'can be regular or occasional
It can bercombined with other components; which are organized
towar& the acquisition of specific'skills and strategies. That

t 4,

.0. it can be' directly combined w h practice and a practice-
feedback- practice - feedback seqUenc can be. developed. TAken
alone, feedback can result in considerable awareness of one's

a teaching behaviour and knowledge about alternatives. With.
respect to the fine tuning of styles. it hah reasonable power
for acquisition of skills and their transfer to the classroom
situation. For example, if feedback is given about Patterns of
rewarding and punishing, many teachers'will begin 'to:modify the
ways they reward and pUnish children. Similarly, if feedback
is provided about the kinds of questions asked in the classroom,
many teachers will 'become more aware of their use of qUestions
and set goals for changes. In geper 1 these changei persist as
long as feedback continues to be provi d and then styles gradu-
ally ml.ide back toward their original int. In other words,
feedback alone does no* appear to pro ide permanent changed, but
regular and consistent feedback is robablynecessa4 if people
are to make changes in very many areas of behaviour and maintain
those changes.

,..

46. Open-End d Fe dback. Unstructured feedback--that-is,
feedback consisting n informal cAiscussidn following obser-
vation--has uneven impact. Some persons appear to profit
considerably from it while many do not. It is most likely that ,

unstructured feedback best accomplishes an awareness of teaching
style and as such can be very useful in providing :readiness"
for more extensive and directed training activities. For example,
teachers might begin to observe one another informall1;, and
engage in generalidiscussions about teaching behaviour and then
proceed toward focused attempts at change. Modeling followed by:

.4;
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practice an eedback can be very powerful In achieving skill

development and.transf r.

5. Coaching 04 pfirction. When'the tither training

components are used in combination the ievelts of isElsOtre

considerable.tor most teachers up through the skill leVik,

whether the object is the tuning of'style or the mastery

new approaches to learning, For ex le, demonstration of .

unfamiliar models of teaching or cut iculum approaches combined

with'discussions of theory and foll d by practice with struc-

turedireedback reach the skill acgui tion level of impact with

nearly all (prObablY nine out of ten) teachers at the in- service

or pre-service levels.' If consistent feedback is provided with

i classroom practice, a gOod many, but hotip all, Will. transfer

their skills into the teaching situation. For many others,

however,' direct Co4thing onihow to apply the new skills and

models, appears to be,aeOeesary. Coaching can be provided by

peers (other teachers), supervisors, professors, curricultim

consultants, or others thoroughly lamiliar with the approaches.

Coaching for application involves helping teachers analyze the

content to be taught and the approach to be taken, and making

very specific plane to help the student adapt to the new teaching

approach.

S

COMBINATIONS AND COMPONWS
m

For maximum effectiveness of most in-service activities, it I.

appears wisest to include several and perhaps all of the training t.

components we have listed (see, for example: Orme, 1966.) 4/

Where the fine tuning of style is the focus, modeling, practice

e.under simulated conditions, and practice in the classroom,

'combined with feedback, will probably re%ult in onsiderable

changes. Where the mastery of a new approach is the desired

outcome, presentations and discubsions of theor 'and coaching

to applications are probably ecessary as well If the theory

0 of a new approach is well p sented, the' appro ch is demonstra-

ted, Practice is provided nder simulated conditions with careful
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dnd'consisteht feedback, and'that practic; is _followed. by

application in the classrOom with coaching and further feed -

,back, it is likely that the vast majority of teachers will be

able to expand their repertoire to the point.where'they can

utilises wide variety, of approaches to teaching and curriculum.

If any of these components are left out, the impact of training

will be weakened in the sense that fewer numbers of people

will ',Ogress to the transfer level (which is the only level

that has iiii*cant meaning for school improvement). The most

effective trending activities, then, will be those that combine

theory, Modelint, practice, feedback, and coaching to application.

The knowledge base seems firm enough that we can predict that

if-those comporents'are in fact,combined,in in-service programs,

we can expect the outcomes to be considerable at'all levels.

Now, let us take those components and see what we can predict

on our outcome levels. Let us have an .in-service experience, a

good hefty one, superbly done, that only deals 4ith the thebry; we

have just discussed the theory of the approach. How many people

will transfer in the classroom; will go through all those levels;

w ill becoMe aware; get conceptual control; get skill, and transfer

kiinto the classroom, do something about it? Who thinks ten per-
1,;
4/1..Mat; feweref us with that kind of experience pick up from that

d anything? Well, you'd be right.

N let us have a better workshop'. Let us take discussions

of theory.and also demonstrate the teaching strategy--superbly.

Now how many people will transfer it to the classroom? It is

still Less than ten percent after demonstration, as near as I can

tell, who will actually pick up the thing and use it. But

conceptual control will be. much better. We learn theory better

when we can see its implications;

and demonstration, our conceptual

have much effect on the transfer.

Now, lets add practice: we

if our workshop includes theory

control will go up, but we won't

Are you with me?

present the theory, we demonstrate

the thing, and now we practise it. Teach each other - -peer teaching-

teach each other micro-teaching and so forth. Now, how many will

use the new approach? Who thinks it will be under.twenty-five

'Ns
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percent?' Well, that is about right. A feWlmore'will use it,

bUt still 'a minority. About one-quarter of us nelfare fooling

around with the thing.

Let us add feedback. We will teach and co. -teach others

with feedback; you will get a liitlemore right? Bui'until

we go the whole gamui--theory,-demOnstration, practice, feed-,

...,,backhand then_co-teach each other in the classroom - -we do not

.-reacn the point where the majority, of us use new skill .or stral-

tegy as a Ipnctioning part of our repertoire, as near as I can

,tell from the liter Lure. Do you see the implic ions? ow,

how many will if we run the whole gamut? I lect e you a

'dynectics: we demon trate it eight times; we pra tine it

;mall groups, mit eedback; we "follow each other in the class-.

room and watch ead other do it. No4 what percentage of us will

do-it? ,How many ink it's.over ninety percent? Well, that is

the way it is. A 1 of us, just about, master and Aftilize things

taught under_tho conditions. Wp, as teachers, are wonderfdl

learners. But .y u think, "Gee, some, people might not like it,

they may not us it forever," and all that. That is true, but

they'will have he capability. In a communal kind of situation

they will enjo it and nearlyceverybody will try the thing out

in that kind o situation, particularly with the coaching going

on.

o I don;t, now if you fully believe all this-LI am not sure

fuLly beli ve it all--but what I am trying to do 4s 4ive you

a'sample of an effort to,reach toward a mod-el that will address

only one t'ny.piece of the staff-development problem: that is,

what kind f training ao we respond to in what ways? And the

implicati ns of just,that excursion are something like this:

we can p t on a series of workshops, on a series of clinical

experie es, and give some idea of what kinds ofthings we are

likely o learn from them. If you see a workshop that has

lectur and demonstrations only, what do you know about it?

You wi/11 only go tothe awareness and to some extent the concep-

tual.4ontrol level: university courses generally contain only ,

those components.. On the other.hand, one of the most wonderful

y

a
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experiments fhaye,seen.wle where pepple dropped theory out and

just saw the deplonstration,.practiCA and feedback. The perfor,

Mike' was crummy, which was kind of nice. We dO have to know
.

wham we are doing.

rutureresea pn training should systematically address

the,many c of the training componenti/levels 6 imPact matrix

tha rently lack adequate data An emphaaiii-,oArthe effects ,of'

"coaching to application" On "problem solving"--=!with ching
... .

.administehed by other teachers, principals, supe isors and so

,on,should provide useful information'hot only on coach " as

a training strategy but on therelativeeffectiveness of Vari

training agents as well. in fact, coaching by peers proves

to boost the Ma. :Ititude of,61a0siOom implementation, in extremely

,.. practical and p erful training method can be added to the

alieadir tested strategies of theory presentation,'modeling,

practice, and feedback.
.

This is just an illustration of what can happen if we dig.

into only one dimension of staff development and scrutinize the

research carefully. We begin to,develop a "partial model"

that addresses one dimension of the problem.

Before I go, I want to tell you what the future will be

like. You are going to generate models for staff development J

that adequately address the creation of better kinds of social

ecologies within which-we can work and grow. ',believe that

the paydff in..models of staff developMent is not goingeto be so

much through training, studies of governance, and whatever, as

o .1
they are going to ben finding ways to,make 'the school a better

plade to live and w Within thkt environment, staff develop-

- ment initiatives, .whatever they are'in approaches, can fall on

fertile ground. In that funny little elementary school we can

do almost anything we want because it is kind of a neat place.

I watched another school not far from there where the faculty

are divided against each other and there is no positive problem-

solving force. And Y think our models that are going to pay of

are going to be the ones that look at those kinds of problems .

carefully. J think, second, that we must become more realistic
,

. .
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,.. in looking at our literature and whet we do'know. ',Although I ,

was being pOrtlyi, facetious, it Cuould take me three or four hours

to take you througliathat training iresearch adequately. I am

--convinced that most staff development activity can hardly affect '

us at all because we are violating the best we know about training.
.

Fbr a teacher trainer periously to offer a workshop and ixpect

.transfer without providing the elementsftthat enableua tell learn. -

is si ly foolish.
*

Ju one last thought; when we do provide the conditions

from whi h we can learn, the proper conditions, almost any .

teacher, n learn almost any complex teaching strategy and how,

to use it. One.-of the things I am very. tired of is the complaint

that we are not very good learners; we are hard to change, we are

moss- backs, we .are burnt out, we do not have the energy:to go

forward. From the training research, I have found something quite

different. We are terrific learners. What we h'ave done to our

selves is create a staff development ecology'in which we verx
,

,

rarely'put together the elements we know we learn from. When

teachers plan their own in-service, it just amazes me how quickly

they plan the same workshops, the same
approaches, ana so forth

that they have complained about. Very rarely do theysaY,"Hey,

ei let's each demonstrate qu best thing to the oth rson."

Let's start by_teaching e ch other the thing we do best.' That

just doesn't happen very ,ften. We have all got take seriously

the conditions under which. wevlearn and put those together.

Well, aood luck. I hopc I haven't made it too much worse

than, it was when we started. George knew me well enough to think

things probably would get worse, blit at least, George, the other'

speakers will Tookbetter; My function in a conference is to

start by leaving yap nowhere to go but up..

e

3J.
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QUESTIONSer/OR DISCUSSION:

RZOBa?fam:

New Perspectives

I'll ake two points, Bruce. First of all, ther were ION;),,-
,

aims t you Outlined for in-service at the outset: youtialked

abou ocietal, corporation improveOent, unit, and idiosyncratic

focuEs. ,I'd Pike to support urge as'a way of 'looking at things.
. , 7

and I d like to add a turopeat dimension. For example, what has
..

happened at the national level in' Bri in is that a'group has come

together to try and identify needs a those fbur. leyels, national,

'lacer> schools, and individual teacher, and then 'to book at both

he sort of activities that would also be ndeded

11(thekind of.resource hat would be necessary to meet the needs.

sdlidentified, and .

SoI find thatsOmetping that I want to give my support to. This

is'an approach 'which ha7;'found increaeingfatonr in Europe. Per!-.

haps,it's because its easier to adopt that kind of focus in -

relatively Centralized systems, but I should say that even In

England which is pretty decentralized (in fact very ofteoclecen-

Ar'tralizatio Adnemad) we found this particular formulation helpful.

The'bthed aspect that I really was saying "Hear!" "Hear!"

'very heartily to'ie the notion of ecology of the schoolnd its
0

importance. I really do believe that unlesi we start from the

school and look within as it Were, and then start looking .?Ut,

rather than what too often.kappens--particularly on this side ..

of the Atlantic--startiag f4pm-the outside and looking in, then,
4

'I think all our in-Service efforts and indeed much of the efforth,

that we've made in, let's say curriculum development and dissemi-

nation, are dOemed to failure. `The working reality.of schools is

so complex; the principle'- lector I always find

whioh was highlighted for"me recently on a T.V.

on the Covent Garan Opera Co.., The cast said,

place from the outside where, the audience sits

of time,'

p, rks in England

"It s"a lovely

but inside what you

find is that it's incredibly tight--no space at all." Everybody'

agreed that what they needed more than anything else was more space.

And I thought, now ifr you asked arty teacher, anywhere in theAworld,
o



What he wanted, very rarely would he say "sp!ce; Every teacher

A know would say That is what Illeed more of to, do what

I went to do." And that is one of the things that.must be'addidsr

,sed inAooking dt the ecology of the school.

If move out fTom that - -again a European perspective--I

think perhapkin Swedes this .notion of ecology has been taken

more seriously than anywhere else. They quite explicitly said,

We are asocial democratic country' yeschools ought to be

social demodrdtic." They adopt an eological stance in other

words. But havingdonl,that ey then''said, "Now lets* addresd

the needs of particular ls, particurar sites, particular

communities working with schools and see what theimplications,

of those are for the particular schools, at this time. They

start,, therefore, by saying, "How can we help the teachers in

tAese schools become'what we think they ought to be." To that

,extent it's top down; nevertheless, it'does start from their

working reality. So that's my second, "Hear!" "Hear!"
.

I have some doubts about the stress you fay upon the model

you offer at the end. I am skeptica'REOutthe ninety percent--

\*4even when you do the lot--because it seems to me whaewe are

offering teachers, even with that much more sophisticated,

developed, model of training and lea

complex innovation. That, howeve

it, when it corned down to it,

part of that gooier system.

g, is neGertheless a

well ou equip them to do

he individual teacher is a

In Engiand.twhere we've adopted

just th kind of strateg , we still find that behaviour doesn't

significantly change. So, while it's clearly something one

want to adopt rather than

do at present, I am not

percent.

would want to addr'essi and one would

some oethe more primitive hings we

confident that it would ach ve ni

Response:. Michael Fullan

I thought that when Bruce first started off "1r-the story

and talked about the confusion he had encountered, and told the

story of the four teachers- -the two that hadn't read any books
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and didn't do 'anything, and the other,-two who,bad'taken advan-

tage of every in-service opportunity they'could--that he was

going to go on and say that they'd followed up their teaching
g

and found the two moribund teacher's to be the most effective.

But he wasn't that discouraging.

I have three reactions that are interrelated.la The first'

Y one is really a sense of agreement regarding the wastage of

time and energy in in-service education. It seems to me, from
a

the studies, and what, Bruce has cited, that one form of progress

would be to cut down,on the waste:of in-service education. That

would be a real accoMpliihment. Somewhat related to that is

probably the'orientation people have now to in-service education

compared to ten years ago when new programs were introduced.

People have been hurt frequently and so are skepp4cal about

programs that come along. A great deal of pessimidm also exists

that' makes it difficult to work with those good examples that
.--.

'do come along. --I think that the whole theme of the conference

with its implicit assUMptioh that we need to increase Our effort

on in-service education, which all kinds of'agencies are now

advocating, is one that we should look on skeptically in terms

of whether it will lead, on balance, to a lot of wasted energy

or productive energy.

The second point, which follows from that and ties in to

the last things that Bruce was talking about, is the need to

identify and understand what makes good in-service work. I hope

the discussion groups and other speakers will try to-accomplish

some of that by the end of the conference. We need to have

criteria, to sort out the good and bad forms and to be able to

understand in both a conceptual and pradtical way why certain

typesOf in-service education work and why others do not. And

that will relate to things like the ecology of the school, the

role of individuals schools, and some of the things I want

to deal with on Friday.

And the last Poin ,which is, even if we do everything right

it is stilr to me a large problem. Because, we can have the
A.,

model that was described at the end--the components of theory

ti
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and dssonatration, praCtice, feedback, and Coachingwhich I

agree:Will be i'suCcellef41 model if people would use it but
the problem is not so much formulating what would be a great
in-ierVice model (I think that's patt of the problem) but the
Other problem is that we would run into the realities of the

differing schOol systems that Bruce referred to in comparing
those two schools. So, even if we have this great model; or

a good model that makes a lot of sense and will work if its

tried, we are faced with the problem of being able to:work
with different school syitems, many of which have no interest
and where it would 'be impossible to get started. I think
'that's where. wy.are going to end up confronting the
problems.

Response: Lou Rubin

Well. I think we've beep treated to vintage Joyce; a

truly first' -rate presentation. The first ar4ument is that

in.J.service is a problem of consummate importance which has
ofily come latterly to Canada. The main thrust of the mo4e-
me'nt started in the U.S. It did not start because we suddenly

discovered that in-service was terribly important. It started

.because the pre-service market died out and it wakonlY when

all of those dudes who were involved in pre-pervice had nothing
to do.and got frantic because of the bloody pill a bad meta-
phor but I'll let it go. Because of the pill we were wanting

for kids and because we wanted for kids the pee-service market
died out and lots of people turadd to in-service. Be, that as

it may, it has yet, I think, to attract its true merit of atten-
tion

I'll make you a proposition: I'll walk the streets of

Vancouver this afternoon and I'll pick one hundred teachers;

I'll pick one hundred people on these criteria: 1) they ave a

university degree in anything; 2) they like kids; and 3) they

have some feeling for getting along with others. Those are the

three characteristics I'll look for and then I'll match that

pool of one hundred with another population of one hundred that

6
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hAa a lull teacher-i.raining preparation program from Columbia,
Dr Harvard, or Yale or Berkeley or wherever. And I'll bet
you my shiny red a oter that inside of three. yeers you couldn't
tell one group from the other.

Great teachers are not made at tpe University of Illinois,
or Stanford, they are made iA the scHbmis and for that reason

dilt's awfully easy to overlook the consummate importaisce of in-
service becaule it ii the in-service aotivfty that makes or
breaks a great teacher. Takeall of the talent in the world,
put it in an infertile situation and you end up with a poor
teacher. Take modest talent, and put it in a very fertile,
environment, and you come closer to realizing its poteritial.

The second point that'Bruce made that I think exremely.,
important, is that he said,. "Let me tell you my problems and
let me make some suggestions as to how you,§o about formulating
a model." And I want, parenthetically, to twit'Buy Bolam. It,
is said that there will always be an England, and I am inclined
to think that there will always be an England because England
changes so damn slowly. Because, I've been playing some games
on my own, and I would be inclined to believe the ninety per-
cent figure. That may be our great debate of the forum these
three or four days: whether or not ninety percent is the right
figure. While indeed we do have extraordinary difficulty gettinc
change into the classroom, it is that usage and feedback mecha-
nism which seems to make the difference. So, we'll have to.
push Professor Salem a bit more as to why he feels that that
figure is overly optimistic. But the point I want to make
is that Joyce spoke not of "Do it my, way"; this is Joyce's
version of the good, the true and the beautiful. Rather he
said, 'Here are some. ways of going about it." I think that is
of great importance because it means that in one place you go
about it one way, and in another situation, you go at it
dnother. Victoria doesn't do it the way vancouverdoes it;
there is room for great freedom. You know, they once asked
,Michaelangelo, "How do you carve a horse?'" And,he said, "Wey '

it's verisimple: you take a block of marble, you look at it,
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smnd'youcmt away'the'part. OW. not a horse. And that'. all
there ire'to it:" Now there is a great sfillptor and h lOusy

teacher. :Im thll sena. Joyce was saying, 'Nero is the way I
carve my horse.* I don't think it would work for all of us

because we don't all see blocks of marble in predisely the

same way. But those ingredients that he outlined, I think

are a valUable tool in devising other kinds of models that'do.

make for potent rather than impotent in-service.

I suppose the third thing that I would note is his /

speaktfig about the ease with which we make the shoddy appear

to be satisfactory. There is a fundamental premise of human

behaviour: if you can survive something it's good enough,,

and the inclination to make it better is not very powerful.

And we have survived an awful lot of very, very bad in-service.

It goes on--it goes on all of the time--it goep on almost

everywhere; and it goes on, most of the time rather badly and

we are expeit, not at makirily. it better, but at camouflaging

its poorness. We are superb at decor, at covering up. I

think what Bruce was sug eating is that perhaps too much of

c
our energy has gone intb the camouflage of something which is

fundamentally irrational and unpromising, and too little has
gone into the search for table alternatives that have genuine
promise.

.GeoltgeIvany:

I would add one little note too the great debate. I also

tend to agree with Bruce that ability to change behaviour on

the kind of model that he outlined is damned near one hundred

percent. I remember Bruce providing externalbrilliane to

several doctoral students in a models of teaching project.

And, for whatever reason, when you took groups of teachers and

ran them through that kind of training program, you could

produce almost any kind of prior-determined behaviour, perfectly.

(We also knew what happened to that behaviour when they got

abandoned and left in normal schools.) But the idea of being

able to shape the behaviour perfectly so that it was understood
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and skillfully demonstiatOd can be done through that k1nd of
model. 1 think the difficulty is beyond that 'whether it

lasts, whether it can itirld the kind of testa around it.
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INTRODUCTION,

NAOMI HERSOM

You know, those of us who reprelent the university sometimes

feel the sting a little in a remark attributed to GeOrge Bernard

Shaw who commented that grandparents and children had a great

deal in common because they had a common enemy. I can only hope

parenthetically; that we don't feel that way about our pre-service

and post-service activities at the universities.

However, to get to the task at hand, I am very pleased today

to be chairing this session and to be here With you to hear our

distinguished speaker, Ray Bolam, who comes to us from the School

of Education at the University of Bristol. Ray has been very'

active in two areas that are related to the theme of this conferenc

the induction of teachers when they first start in the maession;

and as his title indicates: in-service education and training of

teachers.

Ray has been very active in England but his activities have

also extended to at least sixteen countries associated with the

United Wationsi he has consulted in the United States and so is

familiar with the North American scene; and he has also acted as

an advisor for the government of Pakistan. So, today, as he

addresses us he brings an international perspective and a wealth

of experience. It is my pleasure to give you now, Ray Bolam.

re.
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PRIORITIES IN INSET

AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

RAV'BOLAO

INTRODUCTION

This paper has three broad aims: first, to disselinate

information about trends' in recent4hinking abOut INSET,

(In-Service Education and Training), particularly amongst

O.E.C.D. member countries, outside Canada and America; second,

to give a brief account of a recent project which has been

given high priority in Englan4: third to consider briefly some

'implications for INSET policy in any one country.

THE O.E.C.D. PROJECT ON INSET

Even at the outset of the Project, in 1975, it was very

clear that informed professional opinion in several O.E.C.D.

. Member, countries was virtually unanimops in recommending that

a very high priority should be given to the expansion' and improve-

ment of in- service training as an investment in the future

quality of the teaching force. This agreement about the importance

of INSET had given rise in deveral Member countries to a detailed

cotaideration of neceseary changes in its nature, scale, costs,

orianization and structure.

It was against this background that the U.S. National

Institute of Education (NIE) and the O.E.C.D. agreed to sponsor

41
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t

jointly international project on innovative approaches to
INSET fa e Diagram 11. Reports were commissioned from leading
teachtr ducators in the following countries; 'Australia; Canada;

A

France; Germany and Switzerland; Japan; the Netherlands; Sweden;
United Kinfldomp United States. A post seminar contribution from

'taly was later added. Each report contained an outline of the

aeional context and the main features of INSET: several inten-
sive studies of innovative approaches to INSET; conclusions on

the implications of the case studies f6r the future of INSET.

These national reports were discussed at an international seminar

which was held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania from June 27th to
July 3rd, 1976.

.As the conclusion to this first phase of the project, a

synthesis report (Bolam, 1976) was produced and pritllrkties for
Phase 2 follow-up activities were identified. In fact; Phase 2
of the project took two forms. First, in Phase 2A, as described
below. Second, in Phase 2B (which is funded by the partilipating
Countries and not by NIE) a series of co-development activities
have been organized. These have taken the form of nationally

sponsored conferences, seminars and site visits for practitioners
and researchers. Phase 2A of the 'project will conclude with a

conference and general synthesis report, both of which 'will takesi

account of the Phase 2B Activities, later in 1979. The Phase 2B

activities will continue on a group and bilateral basis as long
as the participants consider them worthwhile.

Seven major topic areas have emerged as priorities during
Phase 2 of the project. Since they may'reasonably be said to

reflect some of the. main priorities of the participating countries,

they are presented briefly below in the form of a progress report.

a) The ContAibutip o6 Adutt Leanning Theo/tiee and PAacticea
to INSET

The experience of providing learning opportunities for adults

outside the formal system of education and training has not yet

penetrated the teacher training and retraining world. Several key

topics were identified in the Phase 1 interim report:
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i.. The adaptation of.the general knob/ledge base in

adult learning to the specific needs of INSET

programmes for teachers.

ii. The relationships between
continuing education,

periOnal development, incentives
of various kinds

and career developments.

iii. The specific implications
of the predominance of

Women in the'teachino profession.

iv. The Implications and
possibilities of organizing

INSET for teachers alongside
other "helping"

professionals.

This follow-up activity has involved the preparation of

several national reviews of
literature and experience. The

synthesis report is being written bp'Dean Corrigan, University

'of Vermont, U.S.A.

/ b) The Rote oi the School in INSET

The Phase 1 interim report
recorded general agreement that

the actual and potential
role of the school in INSET ought to be

r-explored and documented. This called fora careful analysis'Of

the conditions needed for the successful
implementation ol an

approach.-which tries to respond to both teacher and the Astern

needs. The following topics were
suggested for consideration:

i. The definition of and rationale for school-focused-

training in the continuing
training of teachers.

What characterizes schools which successfully operate

such approaches?

ii. The role of the "peer-group" and the emergenceof

new training roles: professional tutor, pedago-

gical advisers, research coordinators, consultants,

etc.; the specific roles and,training
needs of those

who facilitate school- focused INSET.

iii. The characteristics and coordination of support

structures for effective school-focused training,

e.g. universities,
colleges of education, research

laboratories.
Because of rapidly developing interest
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in and experience of them, the role of teachers'
.

icentres in school-focused INSET would repay

particular study.

iv. How can the effectiveness of school- focused

INSET be evaluated? Is it cheaper than traditional

elproaches? How can it be incorporated in an award-
' Bearing structure (e.g. M.Eds. and Ph.Ds)?

This activity has in many ways been the most signifiCant of

all, not least because it has figured prominently in both follow-

up Phases. In phase 2A several national case studies have been

written, with some emphasis on the role of teachers' centres;
,

the synthesis report will be prepared by' Ken Hewey, University of

Minnesota, U.S.A. In Phase 2B, three international seminars have

taken place and each has involved working papers and a synthesis
report. The initiative for Ais Phase 2B activity has sprung to
a considerable ex t from the Department of Education and Science

)01
(England and Wale f-which has also funded three major research and I

development project, on school- focused INSET and Ryblilhed av
'discussion document for all schools (Bolam (ed) 1978).

el The Evdtuarione of IN T

The Phase 1 interim report concluded that there wa general

agreement among researchers, ,administrators and teacher educators

about the urgent need for viable models and strategies for the

evaluation of INSET. \These needs should be stidied atIseveral'
levels:-

kii4 A critical reView'of the theory and piactice of
{c in\f1SET and related fields like curri-
' culum and action research.

ii. The development of a comprehensive methodology for

large scale and'external evaluation of INSET pro-

grammes.

iii. The development of methodologies for formative and

summative evaluation,of courses and programmes which

can be easily administered internally by INSET

providing agencies.

4
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iv. The imprdvemenb'of.theriesearch and information

baseat.regional andnational levels2so that the
planning and implementatioW of INSET policies
can'be made'more effecti;m:

v. A gonsideration of thl relationship Of evaluation
to'the problems of identifying agreed aims foi
INSET at the five main system-levels.

AIn Phase 1A, several national reports have been prepaed
(e.g. United KingdomMenmark, Sweden and U'.S.A.) and the
syntheglie report will be written by Tom Fox, University of

{
Wisconsin -'Madison. In Phase TB, several seminars and inter-
project visitations have been organized in connection with the
evaluation of school-focused

research projects in England, Sweden
and Deniark. INSAT evaluation is currently of considerable interet
in the U.K. (vide Elliott,

1977; Hender76% 1978; Bolam, 1979).

d) New INSET Matekiefe

The Phase 1 4nterim report conclUded that INSET providing
agencies and individuals

have a central past to play in the improve
ment and development of effective INSET programmes, methods and

.

materials. Three topic areas were identified for study:
i. What kinds of new INSET materials and approaches

exist in Amber countries, how effective are they
and to what extent can they be adapted for use'
elsewhere?

ii. What types of teacher
training programmes can be

developed that use, among other things, original
and/or adapt training materials, self-directed
and self- ec training_experiences, distance
teachin etho , performace-based methods, a d
applications of research findings to teaching
What problems must be resolved to make such a
training programme functional?

iii. Is one type of
programme more effective than another

in changing teachers? Changing pupils? Changing
the organizational structure of the school?

1

5,1
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Ih Phale 2A,two inter ational seminars'have been or nixed
aroundthisItheme'ene haVe Scolvid extensive study of _tufa
materials and: Media. An int rim report has eeen prepared by
Cy,MaXWell -at OECD/COI. ,'

el Rote and Tn.ainliwoi Teach.en Tnainene

The Phase 1 interim report concluded that it was of.critiCal

importance for trainers to be adequately equipped in'terms

:skills and materials to carry out their taskst'that a greai.deal,.:

of relevant work was on-going in other countries; and there was'
e need to identify those approaches which are adapteble.and:genera-
lizable to other settings. Tito major themes for future study

' were identifiedias:.

, A rvey of existing knowledge -about the training

nee s'of,'and current training prograem a ors' the

principal teaCher trainers; this'woUld be, nduoted 4

in'Telation with the findings 400it'a: b, c d d
above.,

'The identification.of the merits of 'comprehensive.

national strategies for tfaining teacher, trainers

Compareb with ad hoc approaches:imed1 new &les
sehoolrbased.professional tutors);

In Phase 2A,.an interim report has been.writfen'by 'Bill

Mulford of Canberra College of Advanced Education, Australia.
It may well be that further follow-up activities will'emerge.
since it is clear -that this is of considerable interest,

certaihly in the U.K.igide Bolam, 1977, and Bolamet al, 1979).

-1) Coate and E1544.:cient Utitiza ion olf.Reeouncga

The Phase 1 interim report concluded that there was a

pauvity of comparable' information about existing INSET resources
'

and costs an that there was a. clear need for a comparaave
'study of at least 'three' main aspecte'ofthifProblem;

1. Methods and kocedlires for utillzitig and providing

for INSET at national, regional, local,-institUtiona).
. J*I

viand programme levels.

a
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. ii, Methods and.procedures for talculating'the coifs
.

of INSET at thesesalne five levels.
. 7'

Methods, procedures And problemi of making inter.,

'national comparisons of INSET resources and costs '

,at these five levels.

in.Phase 2A, several nitional'reports'have'bein written

(e.g."Australia, Denmark, SWeden, France, U.K. and U:S.A.) and.
a synthesis repoirt. is being prepared by'Philip Kaplan, an

e.p.c,D. censultant. 'There is no doubt that this' ia'regarded

as bothan portant and intractably problegatic aspect of
INSET. For example the D.E.S. in England -has recently tried

.

to obtain.reliable cost data but his encounteS110 grenit diffioulty

(D.ES., 1978).

gl Pa4ticipat4on.and Governance

During Phase 2B,those engaged in the co-development work

concentrated on an aspect of.the Phase 1 interim report concern ngr
the extent to which teachers and :peters participate in decision ' '

Making about five key INSET:tasks:

is Release and 'financing of tea hers to undertake IdsET.A
ii. Content and methods of INSET rogramthes'and activities.

iii. Validation of INSET-awards.:,;
,-

'iv. Accreditation and 'certification'related to INSET-awards.
v. Co-ordination of INSET proLiiion.

An international seminar was organized and NOrman'Evansof:

the Cambridge Institute of Education will write an interim report.

INSET governance is of central interest in England and ;;Tales,

where the national Advisory .Committ8e on 'the Supply and Training
of 'Teachers has recently4,roduced'a discussion paper entitled,

,

"Sugglasted Functions of Regional CoMmittee for Induction and In-.
,

Service Training-ofiTeachers".
.

PROFESSIONAL TUTORS.ANV PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: A NAT1OgAt CASE
STUDY.

, . b

This section giLes a brief and:partial account of attempts

in the UAL to follow-up'the James Report's recommendations that

5G
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professional tutors' should be appointed in each school as. a. means
of promoting professional development and school improvement.

) Some emphasis is given to the pilot induction Schemes because
their inherent, importance in the U.R. and tecatme. other countries
(.g. Australia : vide Tisher, 1978 and the U.S.A. s vide MacDonaidi

.1978) nave eWieSsed interest, in them.

The problems of beginning teachers have been a matter for
concern in theUdited Kingdom for some time.' In 1972,.'the James
Report (D.E.S!, 1972) concluded :'

; Nothing has impressed, or depressed, us more than the
gross inadequacy of44theWesentarrangements for the
probationary year,

The committee based this conclillion on a comparison between the
theory and actuality of probation and induction:

It is difficult to write in measured terms of the gap
which here'separates theory from practice. The theoryis iireproadhable. The young teacher, coming fresh from
college or department of education, has been given some
of the basic skills-. He nowoeede.practice under genial
and .Axpert supervisibn to"develop those skills, to mature
his style, to.relate the theory he has 'mastered to the
practice in which he is now invOlVed. His college teachers
maintain a lively interest in him. His wise seniors in his
first school introduce him, by example and precept, to an"- understanding of professibnal attitudes and to an apprecia-
tion df What his partidular school'is, 'how it works, how
deCisions are taken, how parents are involved. The specialist
adviser of the L.E44. helps him,' introducing him to other
young people workin74 in similar fieldt, involving him in a
programme of further training and consolidation. An enlight-
ened 'headmaster'ensures that both the weight and the charac-
ter of the timetable given'to the yoUng teacher reflect the
.special conditions of his first year oftalaried employment.
Such an account would probably. surprise most of the probe-
tionary teachers who might read it. No doubt, practice;

'vary and 'some L.E.A.s, schoolp and colleges are more conscien-
tious 4iid successfill than others,.
Nevertheless, the characterization which follows 11 be
recognized by many at uncomfortably near the truth. The
probationary, teacher, in fact, leaves his college on he
last day of terM-dnd never hears of or from it' again.
does the school to which.he goes 'communicate with the
college, even if difficulties arise. He is pleasantly
received at his school (as would be any newly appointed
member of staff, whether or not in a first appointment)
and introduced, for:411y or informally, to the ways, of
the place. No one suggests to him that he is In a speCial
situation, der entitled.to unusual help. He may be invited

A
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by Ons...14EiA. to attend a tea party but will-probably
not-go.aed, it he does, that will be hinflast:meeting
With its bfficere br advisers. He teaches a full time-
table ,inciuding one or, two of the notoriously difficult
groupiof pupils.. No one goes near him in the mistaken'

' belief that to do so would be to interfere with his.
professional integrity. At the end of the .year he
receiveet note informing him that the probation
has been satisfactorily completed, and he is n
qualified-teacher. This gap between theory end
reflecteAn eguallyAlarming gap between the i
tion of the probationary, year by colleges and d. ants
on the one' hand mid schools on the other. Colleg= ightlyinsist that a-profgesion 'should accept major responsibility
'in incorporating its,owb members and, in any case, they
cannot themselves do everything, and cannot produce a
standard and universally valid form of training which will
enable evermpne to do everything everywhere. The schools
rightly insist that "the system" does in fact presuppose
that a new teacher ,is fully trained, and they are given
neither resources nor encouragement to become effective
partners in the training. "

A more detailed account of this gap between theOry and actuality
was provided by a Oniversity of Bristol national sufvey of.'proba-
tioner needivand induction procedures (Taylor and Dale, 1971),
to which the James Committee referred.

IG shOuld be remembered that the first year teacher's initial
training will have been one of broadly three types: a three-year
certificate course; a three7year Certificate plus a B.Ed year; a

. three-year bachelor'i course. plus a one -year postgraduate Certifi=
'cate course. These .three types are illustrated in. Diagram 21 It
should also be noted that the content of initial training is
largely controlled by the initial training institutions, although
Nhe'advent'cof the Council.fOr National Academic Awards .(C.N.A.A,)
Aas gives a greater say to representatives of the profession and
the ,L.E.A.s; that initial training has two purpoSes higher
education and professional.training; and that'it inclOdes from
ten.;to twenty weeks of unpaid but reasonably realistic practice
teaching. Within th ,,s' context, it was generally agreed that the
problems faced\by teachers in their first ear of service warrantee
separate attention because they were distin five and different fron
the school practice situation in the follow respects:

;77.
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probationers received a full salary!;

b. provided they completedthe probationary period'
' satisfactorily they'had tenure for life;

'.

. 'they had a full teaching' load;
'..

they,hed fulyiesponsibility for a class;

they riceived.ho sdpervision from their ex college

and OnlyminimalaUpervision from their school;

. ,they;toteived uncertain :support from peertv.

g.;! theirvalue orientation and reference group was

based within the ;Khoo' 'culture whereas,as'etudents

it had been within the college culture;

h. they were committed to the same children, colleagues

1:and)obfor at least one year, probably longer;
i, they had a high and speCilic 'commitment to ihelr

.

'-schaol andplipilsv - .'

I. '-they had.i:very high' exhadstioM rate;'. 1
k. their personal and social irtdMstancee were often

mndergoing cOesiderable'ch ge:
.

, .'Diagram 2: Ae Structure of Teacher Education in the U.K.

initial P,re- Service EducatiOn and Training

3 Year Certificate
college- based.
Primary and
Secondary
Academic and
Professional.
20 weeks school
practice. .

1 Year B.Ed
College-based
(Academic)

3 Year B.C./B.Sc.
University-based
mainly
SecOndary.

1 Year P.G.C.E.
r,s2(Professional).'

10 weeks Schobl
Practice.'

t T
0ne Year of Probation and Indection

40 (7) Tears of INSET
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The declining birth rate led to en over - supply of teacher'.
but also created the opportunity to improve the'lot of the n7
first year teacher. Experimental pilOt schemes were funded by
the Government: two authorities Liverpool,and Northumberland
but longer term plensAmplementing improved induction arrange-
Sent' have been delayed by theimfriod of economic restraint
since 1973. Nevertheless, there is support from both *jot
polItiCal parties for the policy that a planned inductiOn prog-°
gramme should be available for all new teachers and many local
education authorities (L.E.A.$) are now developing their ownh
schemes.

rTo faqilitate these developments, the DepIrtment of tducatioT
and Science produced a booklet "Making Induction Work' (0.8.S.,
1978); and issued it to all L.E,A.e, based upon the experience
gained. in tIlle pilot schemes.: The three main features of these
Liverpool and Northumberland schemes were:

a. beginning teachers had-a reduced t75%) teaching load;
8. internal teacher tutors provided school - based induction

training and support; -

external professional centres (e.g..colleges and
teachers' centres) provided induction courses, ,

consultancy knd resources.' -

The two schemes together with some "unsponsored%schemes in
other L.E.h:s, were evaluated by a team based in the universities
of Bristol., Liverpool and Northumbefland. Two interintevaluation
reports were widely disseminated,(D.E.S., 1976 and 1977) and
final reports are now available (David,,1979; McCabe,0978;
Bolam, Baker and McMahon, 1979). A summary of the main piacticak
recommendations arism from this evaluation is appended to
this paper. The Univeiaily of Bristol School of Eduction has now
been funded until 1981 to disseminate these findings with,parti-
cular reference to the roWand training needs of the teacher
tutors. °

As a first step, a Resources Handbook for Tutorscis being
compiled in an attempt to re-formulate the research findingA).)in
a helpful and practical format. nor instance, a chronological

G
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frimeWorknt.probationer'needs, devised:from earlier Xeseatch',
wOrk:atEriptoi Nide Taylor and bale,1973;14OXine

197.34.
ma6rpis the book's structure. Its ilix4tages' are beat under.
itood within theChronolOgy of the school years-f,

pre-serviOs; . l..-Appointeent-end:PliceAnt
,311: Orientation

Autumn tore .2b. Orientation

3. -.Adaptation

la. Assessment
Spring term 5a.,Development
Summer term 5b. Development

4h. Assessment 4

, 6. uverviaw.
4 ,

Theprobatiohars,' needs begirOat the tial,:of appoint-ment. Following khta,. e4entetion to the xoutinea, and
procedures,Of the school andA..EA. can take place during
a,pre-service visit or during the first days and\weeke of

' the autumh,ierm: The adoptation period, is one in,which'
the probetioner4cbming'to terms with, and reconciling,
the-freguently conflicting demands of the sgArool,' the
pupils, his own inclinations and the advice 'iven in
'initial training. In short, be is' formulating his own
°teaching style-in a particular context and to do so he

. needs: support' nd encouragement._ Towardsthe end.cf'the
autumn term, most t.E.A.s.ask the head to complete a
prcgress assessment form so that probationers at rim*can be identified. From about Christmas onwards, most
probationers have settled in and are ready for training
activities t, meet their 1professional'develonment needs.
The final assessment form is usually completed towards
the end of the summer term and can be used to stimulate
an overview both of the.paat year's experience and of
career. and irt-service education and training opportunities
during the`' second year and beyond.

-tt

a) The Tutoh'a ROle

One Northumberland secondiry tutor, (Wesencraft,'1970
desCribing some of the practicalities of the job, says that as
a tutor she is involved in working with the timetable planner
to arrange the'neceisary release time for probationers; welcoming
the new teachers during their pre-service visits and coordinatihg
the briefing materials given to them; organizing seminar groups
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for "kohationetsin WhichexPerienced lie ues also participate;

giVing a, weekly tutorial 'session to each robationer; arranging

visits to other.kchools; and generally coordinating the Contribu

time of heids' of deptrtment and other staff to the induction:

scheme,
. .

Naturally, the job differs somewhat In the primary lichool-

4fer example, group seminars are less likelyv-and the role of the

peripatetiC tutors in the unsponsored schemes is even more differed!

However, all tutors have One Problem in Common!. hew.te provide

effective help which is relevant to the needs of the probationers

.as a classroom-teacher. The evidence from the two main schemes

is that tutors have been reluctant to enter their probationers'

clatstboms to observe them teaching even though it was part of
(

their job specification.. The two main reasons given are that
.4-

. this might reduce the probationer to,the status of a student

teacher and that,., in most schools, there as no tradition of. ,

observing colleagues teaching. Of the many professional issues

raised by 'these findings, two are directly relevant to the

pre ant theme: What indirect information about teaching can

tutbrs obtain without ring into the classroom? What approaches

are open to them it thky-46 into the, classroom?

The most satisfactory way of obtaining detailed and systematiC

indirect inforhation about,probationers' classroom work is to ask

the probationer for, a self-report which could take the form of

an oral account, a written account, or an audio-tape of a lesson,

supplemented by. lesson notes and examples of children's work:

Once the tutor does enter the probationer's classroom several

broad options are open to him. He simply sit at the back
and take no part in the proceedings; e may move, round the room

talking to the children individually he may assist the probationer.

without actually teaching; he may engage in joint or teamApaching

with the probationeog.or he may take over the teac ing entirely"

.._

for a short period. Any of these may be useful fo particular,

purposes, but to be really effective they need to be grounded in

an appropri testrategy. One such straAgy is clinical supervision
and the bes known account (Cogan, 1973), identifies-eight crucial



Steps in the clinical Supervision process:
.

1. establi inga good probationer -tutor relationship

BO that the probationer 40 reasonably ready .to

accept advice beefed upon direct classroom obserVation:

2. joint planning of a esson'Or teaching saguenCer"
.

3. joint planning Of the tutor's observation strategy;

4. observation of teaching;

5.. separate analysisof the leaapn and record of

observation:

6. planning of tti superyision conference by the tutor;

7. the clinical IServision conference between tutor

Ind probationer;

8. renewed planning of the next phase in thezlight of..

this experience.

However, the evaluation data indicate.that few pilot scheme?"

tutors adopted this approach, partly through lack pf time,. but

mainly because theyere unfamiliar with it and the underlying

skills on'whichit depends. .°

b) Tutot TkainAng

1

The pilot scheme experience has made it possible to outline

the broad structus and content of an effective tutor-training

scheme with reasonable confidenc It is clear that a preparatory,

course, however'delirable, is noeIn itself sufkNent; tutors

in the two main and several unsponsOred schemes have indicated ,

firmly that they also want on-going, in-service support And

training while they are carrying out their new roles. The content

Of the course will probably be aimed at the three main attributes- -

attitudes; knowledge and skills--needed to carry out the role.

The:pilot scheme training efforts concentrated on attitudes and

knowledge burskills.related to five key tasks have now been

identified:

1. clinical supervision;

2. micro-teaching;

3. interaction analysis;

4. inter - personal communication;

5. inhovation managempot.

01 LI
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The Wide* Context

,Developments in induction are not, of course, taking placp
in isolation. As implied in section 2b above, the ideas outlined

in the James Report and elsewhere (e.g. frovle,51973) about the'

need for,schools to deVelop their own in-service policies and

programmes and to appoint professional tutors with sq-called

triple-I responsibilities (initial, induction and-in7service) to

coordinate their implementation have taken root. For example',

Baker, 1979a, has evaluated a scheme in Leeds which has adopted
a triple-I role for tutors and a research project is currently

underway in four L.E.A.s to evaluate the effectiveness of school-
generated INSET. The thinking behind this project is illustrated
by the following quotations from a widely disieminated O.E.S,
discussion paper (Bolam, (ed)', 1978).

INSET is a voluntary professional activity which
depends for its success upon the goodWill of teachers.
It is therefore vital that it should- be releVant to staff
needs and of high quality. be Often in the past it
has been thOught of only in terms of individual teachers,
attending courses which are designed'and provided by
outside agericies. This discussion paper, while recoghizing
the extremely =valuable contribution made by such courses,
sets them in theContext of a wider -approach in which
teacherAond schools also plan their own INSET programmes
in the light of needs which they ha ntified.

Naturally this approach ra' many estions and
some of these are asked in the following ges. But the
fact that many schools arr:already moving in this direction
indicates that these qu tions can be answered. As a first
step to sharing ideas out this approach this discussion
paper suggests four p ctical steps that any school can
take to plan its own ogramme:
1. identify the main needs;
2, decide on and implement-the general programme;
3. evaluate the effectiveness of this gendtal programme;
4. follow-up the ideas gained.

INSET needs can usefully be considered at three main
levels:
1. the needs of individual teachers;' 2. the needs of functional groups within the school;.
3. the needs of the school as a whole.

Staff also need information about the type of INSET
oavailable. Outside courses, shorOand long, award-bearing

not, yin probably be uppermost in their minds and the
great value of such IN ET should certainly not be under-
estimated. However the wide variety of options, bOth in

1

'is
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terms of courses and other apprOaches, is'morth' stressing..
as the following, examples indiCste:

:
.

1. A home economics teacher spends'eday'in another'
school;to:f1nd out.about a new child-care course; .,

. two deputy heads in very. different primary-echoolts
hangelobs for oneWeekto.broeden 'their experience;

3. a arga comprehensive' school timetable frees staff.
. for neWeek each year to work on materialspreparation

with tWresourcecentre coordinator;
-

4. two g Heaves in the same school systematically obeferve
each therteaching-over a term and discuss .their
observations' ifter each sessionr

5. a group of comprehensive school staff developing e new
-integrated-studies curriculum invite a teachers' centre
warden to coordinate a tere-lOng school-based course
involving outside speakers;

6. a college of-education offers a.week-long Course fOr
primary schools for.four weeks-in succession. -Each of
four members of staff attend in turn thus'having a
similar experience. College. staff follow-up by visiting
the schools;

7. two L.E.g..advisers-offer'a. school-based course of eight
. weekly'sessions on'primary maths.. They speruf.from'l+
to 3.45 working with teachers in their classrooms and .
frow-4:0 to 5.30 in folloeup workshop/discussion
sessions; .

.

6. a university award-bearing course for a group of staff
froM the same school includes a substantial school-based
component;

9, a school runs a conference on "Going Comprehensive"
which begins on Friday morning, in school time,,and
ends on Saturday afternoon. Outside speakers include
a Chief adviser, &comprehensive head and a university
lecturer. As a result several working parties run through-
out the following year.

A small but steadily growing number of L.E.A.s and schools

are adopting this approach and designating,staff with some form of

professional tutor responsibilities. One. such person has triple-I

responsibilities but in many schools these are split between two

or more experienced staff. In Diagram.3.4, for example, a deputy

head coordinates the professional development programme and concen'

trates on that aspect aimed at experienced teachers. He-is assisted
by a tutor who looks after probationers and student teachers. The

,,14,:hpol's,professional development committee is chaired by the

IgEeputy head, with the tutor acting as secretary, and the member,

ship is made up of teacher representatives, the L.E.A.'s general

adviser for the school, and the liaison tutor from the college of

education.)

V
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Clearly the,tutoes role here is very dif rent from the-
pilot induction echemes.: Indeed, it is reaabnabo conclude
that there is unlikely to be gle'mbdel for the-tutor ro1e-

.

Al
.it will vary according to eve factors: for example, whether,

the ichOol is piiMary Econdary, small or large_ and how the.
head Chooses .to define the job--for initial and/or induction.
and/or in-service. Diagram 3 is designed to illustrate some of,
the main possible variant* and tow these altet the tutor's teaks
and role-set. In turn, they also:demonstrate the need for
different types of training for different types of tutor.

PRIORITIES IN INSET: SOME

All seven of the them

are essentially to do with

of course, there are major

IMPLICATIONS

a povered in the 0.E.C.D. projects

SET processes and procedures but,

stantive tasks and problems in
education to which.INSET may be expected to be relevant. The
Phase 1 interim, report concluded that there was broad agreement
that INSET should be directed at several such key task areas:

a.- the curricular problems associated with the needs of '

the 116 age group;
b. the needs of special school populations such as

immigrant grOups, multi-ethnic cdAnuni ee and dis-
advantaged rural communities;

.

c. the needs associated, with particular subjects, notably .

science and mathematics, and student groups, notably
those with special educational needs i.e. variants .

On the mainstreaming problem); .

d. the new demands on'teachers caused by the radically .

changing nature of school - community relationships e.g.

- relations between education and working life

- renewed community demands for accountability

related to educational standards and assessment;
e. the curricular and- organi4atio'nal consequences of

declining enrolments:
f. the strategic needAo provide adequate INSET filtrihose

Iith internal school management responsibili,40 (Holam,:
97g, p.46).
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Diagram i Professional Developmenein Secondary Schools:
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-: Ray Bolan
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.

.-In' any one country'
t is likely -that such tasks. and problemswill be accorded the

highest prioiity for INSET and those selected
will' neceSsarilio eflect

theme specific problems which are perceived,. -as being most eseing. In the U,K. we began 'by identifying a
priority problem--how to iaProve theinduction of beginning teachers,but we very quickly encountered

process issues: probationers as
adult learneriwthe role"of the, school ih the induction

probationers;e
the'iole of external

agbncies, likp,teachers! centres, universities;
gollegei and L.E.A.

adviserei-the need for appropriate training
methods: 'and materiati;

the aining seeds'of teaCher/utois; and,problems of costing and evaluating the experimental Ichemes."
If v are not to spend our time

re-inventing the wheelie our
. various institutions and count ?ies, the process aspects-cf=INSET'

. must.receive adequate attention
-from funding bodies'and policy-makers. -This raises the question as to how priorities are andshoUld be determined.

Clearly, this is an aspect of INSET qrr-nance and partttip,tionwhich
itself requires early strategiC

attention. In /he the trend appears be togards sta-
kishinznachinery an methods for the lormulaticn of priorities
at each level, in the stem: 2

1. the individual
teacher, in consultatign with'a

professional tutor:and within a school policy'
framework; .'"Z5

,

2. the department or functional group, ip conecltatiOn
with a professinal

tutor and the school's professional
development committee;

3. the school, in dknsultation with the L.E.A. adviser
. _and the L.E.A.

consul ative.group for INSET; -
4. area groups of school

'in consultatiod with L.E.A.
advisers and consultt ve groups;

,5. /he L.E.A., in consult ti!on With its own Conlettative . tr.1

.group and, possibly in future with a regional
consultative group;

.{ , , ..
b. at national level, th

D.E.S. in'consultation with.
.---the Advisory commit on the Supply sac Training ot

.TeSchers.
... .

t'

1
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.

However, the underlying process problem is tO do with

:cnaffige, to ldentify the significant characteristics of effective '

implementation anche ConditiOns,Which niedce it.podp$ble. In

the 43/72 project for instance, we are exploring the extent to

which schools can adopt a systematic and rational approach to

problem-solving.,4especially in relation' to the formillation of

INSBT.priorities: In the' T.i.P.S% project we have examined the

reasons the actualfbehaviours of teacher tutors often differ

froettheir job specification inimportant respects and what it

is 'that influenceR their actde) behavioursolhe complexity,

unpredictability and irrationality of the chInge process are

often its most salient features.

Thus-in considering Plans and priorities we need to be

realistic in our publicly stated expectations and goals for

INSET, not least because the community-and its politiciane are

frequently unreallikip about such mattetf. INSET is no peinacea%

It-cannot make much impactiOn the fundamental societal, cultural,,
e.

political and economic coristraints within which ichoolg apd

teachers have to operate. Even more modest goals have to be

formulated with caution. A recent paper by a Canadian to a
x

British audience gave a- sombre warning about the lack of impact

made by' research, theory and, by extension, training, upon the

behaviour of education administrators (Greenfield4 1979): he

might equa0lly well have been talking about the impact of teacher -0

educatidn. Perhaps our first priority Should be to.find out

more about what kind of know 4dge and'refei.ents experienced

teachers ectually .use in theirf everyday professional lives.

J
AY
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QUESTIONS ANO/dR P1SCUSSINe

Lou Rubins

A I !mnd Professor Bolam's,paper
extremely instructive

and regretted that time caused 'him to curtill it indtextract
but a few ofthe luny

interactin g paints. did hive d
number of reactions.' I think that most of the things that he
dwelt upon have'ieen experimented

with in the United States,
but not nearly as thoroughly

as PrOfessor }plait describes them.
In the experiments we have played with, a tontidershle question
a a as to what kind of training do you give the tutor. Are
they picked by virtue of

their natural ability to ;elate? Do
they have Some special dispensation from catialheavens?

'Another problem that has given us consideraple difficulty
is that it is Very convenient

and deductive to$resume that all
teachers mature and develop in the first year qt about the same
rate and in about the same way, but that isn't really the way
life is, as you will know better than I. The first year
taught, I had to pray that the kl'ds mould mind. I'd say, "George
sit down",oand then I'd sort of hold my breath, because if he
didn't, I wouldn't know what'to do. Many tee/Chers, for example,

elf make out a lesson plan the first week, and they use it up the
first day. "Gee, I've gone through a whole book--what do I do
on Mohday.". So, there are different kinds of dilemmas that
afflict teachers in their first year, and I was interested to
hear ygt; say that you are more intere'stel in process than in
substantive content, because I think process is where it's at,

.r.,v;krId ter is indeftra master of 611, trades at work.
And that brings-Up one other kill of dilemma! Teachers,

are better at some things than others. ''ew teachers are really
miracle persons at all things and teachers tend to do a great
deal of what they dO very well; and very littjle of what they
ad badly. (That's the way I teach--it may be different with
the ones you have.)' Now, that being the case we have to ask,
"Do.you select tutors on the basis Sj their all-around virtuosity
or do you have tutors who

are selected because they are

.'t



,parti lar4) ly adept at lesson planning or very rood at student

relite hips',lor adept at Marking? Or wCulcl.,You simply pick

a,teach because he knOW0 how. to hit a fad without leaving : 4

a Mark oA him? There are al1 sorts o(criteria for determinier

hoW yoils.salect the tutor and how they are deployed.

'''Aiid then-,one last point which h4 to do 'with the tutoring

process and, I suppose its stems from the presumption etat

teacheri have a kind of natural style that'is embedded in

their own personality ahcl,psychet. For eximple, it seems to me

fik41:k1

tter of i;cand obvious appai.ency that both you Molars)

an wguld be superbtea6hirs: there is no question 'bout it.

Now, the question is would' We then teach in the same way; would

you do it in your slod,-Olegmafic, taciturn, English, careful,

pr Vent, well-workud-OUt why,''or would you allow yourself a

touCh. of Slamboyandt which i' my style? And whin you gb about

the process of tutoring tutees, (thit's a nice slang) when you

tutor your'tutees;-Bolam, to what extent do you defer to the

natural personality and the nature] characteristics that may il

, , ,
,

.ultimately make lor a very interesting'add pqrso aVe teacher?

F Ray Bolam , 63

Ray Botam,
de02

Thanks. As I said, the tutors essentially are a random

choice, We really have no evidence as to how they should be

chosen. We can speculate. We got what we got and the tutors

very often choose themselves, Sometimes, (as jome vynics say)

6 because there..ie a salary increment in it; sometimes as others

say because they want to make certain' `thet whatever goes on

they kObw abbut, apd they don't mint any kind of sabqteuring

inside the schotl. After that, they recognize the

potency of the role and feel lessthreatAned by it. 4g) then

'" wg began to speculate about how we would select..Andlcain we

are up against a prod*gm.
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I feel particularb,,privireged to khtroduce you today to

Lou Rubin ,C It you look at Lou's credtntials,,thAy.xsallY,look

'like an aggregate of 'all the accomplishments:of peciple

Meld Of 'education as they'd be listed in a :Who's Who".

has very extensive experience, not only in the post-secondary

system but also as a teacher in the high schools of California,

and as an administrator as well.. He has served as a consultant

to 21 very prestigious organizations throughout the world; his

publications cover some four pages of his vitae and include

several books;,:,and he has very extensive involvement as an

editor of textboOks. At the present time he is editing three

books that Are in press or have jult been completed. He has a

two volume handbookLgcutriculum; a book entitled The Refor-

mation of SchoolilaWand a third book, "Trends, Processes and

Peescriptiols in In-:Service Education". He tits a Bachelor of

Arts degree from San Francisco State College,lindmsicblogy;

a Master of Arts degree from the University of California,

Berkeley, in musicology; and his Fh,p. is als?,from Berkeley in

the field of curricauM, I am particularly delighted on your

b4half to be able to welcome such an outstanding educator to

this session and to our university: Dr. Lou Rubin..

a



CHAPTER 3

THE TEACHER AS ARTIST

LOU RUOIN

t

I want to do several things fir4t before launching into
44the to that has been selected. From my point of view, it

has been an extraordinarily
successful and worthwhile confe-7

rence thus far, and I say that I suppose by way of indicating
that we tend to be rather cavalier in the United States. Youknow, all good things. either emanate from Poughkeepsie or
Pasadena or San Francisco or New York, and Canada is a lovely
and gracious cousin but not. the centre of the universe. If

`.1's'good, it's going to bp born in the United Sta'tef first,.a d I think that is quite untrue. I have come away with an ir
enormous respect for Canadian

education in general and for the
kind of.penetratinfLineight that seems to go into your delibera-
tions, and I want to make that point.

?

Now/ t turn directly to the topic at hand. Let me g
at it by si ly pointing out that in-service, as Bruce a
Ray made cl r, is an incredibly complex and awesomely
broad topic and everything that we do in in-service has to
focus e r upon teachers,' or administrators'

attitudes, skillsor knowledge. There can be nothing else.
All in-service is

directed either toward the attitudes of the practitioner or the
skills or the knowledge base, and those three cover an enormous
array of possibilities.

You couldesoffer in-service endlessly 4

411
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and never reach the infinity' of what a true prpfessiorielought

to know,. In my own vork (I have now done two books oft

topic) I have become increasingly concerned about the dollar

constraints upon in-service, about the time constraints, and

also abotft the potential for self-directed in-service, because

I
have.long been convinced that while there is indeed something'

to by said as Ray made clear, much Tan also be

said about indivdual's capacity to grow.

So I'm going tq descrilke for you this morning a project

in which I am currently invpAved,'one which--of the several

things l'ye done in educationhappens to,#ill me with a bit

more passion than most andit does have to do with artistry in

teaching. I mean to describe it as an exampleo what might

be termed "coincidental in-service", that kind of in-service

that is self-adm'nistered, that does not take substantial amounts

Of ticllars--in his case it d6csn't take any- -and that does not

take extenslv quantities of tune.}

Beyond that it is an approach to in-service that does

involve the frictividual, self-,lirected,effort,to grow, And I

Weser the these, not so mucb aus, this case that, I am going

to s.'t before you is in itselr ele:ant or brilliant or rioPhis-

ti,1ted, but rather it serves as as examr:le of the kinds of

approaches that can be take!, if you seek to develop in-Berate

in its broadest and most comprehensive form. Put another way:

all in- service need not be a matter of institutes, workshops4",

clinics, clinic supervsison, seminars, etc. Ir-service can

occur ap,;,whre, any time, at any place, under any circtimitances,

,,,A) take as a fundamental definition of in-service some

..hat causes the i'refessional to 9sow in komeyWay.Way.

It _-an be Sane on the golf cOurse'asiell es in Vielecure,

don,. 'in the tichers' lounge as well as in

hc ty c.in't;ultant's °Yr:A- anc at, (q_

sa:toteaninq an,: artypetr . !

-hanced, by haPpenstace,

o.1 ,,nsecirive ant and four consecu- ,

2)
.t

.ters at-Illinois, and ibar ken you omething

icalij know -themiry right otf the f,,a:
., any

\
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1
, 1

reasonably
.
BOheiant person would have revoised4t, but I.didn't.1

...

About that time I became intrigueg with the fact.that lots of

kids tended to hate school; the sort of Huckleberry Finn and

Tom Sawyer myth; you're supposed to hate, school. Fathers
1,

worry if their kids like school because it doesn't seem in the

Americairor, in your case the Canadian tradition. And I also

Bas heavily concerned about teacher boredom.

Because I had reached a kind of conclusion that highly

skilled, welltrained teachers struck by boredom tended to

-turn off, to become alienated, and to function at far less than

their optimum potential, I wondered what could be done to-.

counteract teacher boredom, and that caused\me 'to look at same

classrooms,. I then became interested in what could be done

with resAct to the intangibles of teaching, because I reasoned

that artistic teaching and that true artistry were more a matter

of intangibles than tangibles. For example: when we train pre-

service teachers, 90% of the training focuses either on e

_Icontent to be taught or the method to be used, and one w ld

therefor'e presume thd+ if you teak two teachers, trained them

in precisely the same way, gave them exactly the same instruc-

tional materials, and got them to use precisely the same

teaching methods, they would have two classrooms that would be

,,very.similar. But,they don't. "They are strikingly different

and obviously what accounts for 'thq difference is a matter of

pLrsonality, ityle,,techniqUe, and so on.

And thus I ,113ecama inter sled in what could be done tc,

'1) develop and nurture a nei ural style in teaching that allows

the practitioner, to exploiC particular personality characteristics

that are unique to the'. dividual and provide great strength for

teaching, and 2) to somehow counter/let what is today known as-

teachel0Cburn-out" or the teachers turning away from professional

commitment; the decline of passion in teaching.

Abolllit the same time I was very interested in the theatre

and I serr fit, or tried, I should say, to draw some principles

from theatre and from drama which might be imposed uporoteaChing.

To reduce to its essence what I did, I simply, in those years



.a.t Stanford and Illinois, invited some teachers to come play

games--it was completely volyntary--end what I wanted the

teacher to do was to piok something he or s wanted to 'teach,

the twosies, the foursies, the parts'of spe h the Civil War,
photosynthesis anything,. I thenNainked th teacher with a
pc2fessional in drama, with a graduate student in the theatre,°'

with a beginning playwright who wanted some experierice,..41r the

Producer who was temporarily out of work. And the idea was

tp get the two. of these if) theirown way, under their own terms,

to crefte'with pizazz a seductive, evocative, creative, imaginanN,
tive way- of teaching what the teacher had chosen to teach.

TIvive it a little bit of structure, I took four kinds of
terms. They were meaningless, thereMained meaningless, but

in our business you. have to have a kihd of jargon, so I asked

the teachers to do one of tour things: to' concentrate either on
the use

4 of dramatic episo es, or Second, to concentrate on the

invention of some stagin .deLices, or third, to engage in some

self-training in teachin as acting, or fourth, to ,concentrate

upon classroom mood or th environment of tik learning situation.

I will explain each'of the e four in turn with an example so
that it makes some sense. ,(The nomenclature is not significant,

the conception behind the nomenclature 1S'the thing.

by the use of dramatic episodes, I had in mind a teacher

inrention that would somehow drive home in some dramatic way the.

s4nifica4te of a new unit to be taught; it was intended to be

a mechanism through which the teachetcould provoke student,

interest. For example (and I'm now going to give.you some

examples that the teachers themselves created, in the process of
this series of expsriments): a sixth-grade teacher says to her,
grade 6 class, "Look ids, a man's driving down the road in a

car and all of a sudden he sees a truck stop in front of him.

The'truck driver gets out with a.baseball bat, clobbers the

back of the truck a few times, gets back in, drives about five

blocks, gets out, with the bal, beats on the truck some' more!''

And the teachei says, -Class, the man in the-ca was lust fascinated;
he r.11...ws the c,u,.k to, alm,t miles tLyIr 'GO figure out
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what the devil this truc

exasperation, the next t
driver is doing, And finally, in

e the truck stopped, the an leaped
Out of the.car, ran-up to the driver and said, 'Si 3A, could 'I
just ask you a question?

I've been following you now for two
miles- -why do you drive

exactly five blocks, get, out with a
, baseballbat, hit your truck a few times and get back in?'

And the truck driver said, 'It's fiery simple. I have here a
two -ton truck, and I have inside three tons of canaries, so

, I must keep one ton in the air at all.timea.'" And then the
teacher said to the class, "Is the truck driver stupid or isn't-'
he?", and pretty soon a'brigh't

sixth-grader says, "No, he's
.- not stupid; you can transport three tons of canaries iroa two-

ton truck if you've got one ton in the a at all times, but
it's a pretty dumb way to move birds."

Well, you can take two positions: you can decide that
this is the long way around the pike, that at takes away from
time on the task, and that it 'takes away from focus upon

slent in this little dramatic epis de does sei,.1 to induce a"'/direct instruction; or you can take e position that the time

little bit more student involvement.
If nothing else, at

dinner, when the father says. "What did you learn today to
school? ", th.6 *.1.1's not yUls1.) to Say, "Nc)thlny." He', going
to say, "Away, a man's ar iv i n, down the road behind.

. .

So we gut the teachers to invent, and I have to emphasize
ay& 1 r , and again, and again, that during the course of theses
experimentsI gradually C011ected a rather large bagful of
teacher-invented, teacher-created gimmicks, gadgets. And I'm
now working with about eighteen schools around the U.S.; two
in Africa, One in Japan. But the point to be made is that when
I take on a school, what Oey

most wouldlike to have me do
is empty the ,good bag so they,can immediately glom onto all of
the gadgetry that other teacheis have invented. And I stead-
fastly refuse to do that'because what I want is for them to
create their own because, 1) the invention is much more likely
to be rerevant and meaningful and 2) if they create it,- there
well be a love atfaii with it that will last the whole Of their
4 I
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Cer.eela. I guess it tits Thorne Smith, WhO said that we-411

Adere.ebbking one another our mud pies, and that i
A

reallyreally quite

true::'If I can somehow cii4 teachers tobecemOriqtrigued. .

enough with the teaching act to invent, their own, then I'm in

far%better shape than if I simply give them the things that

were created elsewhere.
..,,

The second set of gadgets were Anown as staging devices

and'they speCificeAly involve teaching gimmicks that were

designed tb help kids sustain thOseaspects of learning tfiat
(-,

ivin4olved drudgery. A good deal of learning is hard woramp

memorization, drill, exercise, practise. These things Ne

_incorporated in good teaching and learning bat they tend to

create boredom. And my hunch Was that if you taught with

some skill, and some imagNation,.even the parts of speech

could be made to take en a rtain luAtre. And IOWas heavily

convinced that it wes,nbt t e tool, but the way the toe is

used that ma es.the-diffe ence. If you simply give a tea her
,

.. a methoi,and he method is used badlyl you get verVpoor

results. The axe teachers who pre not very good at what

they do; and t produce a poor amount bf learning - -no matter

what method you give themand there are teachers who are

marvellouslyadept and who can take an method and cause

good things:.to happen. It is in this Aense that gadgetry

designed-to "sustain drudgery can be very useful. ,

As an illustration, the teacher wants her kids to practi

computational skills, she wants them to add, lobtract(, multi

and 'divide. So she gives. the ehtire'clasa$10,000.in

mythical money at the start of a semester. At the end of the

semestet a prize is given'to the student who accumulates the

greatest fortune. The e kids work out of the daily stock

quotations, and they g home i the afternoon and they read

he stock pages first and the f nni6cNsecond, because they've

come intensely interested. Su day night a kid will say;

conversationally, 'I'm going to sell V.S. Steel in the morning,";

and his father says, "You're crazy," and hth mother says,

\"Harry, shu up, you put him on Westinghouse.sand look what

e.

y
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happened.' The. whole family,gets.inyolved.

does is inyeft 15 minutes a week - Mond4s,
but it qs all of,the elements of a game:
it deals with money, 'it's imaginative, and

All the teacher

old 9:00 to 9:15,

it s competetive,

for her it
works: itgets the kids to wiggle their pencils and to use
their heads and to engage ih computational devices.

Another teacher g along song and dance about
how there is no jus ce: he worked his way.through school ,

and now he is a h sch0161 history teacher, and his young
brother, who )as meths g of a scoundrel, ,dropped,out of
high school/ in the enth grade. His younger brother spent all
of his time irrthe bac of a'garage, banging away on a set of
drums, and this teacher says, "While I was working my way
throUgh Simon Fraser University, and getting my credentials,
this kid brother of mine was just sitting there, and smoking
pot, and banging on the drUms.

Then my brother got a little
band together, and then they axed in this city, and then they
got a job in that city, and

hen snetty sbon they made a
record, and then they made a [her. Then all of a sudden
they made the record called 'T Not SePqcan you imagine
what that is, or the 'Zep Hot', do rot know. Anyway, they've
sold seve -I-million copie, and mY brother, that tramp, is%,now lionaiie. And he's sent me dh invitation to come see ,

th new home he's owight--two swimming
pools--you wouldn't

be ieve, one 70 degree water, one 66 begree water. I had the
'- rst caviar of my life. And a bunch of men -qrown men
walking around in coats and tails and white ties serving the asp/ people. And it just struck me as I was driving ho that
there is no justice in this world. I work so hard atnd T give
so much ofmys;lf to you for a salary of $18,000 a year and
this beatnik, this no good junkie, lives like that.

"And I got to thinking about the man, you know,' plates, this
man has an agent. Now the 'agent, he doesn't play anx 114St-uments,.
lio doesniC write the music, he dbes't even transport the
instruments; all he does is find the jobs, and the band does
the work. And this agent gets 10%. And'I got to thinking, I'm

d
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. '. your agent, you couldn't 1 afar history without me.. So.from
,towow on, becaude it's high t me we had some justice in this

world, I\want my cue. ther fore, on FridAy' test, I'th taking
10

ke

You gpt 100-7I'll,take 10--you t 90." You get 90, I'll
take you end up'with-81." An the

, protest. And,one says, "COok, as a matter of fact, when you ,

explain it, it's worse than when you don't. It gets harder
when you expilain it." Thetea,pr says, "Well, I don't want
a thing.I'm ecnot entitled tot bause I do believe. in justice

I'll teal you whi,'it so happens that I have some examination .
made out for chaptelts Which I haven't. taught yet: Any of y
smart guys that want to atody ahead and teach youfself the

chapter, you can come in and take 'the, test and I'll give you
all the points. I')0l forego my 10 percent if you'll teach it
to yuurselves."

. . ,

Well, kids love a chalrecige, and there comes a rainy weekend,
and just for the hell' of it, they take the textbpok home and
they study a chalifdr and they comein and they demand the test.
And 'they take it, and they demand that they get the entire °F.

points. So he gives them the points and he laughs all the way
to the Taculty room because he has conned these kids into teaching

themselves. He recognizes that the teachers teach, but it is
the student who must do,the learning. And 7 could give you
four dozen other exdm of devices of this sort which teachers
use ..to somehow' make th classroom milieu a little bit more

attractile with' respect to helping kids sustain the tedium that
is attached.

t
' Now, the; third is by far and awly the most conspicuous

failure of the four. I tries on'several different occasions

in four 9s five different ways, to give theikeachers some
trainipeih actng, The presumption being that if they Were

a little bit more dramatic, thdt'somehow they would incite 'or

motivate the kids a bit mare. And I should-Say parenthetically

that we repeated again, and again, and again, that the whole

point of these devices was not entertainment). They were Oier-
taining and they were stimulating, but the point of the enteir-

9
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taininq, end: tieetmulaah4 was 0 increase student motivation. .°-

And ppint of increased student motivation was to produce
ituOrnt learning. 'So thi; pioof 'of the puddip as'itIzere,

3.ay'not'in the fact that the kids Piked the claesroom more,
but rather--t-At they were learning mere. kiecause if they didn't
learnmore, it then 4caMe pure.entertainment..

T he, teachAg ds6tcting failed becSuse many teachers
resented it. Sops r arded it as a Way of demonstrating to the
world that teaching was,notimpOrtant; that it had to be dressed
up. Others` reversed it, they'd had lead in their junior or
senior high play, and they sort of took actijg so seriously
no teachin Aqk place, and all in all, it.wss of little eff .

.41 will tell y u of a celebrated experiMerit tuft SL:eiss the poiWt. '

Sortlya tet my own stuff glIC going, a man named Fox
didia,.study at the University of Georgia Medical School and

3what he did was nd three actors whO'were loaded to Nhe gills
with charisma. New. t s--Paul Redford types--Paul
Newman,Bob Redford,ais that it7.. (7; watch different stuff,)
And he rigged for them three lebtures which thef delivered with
incredible style. .BUt these-lectures were totally aavoi-4 of
substantive content; they ,sRlanded,good, but these three actors
delivered a series of-thrielectures in which they taught
nothing. But they did it with tremendous vivacity and grace - -a
towering performance. And then, on the other tide Ol,the co
this,guy Fox went oubM.40 looked' ion§ and rd to bind three
legitimate physicians whO were lactising Nctors, but who were
noteworthy because, of their dry, tasteless, colou'iless,
totally boring personalities. And these,three physician's also
delivered a ser,i ,es Of %fee lectures in,which they taught a
tremendous amount of medicine. And then he asked these ,senior
medical students at tile. Griiversity Of Georgia which grOup
taught them the most,' the actors or the doctors,. pf courpa
the stocients didn't know which was which; and you guessed right,
these seffi64 medical students thought that the actors, who in
reality taught,fh'em nothing, had taught them far more than the
physicians. Which does seem to, suggest that whet we call ,

44. 4.
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"pSckaging", or ;wind ttressine or "atyleeetlose havedts Place.

. If you, just fora minute:let your-mind deell,upOn the
,,
v.,-enormougs_arral of sensory stimuli.with-which-we bogebard 'the .

-\.joung:in aixereising intelevision, and put.that against what

can oftentimes be itkind of dull, hot 'very exciting claskroom,

, you begin toAlee that there perhaita, 14 'some room for a cbntri-
.

'Outcom of this Sort to be mede.7. ':- 't.'

ip the fOurth;of the experiments' theta WerehoaciAils

given, But 1 tried:Wget.tha teachers th recogniee .that, to

the student, some classroote are ettiacti4. flow, students have

a .pre Belles judgment with respect td,.teacers. They can..

. .

say, "Miss jone 'is the most fun, Mr- Smith ,ptlls the meet jokes,

Mr. White.ia th Otndeet,:and Mrs. Damon teaches us the most,

bUt she,e,the anent." They can make these very aura, dekt:

kinds of jo nta, and,I wanted the teachers dimply toprodUce4

in'whaiever ay theythought reasonable end legitimate, a bleisroom'

that had more4amblencedmore pizazz, that was more:attreepe-to
, e

V_ the kids. And I gpt.this.teachers,to iemember their-own_schhol
. ,

days. to remember that there were ciaspei th et they,lOpked

forward to with, greet anticipation, andtlasses they.anticipat d
1

with dread that had nothing to do with- the content -to be taught;

it d to do with the:geneFal feel of. the clinssroom.

VII- You can prove that to yourself. Ask,ybureelg who was

the greatest teacher you ever had,. Think sack: from the, irst

grade to the end of the university graduate'school,,andsdu can
e

Identift a great teacher., Then ask yourself what quality made

that teacher great and yin. bet it was not method pr. knoOledge \I

orrlject, but it was:sIet intangible--compasoiSn) e sense f

diehumour, -a sense of fairness, the abilitx to make Abstrae.t i :8:

slmple-4whatever. So it was inthia.eense that we ,Cried to nisei,

and are seill"trying to.get, teachers to take'seriatiely the

-: mood or tone of a classroom.

A very good resear4her at Mayne State named Jacob Coonah
....

has spent a.lot of time bserving in clessrdoMe and,for want of

t%.---)

abetter,tere hi coine the term'"WithitPess", and he meant b

t,hat that, he would go i 0 a. great meny classtooes and- he
..., .

,

- .
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teacher was With it"; she'knew what. was going On she would

walk:to the chalkboard- -hays her Back to the class- -and say,

"Willie) cut it outs" And you know, the kids were faeCinated;

ihey'wodid look at the chalkboard and wonder if she had mirrora

eM bedded there. This teacher was sensitive and tuned to what

leas going on in the classroom. Other, teachersare,not "with it";

a bomb goe off in the middle of the classroom and They say,

:.--0.44:"Who dropped his hoop" It is in thiev*ense that I am trying"

!.171t': to argue that what Coonan calls "wiihi61001 can be cultivated./
A wow, .having given that kind gf introduction, let me be-gin

to, make a series of generarassertiOns aboUt artistry and'

teaching and in-service, Tq restate thermajo'r.bese, it is my

conviction that large'quantitiee of in7serviae'dan be coincidental,

they can be school-focdsed, and take place during,the &hoot day.

And anything'that gives you insight and allows.yqu to da what
u ,

you
.
dol5etter is in-service and therefore, whatever can be done

by way-of raising insight, expectation, understanding, while

you are on the job, is very valuable coin. The point to be

made is that anything that helps get teachers to'perceive a better

way of doing something improves their artistry.

The teachers who came in had to make Miry one commitment:

they could°guit.at will but only af;rthey had had 11 failures.

And I simply said, "There are the four model's, heredere the

three exampleTof each, those that I hale just givenlou.

Invent someihing,..and if fails, shrug it off 'AnAkloplianother

one. If -that failat have a drink, and try a third.'.. Tf the

third fails., take it away for two weeks,-, have two drinks and:

try a fourth." And they had to agree that they would work

toward 11 failures (I *isn't know where I picked that number, I

had to pick,it out i>e,th'e top of my head; its one more than

the commandments mauls, I Aom't know). Eleven failures, and

then they cquld quit Well, no teacher has ever run a string

of 11 failures withoYt getting success. And it is this success

which ems po 1110.n the processf5f lifelong, continuous growth

in'tiOna of:self-alrected, personal artistry'.



-
J. Now,'it i a deadly..thing,thi) diattd1 of teaching) and ,

.

tilers are teacher' Who"-thank Go10.is Priday, and,there are'
teachers who hate school,: and TWItte are univetsityProfostors
Who say Simon Fraser -would be Ireat placeif it,weren't 'for
thestudents. 'Nonetheless, if can somehow get teachett to
find a meaiure of4personalCreative.satisfaaion

in their
ieachihg tasks; their commitment goes up,.verci ariarply; their
dAys,.gO Tittert pnd there are teachers who ddibbtthank God
it's'Friday. And there are tide who don't.hate school: they
really. wish teat tomorrowiwas Friday instead of Saturday 4:cause

. they want to see if the frog grows wingst'or'if the butterfly
drin%s thed...milk, or whatever. They get, intrigued with what is
going on.

It is this ability to somehow seduce the learner into the
magic of thesubject matter that is one of tho marks of high,
artistry. In a technical_sense, the kinds of chgacteristica

that tem after haVe to do with 1) creativity, 2) perception.
and 3) that use'of imaginal powers. These three 'attributes are

, deeply and heavily blthted in the typical pie-servide/in-service
program. The great cardinal sin is created then dummies like
myself go about the land saying that this is the beet 'way to
teach that or that is the best way to teach this. There really
is no best way to teach. anything. All's faii in love and war
and teaching. And if it works, it is golden; and if we can
get teachers then to rekindle and rgetirrect their. imaginal
power they wall begin to tryithiligs. If they try things and
they don't work and the teachers think analytically enough to
determine why they.doh't work, then insight occurs andthdy
will invent some bore, and sooner or Later they get aaictory;
a slight imptovement in the way they do things. And creativity'
is unlimited. All humans have it; it is just'that we'are
trained to let it 11&fallow.

TWOnty yeas 110!1 taught a course in eigh'school composi-
tion and I was intoioyeativity at the time and I thought I
would give these 10th graders an imaginati!ve assignment. .4)..4,

4 1
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(
said, "I want yoU to write a composition and you have to deal
with four themes, in thiscomplAtion.. Thte composition has to
include royalty,'religiOnveex, and mystery,..4 And 1:thOught
that that was an imaginative aiagement did

.t
that ft would really.

cause them.a lot of headaches. In about five minutes a girl
raised her hand and Said, "How long does it. have to be7"--the
question that you always get.. And I. said "Well; there is ..

no length; if you can cover those four,themes in.your composition,
you're through:" In about silespinutes that girl tame up with

..°)*

a nine-word composition.; it reed.asfollowas "My God, the
Queen's pregnant--who did it?" And I was .Obligedto give

0
her

an "A". .

Now, that girl, if she went to a teecher-training institute
would, in all likelihood, have lost that magical, innovative,

creative sense of devilment and charm and grace; and if weare ry,lucky, she might have retained it. And thus artistry
in to hing,is a matter of trying to recoup and rekindle these
kinds 6 skills and attitudes that 11- think are really part and
parcel of all of our personalities. Thee

.
assumption is that

the resurrection (a) teaches the teacher something about -

teaching and learning, (b) that its expression is very valdable f; 4°

in terms of invok.0 higher teacher interestancbcounteractirig

"burnout",.and (c) that such efforts to improve artistry make
.

qone a growing practitioner.
.

We used to think that it was the young'teacher who needed
in -sef vice and was mogtinterested in in-service, and that it
was die of .teacher who neither needed itAnor was interested
in It. AIM that's. not true. In'oneoi the earlier books that
I did, Philip Jadkson wrote a chapter, I think.he called, it

"Teaching Old Dogs New.Tricks", which showed that some of. the

most successful peFticipants in in-service have been to hers
who have been in their 30th year; they ontrhave two, more years

to go but they are caught up in it.and they'hetovery'intrigued

in wanting to do what they do well,'

a
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Lou_Rubin

So. pride in craftsmanship is to bly important in teaching

because all of Us itend to be subje ed to the lure of working

at survival level,,and survival level not good enough to

turn you on. I am invited to-this conference io give a

presentation. Well*, it's a Itlusy lifeI've got a couple of

books going; I've got olla pand,whacked ups, I've got a.family;

I've gdt kids; tliere!s gilt; I, gotta get back to that joiner

and finish that cabinet that I was working on--there are lots

of things, to do, so .thejqueation'is'not how good a presentation Ja

can I make,'tbe question is how good isogood enough? You know,

if I had spent a week or two getting ready, I could have given

you a deceilt
presentatiod%but they. don't pay enough for a '1!

decentpresentatiOn, so it has to 4 good enough to geb by; just

goOd enough so they'll say, "Well,,g4dm was great, Joyce was

fantastic, and Rubin wasn't bad. Just as long as thfy don't

say, "Rubin was.Xerrible,"J';e4bt it Made. Vast_ nulObers of

teachers whO enjoK teiture are heavily inclined tofunCtion at

tiat-level of performance--what is gOod enough to get thdm by=-

r, and they therefore lose tie enormous joy 'that comes out of 17

-.pride in craftsManshipt That too, I think, can also beorekindled
o

and resurrected.

I am going to stqp at ,this. tdtellyouel

one stery--and then stop because there may be. some questhons.'

Let me tell you this story about a university not far from 4

here--th iversity iEf British Columbia--which some years ago

gave a Ph. in anthropologx to one of its graddftes. And

this gradu elbad the g6cid fortune shortly after receiving his

degree e invited to go tp an anthropological dig.into.s one

0f,the remote regions of Borneo.

er'ything went swimmingly the first couple of41Jees,

but one mi ght n.r the end of the' se,rond we4,*tKis grate

from U.B.4'C.'wandereiea bit,too'far fPbm ,ompound,

darkness fell, and.this kid.couldn't.finck.hisway
.back to the p

camp. And then he paroLcked and instead ofsItting:quietly

on a Stump or some place where the night .would pass, he

. t'
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Ilor
wandered aimlessly all night long and when daybreak finally',

came, he was very, very concerned because he found himself

in verr strange, and obvio0s1y very dangerous terrain. The
apprehension began to mount more and more and"then with great
joy he saw a group of natives gathered around a riverbed and

he ran toward them, certain that they would help him find hie
way back to tige compound. But the natives took one look at n

this dude frotn 0.8.0* and immediately clapped him into a kind-
of crude bamboo prisoii. Then a great, heated debate went on

among the natives and finally. the chief wandered over. to this
kid from U.B.C. and said, "Young man, as`they say in your.

country, I have some good news and some bad news. The good
news is that I chanced to have been educated at Oxfo

yourtengUe and we can converse. But the bad ;ewe, a.
4speak

that w4"havebeen debating what to.dotwith you--per
hearaus arguing-and out women folk have boncluded th

most humane thing thatiweicanedarfor you Pi shoot!yOu,

you see, young van, We-are in migration; we are MCAiing.firom

our summer campsites to our winter campsites, a ver,y long and*
Pdifficult journey. WO "have bard enough food and wa er for -;'"

4 ourselves and there i13.110 wayothelkwe ate going _to sha wit
with a foreigner, let sflort6 a !.0644 edloieigner. 0
women think that if we abasidon'you here/in thitAlot, broiling

sun without food and water, you'll,diete needIensly.aggnizing

death. SO, why don't you sort of take ariew Mementeyoung

man--get your tlioughts,together--;',,11:,g0ay pistol and
ov;.4r

perfotm the deed and then we'll bo to..our respective
destinies."

And at that pant, an assistant chief Walked ulp to .the

chief and whispered in his ear'mdmemtarily, and the chief
,

turned back to this kid, "By jove, Ad forget young man;
we have an ancient custom in our tribe, namely, tbaC any man

coulgened to death shall heve.the right to be put t*three.
,tePland tradition it it that'ef he successfully passes

these tests his life is spar d, Bdt 21,forewarn you, young Man,
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thatno.one, alas, no one, has ever successfully passed these

three. tests. Nonetheless, the right shall be yours."

'Now,' he said, "young man, over there at the edge of

our camp you will see threwsmall tents,' In the first tent

tiara is agoatskin filled with two gallons of wine. 1Youare
to go into that test and consume the entire contents of the'

goatskin in one Swallow, young man, without taking.a breath.

And if you'manage that feat you iay the enter the-Second -

tent. And in the second tent we have a lion chained to a

stake. The lion his a badly abcessed tooth - -yqu are to remove

the tooth.' And then young man, if miracle of miracles, you

should somehoW emerge from the second tent, ih the third tent

we have one of our loveliest young idens engaged in some

handicraft. And you should know 011116g man that our womenfolk

take virginity very,. very, very seriously. You are to go

into that third tent and attempt to make love to that youn2w

woman, ifyou.think you Can.
. .

Well, this 4dby was not 'a `stupid boy--he valve bright kid
,

you don't give doctorates in anthropology todummieiCat U.B.C.,

and he saw:that.it was hopeless, but there is sqmething'about

the'University ot British Colhmbia that is deeply iovolved,fn

guttiiness in grit, in stick-to-itiveness. Professors say,

"Always give it your'best shot--never quit." 86'the kid

remembered and he thought, "Well, its hopeless but I ought

to at least go down tr ing, so he hitched up'his pants, plowed

into the first tent dhe came out in about three or four

minutes sort of stag ering and he burped and he glarel trium-

phantly at the chief and the. chief simply pointed purposely.

with his hand at the second tent, and the kid blinked, loiered

his head again, and again looked, burped one more time and

0460 into the second tent. He no sooner entered than there

were.fiuman screams and animal screams and the earth shook and
s,

thetent quivered and the fur flew'and he came out in about six

minutes, covered from head to foot with scratches and there was

a great gash under one eye and allSage rip in his.tie, a great
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1 slain his.etde and a rip under his eye and he'looked at 'the.
.L

chief and he said, "Now," he says, "where's that-young wadman

with the bad tooth?'

Now the point of that story is'to make it plain that it

is not enough to do the right thing; we have to do the-right

thing in the right order. And thnte kinds of histrionic devices

that I have been speaking ofe artistry, the intangibles, are

no substitute for the kinds of hardcore skills that Bolhm and

Joyce were referring'to earlier. They are no substitute for
a consummate knowledge of subject. They are no substitute for

a repertoire of good, solid teaching technique. And they are

no substitute for a rich familiarity with the nature of children.

But those things, although prerequisite, are in themselves not
enoUgh. And just as you canjut very good frosting on a bad
cake,0), you can also produce a very good cake and fail to frost
it. The intangibles in this sense hay* to come afterward;
they cannot precede. But I stand with very strong conviction

that any teacher who wants to can get better, day-by-day and -----

week-by-week. And that ptocess of getting etter can be

Qpilpersonally rewardinliand personally satie g and that is

Ilk

the largest payoff because no one goes into teachi for the
money. I,f you go into teaching for the money, you il the

sanity test at that point--there are easier ways to make bucks.

19 the last analysis, the satisfaction that comes and,2

derives.from doing what you do do well, is I think, a marketable

commodity, and can be tapped as 'aform-of motivation in

in-service. We don't have to do" it all with-extra pay, time -

off, ipstitutes, gra uate honours and so on. Thete is a ,

proportion of incrt ve and motivation to be had in the simple
...

human desire to beg od at what we do.

0

,
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QUESTIONS AND/OR DiSCUSS1ON:

Ouestion: Geonye Veduthen

I don't think tee ih 'much do.ttbt in the minds ot most otA
',u6 that iNe4e ake wage, in.4pc in which_ou4 teaching coutd..be

imptoved tt we'a;te picepvced to spend the:ERIN:9f oh-Whafeve/t ih
needed. You obviously had a nicety eetec'ted sample in thie. rtOtip

06 peopte you ivied to treat with, and ptedueabty, the motivation '
web e/te to become invotve but how in tact doe& one trty and
de with the queation oimo ivatiUn? That's the baste p4obtem.

doubt.in my own mind that ioat'oicla, ou46:etue6 and peopte we
wortk with,-coutdin tact do amuch betty( job.

Response: Lou Rubin

Lou Rubin 83

That's a very penetrating question7-and very. well taken.

Most of the teachers that; invite4to participate, refused.
They just

.

dn't need it; had tenure, they 'iere getting along
..,,well enoug Those who did start, some stayed; some dropped

I out. Sqme dropped out and continued on their own, some Chopped
&

oat and Abandoned it. The only answer I cob give is that very

'wise teachers *Owe that "'seek and ye shall receive". The

teachers who place high demands upon their student; get more
than the teachers who place low demands. And teachers know

that high expectations are not always greeted with annoyance by
studentsind, in every faculty I can find a few willing asses,

highly committed teachers who really want to do what they are
doing better. The rest of the faculty doesn't. And it is my
hope that by getting parts of the faculty started, and getting

them goin4Y.Ikcan somehow elevate whit is regarded as acaeF able
performance."

I can cite study after study after study Which indicates

that a givgp teacher adjusts hisor her teaching performance and
output of teaching energy to what is expected in a given scpoql.

The teacher says, "Last year I was at, Green Street schdol and
I, had /to work twice as hard." And you say, "Why?" And 'she says,

"I don't know, they just work hard over thete;bover here they
take it easy. There, they had to have lesson plans; here, we

don't"need lesson plans. There, we had to have monthly visits

a

ti
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A I.
.:,, w.1*.ttie. aren'tal here, it's not required.'

i
..''''.--1 ',if can'iomeho4 disturb complacency and create a mild4.,N,aenseof tsonal dissatisfaction with personalouput, that
..

r
is the-only way i.know

of getting at-the .lack of i4Thtive
a 3

that has-trn.referred to., Uniirerodiies have a system going,
A

it's called, tenure and
.promption; salary increase. And thet' .. A

-rAes'are cteriv,"they. are very well known; you have to publish
or y6,1 perish; .you have `to

give service' Or you get, in trouble;
and you have to achieve.some,rdpaein

yourifield. You are
only,worth tb Simon Fraser what you are worth to another school.
'If they don't want you, we don' Want you either. Se6whether-,,, ..e.:,

that's right or wrong, the namedf the game'is clear and the.. .ground rules are spelled out. Not so in teaching. You can
survive or a very long time without Much output. In fact, one
of our great problems is that we have .survived so much very bad
in-service.

'I might make one parenthetical observation. ye-are now4

riding on the crest of a wave--I speak particularly otiny own
country - ere is tremendous interest in in-service because
test core are down. And our congress, because we are in the
middle of a kind of

neo-conservative political scene, is willing
to spend money on in-service because it is convinced that money
spent on in- service will

get'basicvskills up, Now- the basic
skills scores are going to go up, 'not because of the in- service,
but because all acmes the Unitd States teachers are teaching
to the tests, just like they used to. And teachers are abandoning
all of those teaching, objectives

that aren't measured by tests--
aesthetics,art educatiOn, humanistic

education, affectiveeduca-
tion-7they are all being shunted aside so teachers can get test
scores up. When those scores go up, and they went up dramatically
this spring and they wily;kup

even more next spring, the wil-
lingness of the congress to spend money on in-service will dissipate.
And if we cannot find some ways of demonstrating high benefit
payoff between money invested in in-service and better teaching
and therefore better learning, we are going to have very, very
great difficulty in the time to cole.

. il
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.""/y14.eiof4dr.ihis, reason it seems. me4terrihly imibrtInt.
to deal with the a4pstion ot ihrth;,pa ely how do-yoUliPtite
inamOfivate teachers to want to do bett ri And my feel44,is,, !
that accountability is a very good thing; thdpe is nothing4rong,

The: question is to wham_ artyOu'accountable
",and what are the criteria of accOulitabilit0 E ation, as y

?).:1 know, doe move in peillular s ts andjf I Weir re five tears
ago -S would have talked about er0p6Ohool, abou afeecti4e, '

hUmaastirticiandsaf concerns.. .t today. TheresAnot an open
school in the Udited §tfies. They find an open school, they
close it immediately because it has fallen out of fashion`, it
is no lonlar in vogue. Once again thd British led us down the
primrose Nth--Bolam did it to us again--the British Primary
Open School!! Look what it got us, lousy test scores. And now
we are in'trouble, and we are getting those test scores up by
good old - fashioned teaching o the test items.

But that.. too, will change. If yop happen .to erested
i4 affective', Inimanistic education, inopen,Achools, at , -
despair. 'Take your material, Wrapq,44nt.plask6,-Set WaSide
somewheiii-Safely on'a shelf and wait about five yearepPr4rId
five year,',(ake:it out and youwill be on the fiery 40iiI4 edge
of,a boldt,new movement, because there will be new editorials
in the newspaper saying."talp kids can count, and they 'ban spell, is

and they can read, but they lack an essential command of impor-
tant life skills, they don't value the right things, they lack
a sense of self-confidence and we have got to have a ' school
that teaches the whol child." That's when you move in': And
it's coming back, I k d you not, and it won't be called progres-
sive education, and t won't be called htullanistic education.

But this 4s my third time around (I come by the grey hair
honestly), "and it is coming back.

Panel Responses,:

Ray Bctam:

44.,

It's like'going into the lion's den. That was fantastiC:
Well, of course, one can only echo and sJpport what Lou is saying.

9
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0 86 The.Teacher as Artist

P

To inject:excitement and entlitliasM in teacning is.really what'

all about and Why'We cam(in. How wkaurvivegoodASA
only knows. .

. '4
:. a . . I

, has goiac..k over the 4Pestion, Who elicited me as

teac. ail" He ';.a`IiitletOry teacher and he wal'the most dia.'

02:Sanixed,isan. .I 'We br.er..,Mit. in My Mar.' We,:didn',i get thKough.

the,sYllibui, we miaire covered. a Offri of it, but heliaeus :..

rally bouncing and in conference, I got top eradea'in that

particular class. Tot anybody coming in and observing him 4'
-..,..

teicbing Would/have said, "Ihfs glAy really can't teach at all!'

In the same institution, there was-another teacher who was the

mast boring teacher ever,'but he took us'through ttte syllabus,

he dictated mast-`of his class notes--and we got thropgh the

grades,. we got through the exams. And / think there is a lesson

here because the system we create is stick that by and large,1-.

6 peopte like my history' teacher don't gdt the rewards. (I'm not

sure what. happened'terhim butIlinow the second.guy got a prin-

cipalship.) .
.. .

.,Fortunately, one of. the things we've done in England' which
-4-4- you OUght.t8 remember is that we're the, people who got' rid of

grades, we''re the people who got rid of,the 11+, and WE at least

created the opportunity for primary choolsto flourish. Now,

I'm always one, in fact, who knocks he British primary school,
0
because, I find that people come ove with toco high expectations

of it. But what it :did do when we got rid of the 11+ (that
-1. 44

awful examinetion),'whe to free teachers po be creative; it

enabled those who were capable of being aeative, to be so.
..

Now, what I see over here in B.C. and certainly in various

parts_of 'the statee; is this iniquitous system of.performance-

based testing. Not performance based here, but centralization :7-,

of various kinds. Centralized testing, centralized requirements

which are., in my mind, totally inappropriate Ways of meeting

. totally legitimate community demands. Now what those totally

inappropriate methods do 1/x to stifle and kill any kind of-
,

creativity. On -'the,one hand We-want to free people ta be

creative, on the other hand we've got to recognize that.if we

.c.
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Create pieties of a !certain kind we are. bound:to kill them.off,'i;'

Ainhqside.,.that,,I think We . ojemember thA-iii.the real ,

74rld not all: f us,-(and I' Sure Loniwasn't'suggesting thiar,we
c 1Srt, ell be creative and Exciting all thbktime.- Mostly/ life

-.77"reaunden. and reOetitive: . Whai weve'icitotodp is tolakei. '.Jo. , ,.e,

-,cettain,that the system is such that at°4east we enable people
$. .. *

L Rubin,:
-

Rubin,:

acittng some o. ha tilS4 1F .- e .6,-,,

,
.

w.

- "s

Well 'we de have

there way" and 4o

the other hand', a few

...

these.aphorises, "Whir, there is a Will;

orn. It isn't quite that'easy,lout ono_

very simple' things can drake a'aejor dif-
,

,-in pie scho6ls wheie;I'-maorking, I've

suggested that the piincipal.foregO the:usual facubtymeetl.ng',

and conduct the aii.at'hand'in memo forik so that there, is

time available for a cher to demcniatrate some*ithy, .aXCiting
_.

little device thdt he or she has And without the

principal's blessing, of course;-aione bfthis stuff works-

They tell'a story about a guy who was teachingl4t_Haryard

cir somewhereand' he came.back after havingieffertoi heart:.

attack. 'Amd hit friends rhmediately said,,George,Welcome:

back--it's great to have yciu-'jtitit take it easy, this isyoui

first day Luigi and don't go too hard.- And as,,,amattei of far.,

jmni ought to skip the faculty meeting today because they are'
ghastly and you go home and get some rest." And this guy/

"
George says, -," aw, I'm going' to the faculty meeting': As a
matter of fa , when I die,:I most want to die,at a facplty-

:Ineeting, because the transition between life,and dedth will be
hardly perceptible." So sinc&.,facultx meetings are grotesquely.

boring,.if you can get a principal to lise,a little bit-of a

faculty meeting time to champion "desetindsof devices and

while I happen to be focussing on the exciting stuff, and the-s

stuff that is designed t6- maim classrooms more stimulating,

you could just es easily demonstrate a,nuts and bolts kind of

device that Ray has tspclken for,, too. The ifnportance is in

really demanding and rewarding superior human performance,

ference. For example

,

a

.4
2,

-14
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becaOss ft:doesn't take that pool: -more energy-and'its fnvesil.:
menc.is personally eery,Ivery v1 cable.

--

.
..

Vuestiotie ...civigt l'edekain
.

. -
,..

I dow't know to,what extent speinheSoitheAudAence.aey
' lApeiieseing the sOki-ol wodeitieyetAkiltuatadtioethat

I

cm harm lon,and Lt kweto'dd'aith the'woed.-"4ita4.0tee",
Ait,

oi uo;1 eopeet woutdidenti6y.cht,g4e &I two people-Au asked..
us toihtsh about who had /nituenced us, amid oie* they amt.
people who 'don't get tiexy weW4ecogniged witktn; syetew. ,1But how do you deal with the vieetion og intangat We Ace. a '6

awleeAthat thee exist a paeV.eUida people, WM *An
.
thtnhe..oi' .'.

those kind oi ttachems, but 4ow usegut .Ls the concept; how, '604 ...g,

i4nstance, can people keme use 4.tf7.--I.6 evekyooe sitt4nmat theme
.

.... goes beck 0 thei4 mespedtive tnstitution, whether .1.t's,,q pu c

.sehoot:eyetem 04 cylniveMaity; with .the7ammect0.0-an :in ikon,

'them okfou Rubin as an amt pt; how. can...the:COI tmant.fated /40'
anytUng titat:ii communicable to other people?

.

ueilpoUsiN -Lou Rubin
.

..I don't know who it was that
.

sold presidi don't think. k.
But we've got on doesi!: very'.potIntquestion.

Ath41*. Old be 845A-'.some people are a good 'deal more
creative than others, and creative bei3iViour4oesome people is.;
very threatening.: And while my collea§ues.havetmen kind to
speak of artistry, .each has toctlo it own way. There is'
no question in my mind that--as I tried to indicate:yesterday,

-.

- Ray blotam could'make a.superb presentation and do a fantastic...0'
job ,teechies,-and So could Mike, And so could Bruce. We
woul 'CIO-itin the same way, but to the extent.ihat
us wh nXerested in continually what we_do,,:onr
that'll 12 I'm.making a plea for,'1i is anything that can be
done,. by hook or crock, to get tte ractitioner to Valile.kAe`

of doing what he or s e d s in whatever way "e or !

e wants eb do, a little bet er d the continuing card: k,
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for Something better does result in benefita,_ I think. There
is a teacher dear to my heart--she teachim in a small town in
Texas. She's got everything a great teepher needs, except
intelligence, knowledge of subject, and a basic understanding
of children's nature And child growth and development. She's
got a teaching credential, period. She's feeble. But she's
famous, she's celebrated in this town. She's deeply beloved.-
And at the end of the first grading period, she'll call a great
hulking kid in and she'll say,"Jamel,"--she teaches high school
algebra--"James44I called you in because you failed the first
quar'ter exam." And she looks at the role book,'and a tear comes
out of an eye. And she says, "My heavens I've never seen such

a terriblejscore," and another tear comes out and she says, "it's
not your faUlt, James, it's my fault; I'm a rotten, just a
horrible algebra- teacher; I've told the principal a hundred times
I should be teaching poetry, he knows I majored in poetry, and
he makes me teach algebra." NoW a shoulder begins to quiver
and she starts up--"The coach tells me you're'a wonderful football
player and he wants you to go to college and.play tight-fit
or left foot or whatever you play," and now she's sobbing and
quivering,'and this adolescent boy, is very uncomfortable.
Here, is this little woman in her early sixties, crying
because she's failed him and he gets uncomfortable. Pretty soon
he reaches over and tapping her on the shoulder and saying, "Come
on teach,_it wasn't your fault, it was my fault, I didn't try ;
hard--you are,a really good algebra teacher, please stop crying
teach,"--and he finally gets her calmed down and he gets out
of there and there is no way he is going to go through that
again at the second quarter exam: So come'the second
quarter exam he finds an A student, buys a few cokes, gets a
_little tutoring of the kind that Bolam talked about, and gets
a B on the second quarter tests. So, out of infirmity this

teacher regularly gets goob results, and I don't advocate it

but I simply mean to suggest that if you keep hunting for ways,
somehow...
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The panelists this afterdbon represent collectively. and
in rVidually,.a trehlendous variety of experience with in-service
ed 'cation, and particularly with waysin which institutionsat
v rious levels an become more responsive to 14-service tducatIon
n eds.

The first speaker, Bruce McPherson, wasat"Bosion Uhiversity
ull,ame last year in addition to maintaining a half -time

position with the Harvard Graduate SChool of Education. Andas
if those twoithings were not enough, he has been very centrally
Involved in the development. and establishment of the Massachusetts
In-Service Institute. 'Bruce is essentially' speaking today from
experience gained at the.state and ederal level in-the obser7
vation7of\and participation in id- service education.

Our next speaker, Jack Loughton, spenta'number of yegrs
ipt Brandon University. Brandon in reC nt years Ras become-far
and. away the most responsive of the ins Siltio of that province
to the special needs.. of teachers and othe ps. Right in

. the middle of everything wag Jack, who was the director of
special projects for the Brandon University. More recently,
he has been atthe.Univereity of Calgary where he is defining
and developing an emerging role; a role once again focusing...

-very largely on ih7Service education.

The _third of our speakers this-afternoon is Richard Pearce
who is speaking on the subject we haVe all been addressing, .
that.it, local or-differing perspectives on in-senvice .edncation.'
Richard comes from the University of Vidtoria where, as stDirector

of Edpcation' Ektension, he has the _responsibility for everything
including graduate; undergraduate, credit, non-credit, rickaged:

-unpackage& seminars and workshops. Richard's address,, ill
'bring the local Perspectives a little closer1t0. home.



CHAPTER 4

LOCAL PERSPECTIVES

. J

GE SCALE SYSTEMS OF IN- SERVICE

BRUCE licPHERSON

-It's good to e back at SiMon Fraser. I Komi to thank'the
universitYfor'Org izingthis conference on in-service education
and that.is not ju t pro forma thankti. In-serviA.educatiod is
developing at a ra id rate, especia,lly in the Urbited States, and
as I'll tell you 1 ter,, in Massadldusetts,

where we have developed
one tf thg first state-wide

systems of in- service education.; :But
generally the univ ptities hive been left standing. So I think/"
it is appropriate tiat'itinie meeting'And talking about these
.issuei3 andstartin to do some thinking about them., In-service
is at a very'inter sting

stage and it. reminds me, listening .to
the comments that ave been going on in the small sessions and
hearing the other peakers, of what the little old Scottish lady .
Said when She retu ed to the librarian a dictionary she thought
was a Aovel: "Verr

interestin, but a'wee bit disconnecied." -
'With ell the ew ideas floating around in in-service education,

.it is contingent u n people 'at state livels and federal levels. .
-a (and I ani-largely'sPeaking

now of what's' happening in Ile Unitedo-
Staten, but it'is else; applicable

in Canada) tp do somq'thing
about the compreh naive organization of in-service. Today I Will
be describing two systems that are, by no means the only way that"-
in-service.Can'he organized on a large scale system. Nor will I
claim that they are the best, even thOugh I have a stake in one

92
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ofthem. I will simply describe
the state-wide systOm of in

service education in,Massachusettsi arid. very briefly,'the
national system that it in Australia, and the reasOnsl am
talking aboaithese two are because I. live in Massachusetts
and helped tOlevolve that one; and two; because I also must

.

:confess to the kind of expatriate chauvinism which claims the
good "inga and turns its back on the bad.

.T e two systemi have
very Significant similarities and

they tp incorporate many- of the operating principles you
.' hav been talking about he in this conference. What i will

. at empt to do is to describe the operation of each system; to
g ve you-a sense of how new ideas in in-service can work in a
arge system, Sand also to give you some idea of what he
dvantSges and limitations of each might be. Two other aspects

-tin-service I think are Worth mentioning:, tie first is
undkng,land the second is'in-service education as a vital and,

important medium of'educational reform. Most-other dimensions
of educ4iohal reform have been preempted or have stopped 'hap-
penng. l`he,first thing that I will do is describe thesMassh-

. chusettsi system, the principleS on how it works, and how it is
) filnde0.;

/I
I will then very briefly..describe the Australian system

and then conclude with some observations and implicatipns for
ed0Cational reform.

.

-I was connected with the Massachusetts Institute as.a

/
consultant to, the now Director of that restitute and through(
public hearings on the shape and direction it should take, we
tried tosee that the Institute evolved in a reasonably demo-

. cratic way. It started operation in September of last year
(1978) and it-embodies the following general pripciples, some
of whith I think-twill be fairly new to you as a state-wide
system of in-service education.

1.' The first. principle.,is that in-service education
. is radically different from pre-service education.. ,

2., The second principle is that most effective in-
service 'education programs are those with a high
degree of participant control: this is one of the
most central a_;pects of both of the systems I am
going to desOrite.

-
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3. The thirdmajor principle that in- service

education programs most beneficial to students

are those that are designed primarily to improve

the quality of teaching in an entire school or

departmeit Ofa school. Let me just say a little

abodt that. What teat means 'is that re very .

deliberately turn 'away from the old model of

in-service education--I'm talking now about how

it applies in iile:Uhitea States- -which is the

emphasis on the individual professional development

of teachers. We have turned any from that and we

are working now with the idea Of;eigrotip of teachers

working together on common prob/eris. I have a

little more to say about.thaf 3i461, N

4. The fourth principle involves r!uiting funding.and

power where those principles/lie, and.that means

that program de"cisione on ihisefrvice education

are made locally, not in .SOMO:central office.

In Boston, where we havemore:uniVersities than any.other

centre in the United States .(there are sixty in Boston with
_ .

over it half a million univesity::sudents) we found that in

planning this program we hid about tro significant ideas from

those universities. They had not changed thcir thinking about

in-service education; they still considered it a'variation on

pre-service education, nor had. they charged their mode of

delivery of in-service education..:: The Massachusetts Commissioner

of EducAtion said that the universities had missed the in- service

bus, or as a dean of a teachers!'_ college said, in that peculiar

and private language that deans use awn they are being quoted,

we are in a- response Mode". pamn right they are, and they dre

largely responding to participant cOntrol of in-service education,

Kt2i s an essential tenet of the

/

Massachusetts Institute: It

a umes a caPacity among eilucators[of various roles (not just

lassroom teachers), a capacity toll work together and to plan ,

programs of in-service education that are aimed at improving

the teaching and learning at their school.

t

1
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t The consent of administrators is also necessary for the

success'of the in-service program; the institute sees a key

role for administrators in ensuring that planned improvements

take.placeand that they are sustained if.they are effective.

I mentioned that we turned away deliberately from the model of

in-service training which is the professional development'of

the individual teacher, and we are now operating on the notion

that a'more pragmatic unit of change is the school building or

departmentOf.a school. And so the institute Only responds to

remlests for. assistance that come from people in the school.buil

ding or department of a school who have an objective anawho plan to

meet that objective through an in-service program. In general

these groups include all or most of the staff who are directly

affected by the change the program is designed to bring about.

.These include all teachers, counsellors, administrators, pare -

'professionals, parents, sometimes even students (which is

unusual), all those whose active support is needed to make

those changes, since the success of the proposed program must

have the key people in it or it won't be funded. Another key

principle is that participation in in-service programs funded

by the institute must be voluntary.

The best bureaucratic response that We.had to a participant

control model was to decentralize decision-making tip the local

level, an action which consciously embodies the strategy of

smallness of'scale and modesty, and is important for two reasons.

First, the school building or the department of a school is

the most pragmatic unit of change; snot school systems, or state

systems: we have used that route - -it doesn't work. And second,

because '. al control has been eroding steadily, we Aeliberately

decided to turn and give some actual control of in-service back

to r e teachers. I am speaking now about, American educatibn,

whe e one of the underlying traditions has been local control

of chooling; some of you may be faMi.liar with the enormous

number cf federal mandatep that 1.1.re been impcsed from above

on local school systems.

/
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We were also pragmatic enough,
at'least,I think we Were

pragmatic enough, to recognize that the issues of credits,
academie.creditsr degrees, and all of the paraphenalia'that
surrounds traditional in-service had to be dwelt with...
Teachers are, as you all know, accustomed to doing in:-service
at a uhiersityi usually at night, and receiving academic
credit, salary increments, and promotion because of it. That
40 fine: butit has nothing to do with the state--it has
instead to do with the teacher and the school system. And so
the state has no policy on it. We do not discourageit, nor
do we penalize anybody,. but it is certainly .not an essential
part of Our in-service system.

Let me just briefly describe now'hOw
the institute works

in the state-wide system. There are six regional.centres in
Massachusetts. the institute in each region is a deceneralized
education department which is coord ted trough a central
office in Boston. Each region has a ncil that:iS composed
of a majority of classroom teachers who o e operations
of the,inservice institute, and theha e very 'real power.
The region also has what we call a rvice team who are
employees.of the department of educat We had to search
very hard to find anyone who was eligib bu we finally did
and they are now the team who are.respons le for fulfilling
a whole variety of functions. They maintain a, resource file
which they dissemihate lo all school systems; they let the
school systems know about opportuniti*and resources for.
in- service in their region; they are also charged with.developing
productive'new relationships among colleges, educatiCM1 colla-
boratives, school systems, and others concerned with in-service
education. And finally, they are charged with makipg sure
that each school system has equal access to programs under the
institute.

I am sure you' are all familiar with the efficient school
systems that are ready to go with a proposal on your desk on
Monday moiling. as soon as the new system starts and that you
are just as familiar with those school syateMs who never , ver

1 Z. c
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have any kinds of in- service programs at all. Part of the

responsibility of .this.in-Service team is to qo into those

weaker school systems and to proselytize where necessary.
. Before a group is eligible for institute, funds, they'

must satisfy three basic requirements...The prAgram that
.

they have evolV.ed must be designed to bring about a specific

improvemen in the instructional program,,or educational

ffered by a school department,',Wnd that improvement

must e.clearly stated and agreed upon by all participants..

We call this the."no Mickey-Mouse clause. Enough people Must

be willingio participate to ensure that the improvement will
occur. This is our attempt to,ie pragMatic; to make sure that

this change will, in fact, occur. All of the people must be

involved who are necessary to make the program work.. As well,

the local school system must have committed itself to imple-

meriting the prOgram.di dbjectives; and that takes some Forms of

funding, of prosiiding space, of providing release time where it

is necessary; and so bn. As part of an effort to cut down the

bureaucratic red tape there is a ohe-age application form which

the group of teache'rs submit to the in-service team, Once

that program has been approved, thattone-page document becomes

a .formal letter of
t

agreement, or contr4t, which operates

between the department, the school system, and the grout:L(3f

teachers. ,There is,no othet bureaucratic red tape, none at

all, just one single page.
t

. To summarize this, let me describe to you how it woyld

work from the vantage point of the users, that is, the group
of teachers. A group of teachers in a school buildint or

4.
department of a school. who have identified a common problem'

and who wish to solve that pibblem with an in-service program,

would call the in- service team in their region. The teem

would visit and discOs the program and if need be, help the

group complete *-he -Alication form. They would hen check
that the prop- ,ring about -',., .:77.-: ,,ge that is

required; thp' ,r,s,1 .:..--.: of the ....- -pal ,3-1d the

school .- ,;.7.".. of people nc,,--.- Lo bring

N

1 41,
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about the piogram and to sustain ;t are all voluntarily involved.
If4theprogramsati-sfied those qui elines, it would most likely
be,funded. The team would then supply that group of teachers
with a list of consultants who are in the esource file and Sdho
have expertise in the particular'

area that concerns the teachers.
By law, they must prof/1de at least threi-c sultants; those
consultants can be, and often are, universi y people. (In Bbston,
there are lIgions of unemployed Ph.Ds prowl ng the streets,
snatching bred from the hands of those who.have jobs. The grgat
academic depression has hit Boston. There is a large pool of
people highly trained, enormously competent, willing to work, an)
able to travel, and who are in fierce competition with the tradi-
ti,onal dispensers of in-service education0 The team provides a
list to'this group of teachers, the4O 40chers choose who they '

want, the program begins, and the institute pays the consultant
at 5 tlat rate of $100 a day SOme of those consultants, also
can come fromrwithin the school& some of the best in-service
educators we have are fellow teachers in the school or in other
school systems.

%S *
aFor those of'you who are here from the United States, I
want to'speak A little bit

now about funding, and I apologize
for talking about this in Canada but the way things are funded
in the United States is

enormously comOlicated. The major cost
of this program is simply Payment for consultants, so a typical
program woup cost About $1,500. This year in the institute
wee-had $40,000; next year we will bave $600,000. A quantum leap,
buib,yoxi can see from this that that is where the money in edu-
cation is going; and that

kind of quantue "leap is, I think,
something, that will continue to recur. This means' thg.t. in
Massachusetts we have 400 prograMs that can be offered next year.

Most of the money for in-service in the United States, as
some of you may know, comes attached to categorical funding;

. .the Federal Government gives big pots Of., money fpi things like
-.oecIal education, occupational education, Title IVC'and:now
tale new source of funds is Title Two, bagic skills. All these
have about 5% of the funds that have to be used for staff

4_



',tit;.°13ttien F. in - tv3C. 7 That has Mostly.been used in a
'11C ), ,,i, . in , i saint Way tlIalt the t .

td/4, Cot .Y, ,.h .A. -valuedion funds
-...

ilit. been ,iid.. What the institute has done is to take all ---'

that none. Y' and tt).00l it together under one 'set of guide-
4f14 BC .tllat. any itl,service funds spehe in the state would

i-1./ to meet the guloihes.of the institUte ihere is always
4tth, 22' Those Finds cannot become mingled, you cannot put

Plb all. t,Offthet il) 00e Pot; they have to be sepaely accountedte

k ..t.' kit tti latest. o'nd here is a 'catch 44, tile lat&s enact-' Pt.
`-/ is Tittle TWO that

break 'the law d f you mingle,ily ''ked,

says that the,
them and you break

funds must becomeq po,

law if You dOn't That is just one Of the exigencies of A-
i'illg to fund thincN. Nevertheless, what hartpens is that all. -

\ttill, ate Put together in one Pdt. and the money As'out---through .
tt.institOr under sty guidelines.. That was one piobiem in

tiv
/ ktlinq pOW th-inSti.vute was going to be funded. r

Thre are two other Problein5); one is local, and -the other
Oil' latt0001- FollNi0q an embezzlement te.andal, every cent .,

t! at fends had tti pe accounted for lie hal..teen 'trying to
/7.11:1 all of this iiieorice money outefintothr hafids of teachers,

tP
'?e 01C1 not Politically do that. The second problem --.

,1''`1,re natural fj.edal constraints occurring' across America
'',, tri.% of property tax e.lief, 1-1c1 other forms of P.v.kblic
16:/rtc19q t.jtcjilg (I maul pause to mention here that budget
i inci can hit in -SO ways that Yoklvouid not expect;

t' 11,, -->. .

I')1. ycerns in Nzsochtisetts are cutting in-service from iv

fetr,ci
kt,

(3
in- service money

Y
ore simplY. not of ferAg in-service money

0,:t the Pressure Of budget cUtS. Arld_Yet, here we are. ' .

1.
-

C/ l)t-atiflq the DAI.tinj.fig bf the Ntw Age of In-Setde, without,1.
hti,ih9 mole than a tenuous hold on the Public gination in
e given ihoset kindlik of constrain 5, the way weara.) 40.

ai 4hge toe funding to have the in-setvine t am in el region.
Nnerld r-° the cerltrl,pffice that such and such a consultant
Nid fof such. and such a procTrarl,' And the celfitral office'

sitl% flics:-, out
i t:-e eY Other issues are also Involved in Funding

a
7P Zen), of them irty ,,pre already occurred in 'these regions.

ti
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One of the other, features of durAUnding
pattern is that there

be.aminimum time elapte between when a group of teachers makesa regyest dor'a
program and when we give

a deCision on thatrevest, try to, keep this to a three to four week period,and so far wehave
been successful.

But the .point is, where
you are,,getang jockeying for position on in-tervice amongst
sehoOl committees,

teachers' unions, 'departmeAts
of Zducation,"

colleges.and universities: coupled with a big funding mess, itis very easy to lose sight of the goals of in- service; that theyshouldlie to improve the teaching and leering in the school'.
The institute began operating in September and we have alot of programs still in protest;

we also have a number of out-
.

side consultants':who
are.evaluating thdse progtams and theinstitute, while helping us to phase them in. Let me'judt giveyou two.impressions.of how it is working.

:one proaram in awell-to-do suburb of'Boston is funded with Odcupational Educationfinds, and the purpose is to integrate
computers into various'

aspeets of the.. school curriculum.
The whole school becomesimplicated because the computer will be involved in the entite

operation of the school4.ihen the integtation is over. In anotherexample, in Cambridge.
Massachusetts, there is an elementaryOr school with two programs in process. The firsAtart involvesteachers, parents, teachers aids, and administrators who areplanning how they can keep open classrooms

which they have sestablished in their school/ and expand
them'as their kids' movethrough that school into junior high schools. The second partof that program

involves the, development
of a multi - culturalcurriculuAto go into that open classroom'in

a junior highschool. Evaluators I have spoken to on this program are unanimousin their praise
for 'Certain features of it. They say the

participant control and voluntary nature
of the programs are themost striking and

exciting features of ,all the prograflB theyhave seen. They make comments such
as, "there are no glared eyes"at any of the sessions they saw; that tkre

is always enthusiasm;that the teachers
genuinely feel a kinship with these Programs0 and that they

are doing,what they wanted.

1

11
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t.
The te4chersresnorise to the programs'of the institute

initiallT.was one.o'f-suiprise.4 They were surprised that they'
to dO the work of orgahizing and pla6ing

of the program.,
"Isn't th'at the-admi'nist'rators' job7" After they had evolved
those pi-be-rams', however, and seen them underway, they felt
they had learned a lot from the ptocess; and that they had
reall/ clarified what, it was they wanted, 'and consequently .
Sere satisfied with the programs they had acquired. The most
gratifwing aspect of all this efforis the. numerous requests.
which were generated from the weaker `school systems who are
now "also getting a number of in-service programs. Part of th'e
reason they are applying, I thinic, is because of the concompetl-.
tive aspect; there is no eriormous investment of time, and for
'school. systems that do 'not have full-time career development
personnel, that is very important. At the same tittle, they

are eetting equal access to the institute's program.
Whenwe were planning this prooram we knew that no other

state-wide Systems like it were being planned in the United
States. Howeve?, ye were delighted to learn that in Australia
a system almost exactly the same had been operating for five
years, since 1973. ThiFyyste'm car. e about aftcd- the ele'ction
of the Whitlam government Gho creat,.!.! the Schools Commisgion
which provided massive amumts of fcMill money for in-service
programs. Thv.. entral :eac._;r of prc,gram is rticipant
control of in-ser..,ic, proqrama, az in Ohe Massachusetts
systetR. Programs are all scnon:-na,i,-7, and they focus on the

It

total group involved :n the worr. o' tn,2 school. Another feature
ofdoe Aastralian system has to do ;.,coraphy. As in Canada,
distances are otter( enormous

schools and one way
they have handled that problem is t d.e. residential in-service
programs for teachers which las, no. nieces and take place
in d::rcially -built :n- sort -:cc ctd-d, 1th Australia, well
teyond the reach of T.V.,

:arse );,beginning
'o teachers which laste:! ;ht 1-troughly 590.

partielpants,-and the total v.,!:t C7
r .'ram per participant

was S.91.-
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..The chairm4n of the Australian SchoolsiCommission visited
us in Massactusetes this'year, At about that time we were

having'dbubts about whether some of the features of our system
would actually collapse into a hopeless jumble. We were
having doubt% about whether participant-initiated control in-
service programs would ever really work; we were doubting

whether a state bureaucracy would inevitably grind the idea

(which was one inteeded to liberate teachers) into a fine san

of impeding regulations, middle level covert control, and
debilitating delays. Further, we were worried about the capao4ty
of teachers, who had long' .nt undo ho thumb, to respond
to the challenges implic4 -service. The
Australian chairman % assured us that
in five years of op. program, the one
feature that had ex.

f and was now the
strongest part of th, :as r ,rticipant initiation and

control of the programs. t think an important lesson can be
learned from their experience.

I would like to briefly mention a/few otheri experiences

from the Australian system. The first is That in in-service

programs teachers have to be considered as adult learners who

require far different strategies of teaching and learning.

Second is that in-service, to be effective, requires and can

encourage a broad-based community involvement including parents,
business people, communitNIzaders, professionals, workers in
other fields, and students. Third, a stronger Link is needed
between pre-service and in-service. Finally, there is a great
need to train in-perAce educators since there are ngw modes
of response, different constituencies to serve, and less formal
and traditional ways of proceeding-. In Australia'they accomp-

'. jisfied this by funding from the Australian Schools Commission.

I want to turn now to the implicationis of these systems

for edpcational reform, because when we look at it in a larger
context, that is what we are all involved in. It seems that

two basic kinds of educational reform Wave come down from the
-top, and I am speaking mainly of the American context, The
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first have been substantive reforms and changes that have beeni.
, .

mandated reforms, such as special education, bilingual education,

occupational education, and so forth. These things have trans-
formed the schools. It has happened without much fanfare, but

schools are very different from ten years ago because of these

programs. The second kind of reform that comes down from on

high is the kind I think we are describing in this system which

is a procedural rather than a substantive reform. There is no

mandated, or guaranteed outcome, but there is a desired direction.

And I tf00.hk this is somewhat akin to the phenomenon of open'

education in the sixties. There is a clear and hazardous weak-

ness to this kind of reform, and we should be alert to it., The

danger lies in simply putting oPet wine into new ttles. Services
are realigned, modes of delivery are restructure tthe
substantive issues to d, 'Lb school struct,. pt.,4er balances,

curricula, etc., are :qu t t9ie Icpearance

of change predominates over the prev,,,,,u; .u,. a editions.

There is a danger, too, that in-service wil, hec,me the

domain of fully professional interest groups such as universities

and colleges, and under the compelling claim of their profes-

sionalism, control of in-service will gradually slipaway from
teachers. With the shrinkage of the clientele for teachers,

fnr .eachers' colleges and universities, that pressure will only

become more intense. Perhaps I can put it thIS way: the

procedurahange in how in- service education is organized and

funded, which is a reform in and of itself, sets up the conditions

for other kinds of reforms to take place in the school. The

Massachusetts system and the Australian system have' made these

significant procedural reforms. They empowered those previously

not empowered to control the terms and conditions of their own

in-service 'professional training. They changed the mode of

in-service, moved its focus from the university to-the schdol,

from the individual teacher to a group of teachers, from the

exclusive concentration on credentialling and academic .credit

to' prnfesional on-the-job training. They skgnificantly altered -

the funding of in-service, coordinated all in-service funds and
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unified Guidelines, and placed the power of funding decisions
at the local level, where decisions are overseen by a council.
comprised of a majority of teachers. This represents a signi-
ficant rebalancing of forces.

The old mode of in- service diffused teachers' efforts

into singularly pursuing their own interest, careers, and

salary increments. For teachers this has often been productive,

but just as often it has been a treadmill which is in no way
related to the central business of a teacher's professional
growth. Teachers are forced to have in-service done to them,

rather than done for them, or by them. Time and energy is

often exploited by someone else's goals in the name of the
,teacher's own professional development. The climate around
schools these days can.hardly be described as reform-minded.
This is a very It period for schooling and I do not
think there ar straws to clutch at. The new balance
of forces_ir cation and the systems I have desc-
ribed do uA that significant and substantive reforms
will foil e making in-service education more
responsive to ho use it. Through teachers working to-
gether on common problems, °the current laissez-faire, exploitive,
ind fragmented approach to in-service may finally break down.

Let me conclude on a conciliatory and hopeful note.

Shanker who is the President of the American Federation

Lf Teachers, deplored what he called "%he extremist rhetric
signrsts that teachers should control in-service education

an' teachers' colleges should have no role". He foresaw the
possibility of teachers' centres and in-service programs becoming

the meaningless sharing among people, none of whom know anything".
Such an attack on the integrity of the teaching profession's

capabilities should not have come from one of their nominal
leaders. Be that as it may, I think he is right at least about
one thing. There is a rule fOr teachers' colleges and univer-
sities, but it is no longer the old role; nor should it be. The
alchemy has changed, and the power is shifting. What the
Australian and the Y,,,F.actlusett 5,,stem hNv'e so far demonstrated
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.. is that teachers can take responsibility for their own in,service,

and that they can choose responsibly froM all orthe -resources

available to them inside'the schools and outside the schools;

i

ti

1
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2. SOME INFORMAL THOUGHTS ON IN-SERVICE IMPLEWENTATIO

AT A FACULTY OF EDUCATION

JACK LOUGHTON

Let me speak for just a few minutes about the implementStion

of an in-service program from an impletlenter's viewpoint.

going to say some practical thinds aneyou're going to disagree'
with some of them,,I hope, and I'am encouraging/ you to corner

me before we both leave for our perspective de tinationa when

this conference is over to discuss further s of the things
which hope to bring to your attention in t.e next few minutes.

of all, in-service education cae,s1,:s figorous weapon;
perhaps a bad word, but I'think it is that, a weapon, for program
chapge in teacher educati Good in-service, sooner or, later,
will provide a comptfa model that will dramatically. affect

what teacher education i titutions offe hs their pre-service
.41

program. N there are a lot of disclaimers about the
fact. that we allcing about a diffevient 4,1pet group, different

goals, different objectives, and so on.0'But it you are a program

implementer, who is responsible for in-service from the universi-

ties' point of view, and if what you/want is to provide good

teacher education, then the in-sery ce program will affect what
goes on in the pre-service model. d I 'hope to illustrate and

support this concept by citing so operational characteristics

of a functional in-service design, from the point of view of's"
program implementer.

In order to expedite my re arks, and maybe to provide just

d.little rhetorical licence, ( at means I can get, away with

saying sopething that's irrev ant, and perhaps even outrageous

from time to time in terms of what, you might believe) lee me

cite a scenario that I think is gOng to happen throughoUt '

Canada over the next seversl\yearsi
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I apOlogize about this coming from the dniveisity-

side: it 'seems that I am apologizing .quite a lot these days

for working at a university when it comes to in-service: and I

think there's probably'a veFy good reason for that, given our ,

record. But, anyway, let's take a person we will call Fred;

let's make him an Associate Profsesor; let's give him several

-years experience in a faculty. He's called into the Dean's ' .

office, hnd the Dean says to him,-,*You.know, Fred, three years

ago at a faculty oounciyeeting, this faculty endorsed unani-

mouthy theprinciple ou-service education." Fred says, "Yes,

I understand that. en'the next thing we did was establish

the committee on in-se e. And we referred to this committee

the responsibility for t study of the delivery of effective

in- service programs to,o onstituent school divisions."

"Right. And then what hap ed--NOTHING--tight? Well, after

three committee meetings, faculty members.went ahead, did their

one-day workshops, received their honorariums, came back,

reported to each'other what they had been up to, but in fact,

vis-a-vis the regular prooramming of the Faculty.of Education

not much else happened. So Fred, we are reallocating our

resources," (that's the next term\that comes up in such a

conversation) "and we are reallOdating some of our regular

resources toward the in-service program. And, Fred, you've

Just been reallocated. You are now the implementer of our

new in-service program." .Well, if Fred's a good friend of the

Dean, there's some dialogue at that point about what the

alternatives might be if Fred'doesn't want to do that. As you/

know, -some of the alternatives are very clear and as you have

just heard, some of them are very real in Boston. And

sure, that this will be true throughout western Canada.

Anyway, FreO goes ahead and takes on the task of in-

servide implementer. What does he do? Well one'thing he

Might do Ocall a colleague who is involved in this sort 4.f

thing, an say, "What am I going to do?" If it was me he

/
called,' here are some of the things that I would suggest:\first

-of all, I would offer
condolences because'he had, not a zero sum
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Implementation

to st rt from, but
a rather negative thing. However, I would

say t at the good news is that fOr whatever reasons, in-service
is ler ih vogue and

that tends to provide vehicles
for doing"

.that we think is important to do. The par , Ith
.nature of teacher in-service is that it ham en"1al

,

program afterthought at this point for mos
f a ci,/ -Yfffr. ,oducation. Like God,.motherhood, etc., you rarely

1

he a stand up and say, "In- service is bad." Why?
Basi all j I think it is because no one "owns it," no one has avest d t.rest, and no one sees it \s a powerful thing at thisparticular int. Faculties of education have always done in-
service aft- the fact; it has never been a part of their centralfunction.

\

There are some things that are acceptable in in-service thatare not accekoble in pre-service. One of them is that we tendto listen in ilk- service
to the needs of the consumers. It ,-is racceptable for Sxample to accept needs assessments in terms oftmin-service progr ing, while we rarely do that with the pre -serepro47MS. 401,,,w en we say we do that with the pre-service, I am

talsking about wha we do do, rather than what we should do.
Alright. So we do' that; we listen; we do needs,',Issessments.

Secondly, we think it ismore acceptable to define learning
outcomes and to apply these

specific teaching and learning acti-vities when we are talking
about in-service. When we are talking

about pre-service there is a long argument about
academic freedom.

"Don't tell me what 1°m
going [o.teach in my course, I do that- -

that's part of my righ,s as a professor," and so on. And that .
leads me to the first of

se,.eral personal biases that I'm going
....to admit to.

In my opinion, we mUst reexamine the role of the professionalschool and the faculty of education as 'a professional school. If,in fact, the faculty of
edvcation does not make a qualitative

contribution to the instrucitional
process of the schools' which

surround it, it does not haVe a reason for ekistence as a pro-
tessvkal school;. It rt.ite simply loses its reason to exist.
We could split it up anh parcel it out to ther sections of the
unlverslt, ,nd let It yet but its busln S

t
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And the third thing that'is happening with in-service is

that it seems legitimate to, plan cooperative programs, icourses,r

and delivery systems with people outside the in6titution. Ins

other words, it is legitimate frir. people in the faculty of

education to plan the in-service program inter-institutionally.

We,pa# lip service to that kind of planning with pre-

service as well. Over the last ten years I look at faculties

of education throughout the western part of this country and

see very few demonstrative' examples of inter- institutional pro-

gram planning takin,plaoe at the pre-service level. Maybe I

haven'trlooked hard enough.

So as a program implementer, and if I'm talking to Fred

now, this ii the way I would counsel him.. Before anything else,
...

he should make sure that the notion of in- service is)in fact a

clearly defined policy of the faculty. That As the.flet th

litake sure that is in place. After you get involnd in'n Clie .30I
alialstrai)re ImpleM,WM.atipip of an in-service program you do

not want to have eo "administer by committee:" The faculty's

responsibility is to set the policy--do they iri fact endorse

in-service or not? If they do endorse in-service, then let's

get on with the job.

If we were to give Fred three or four quick guidelines,

this is what I would include among those guidelines.

1. Your in-service program Should directly reflect the

in-service education needsvas defined by practising

educators; not only teachers in classrooms (and

that's certainly the largest single group) but also

. other practising educators.

2. The effectiveness of the project, or the program,

should be defined in terms of enhancing the quality

of instruction. In your mind the aim of that in-

,service program must end up addressing the problem

of the quality`finstruction, either in the school

system, or at the faculty of education--either place.

'3. Make sureyetft planning function is done in a coopera-

tive manner.

0

I
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Let me just speak about that for a minute. I think there
are two levels of a.comdittee structure for good implementatior
of this sort. One is arf advisory committee'of chief decision-
Makers of different organizations. If I was qbin4 to talk to
you about Calgary, we would include the chief superintendent
of the two school systems there, the dean of education, and
the presidents of the two locals of the teachers' association.
The seicond committee would be-an internal committee; ailesling
group` within the faculty but reporting to the dean as MIIM's
committee.

In universitialat have a 3A le trouble. differentiating-

between policy and administration. I guess I am not telling
vou things you have not experienced a hundred times; that some-
times university folks tend ta,think that everything is,pfolicy.
Having made policy there is a tendency to still want tq 4o back
anc review the administrative decisions that are made on a
daily basis, and what we can end lip with is a certain amount of
program inertia: These committees establish policy but sqould
a .'id dabbling in the administration of that policy.

4. Appoint a faculty member whose major responsibility
is the implementation of the program. I think this
is one of the real problems in in-service, i.e.) the
tact that often we have not allocated to an individual
the administrative respunsibilitrfor in-service.

-_et the area of governance, the program implementer should
leadership in introducing a program that provides both

credit and varying course sizes in in-service. The concept
"here is that it is crucial that the credit option be available
for the university's activities in in-service. It becbalea a

,matter of program credibility that
in-service is accepted as a

legitimate program, within the overall university setting.
Now, in my own view and a lot of people do.not agree with

me at this paint) a program implementer should write proposals
seeking outside financial /Upport for dour program. You should
in fact "hustle" soft mulley AnJ you'll say.to me, But there
isn't money, thin is a time LeStLal.t:" This is where we
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have the good, news /bad near situatioryn in- service. I think

the good news is that there will in fact be,monet:for

And if you want to tall :to me about that afte could be

pleased to c dee I k that there .. y'-an 'western',

Canada sign r ise in, support of th4L imedtal
_

delivery et' ice programs. If WWhark._:_aOk to

the multi-et supperweex teacher education in die early
*

seventies, which was ln vogue then and is now tapering off, What

happened in.western Canada was phenomenal in terms of soft money

funding. 'I 'think the same thing might happen in irt- service.

'there is one other aiea'that we should just touchdOn very 4

briefly regarding implementation strategy, i.e. , the establish-

ment of a working group between the university, the,teachers'

association, and the peopde in the school d4visions trig are

most directly involved in the In.-service function. How do you

decide who that is? One guideline is to find the person who

is close enough to policy to influence it, tut close enough tc

design to dramatically influence 'that too. In the usual school

system it would be a classroom consultant in a suhject area.

At the university, hopefully, it Would be the-Zeppointment ct

...Mp.eMentel who had access to the lnfl pce of°o!,,,:ramthis
policy siwp w,ell oo to the des 136 of the Krug m. 14.s 11.tori..a.

y/uup\will L, t. thr drIlve system 41 lh in

service model.

Let me ylve eAa.plea ut what they might. d

1 ha4ie been involved Just Letently with . set of consultants

who have arranged for teachers'..release time from their class-
!

rooms during the day to do specific things and soecific courses.

These teachers are then trained at the university by 'people who

are both the clfvision and the university. They then return and,

in the best ecohomy of scale tradition, .do profe'ssional detelop-

ment in their own school. So the school division people are able

to releise, or provide release time for people to involve them-

selveq in that kind of in-service, and a real multiplier effect,

if you like, can be generated from that sort of activity.
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4,

Travelling very quickly and in high gear here so please
excuse me for doing it, but' just'to say onelhst thing: I

LL think that in-service is a two-way street and I, am working

very hard at this moment to try to reach some consensus with

my col)eagues at the university thOt will define them as

consumers of in- service. And I think, hat when that particular

objectiVe is reached then the real notion of in-service, that
is,:tteachers suOplyring reality checks for faculty members as to
what their Oarticular expertise mearis.to the classroom'in 1979,

as well askthe*reverse, i.e., practising what gathers can

contribui.e to the university classroom, then, the in-service

situation will 4ieet Tritsst of its objectives.

e
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A YIE4 FROM THE Hill

RICHARD PEARCE

/* / It.0 been a tine experience fo e to have been at

/114 cpneroance,f°k toe last day and a h . TodaY I wantttto'

f'lk 2,1460 tzonstf44.hte, collaboration an
ePlt,

ommitment. I was
to P. la Vila in My nand and say that I think that I

( ig. trays hand the Plc)" valuable rasnUece4in in-service

41Stkop irk the Pkevince Pf British it's not money':

n
tz.

ty0-tne, it.% toe People on this list. That is a very.

qiutie may of flaying what T think of the implementation

/: of toy's confer%nes. tfle look at truce Joyce's paradigm

kevig C't awarNiog, CancePt contrOl, acquired sRills and

and transfer, I am already asking rdYsel, what

,t,the foOnTtlithst we are, going to engage in in this-province,

/t the 10C41 level, at regional level, and in instttutions,

/ ttloving 1 =servi. down to line. ,How are we going to do

/htal ,ere have-\ several good conversations that have

f,rcn some the eakers'and from some of the

t

partici-

rst here in the k,a4t da
, as to what kinds of plans, we in B.C.

zlkd gnae.

f Z.4 The titzie 01 this talk was "th-Seriice Education
. izb Limb ja; View from tie Hill the involvement of

/1-1ver .d.es in in-service education and the institutional
-1

'ktr,ipta that 4 twiverainy experiences in entering ifitce

1/1111erviaa. And 1 would hoprithat we would all be able ed°--,,L.

,0=1- the "pliling mission or Purpose of universities
after °, how are constrained to b.), in the field in

01, 4°
7101tviee eduCatl.%n. One the hiring Nadel: if an instit,li-

"11 eing-4-0( No 0 into some fors, 9f in-service training

/71
4: ° WhiCr' J.1. resources are Trig to be made available,

i(-11%c,11 c10 not hite people to teach a full urse load on

"Nuslidad then a)theet that in their sPare e, from the g

--7,
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-gbodn4s of their lleartS, they. will go out and 'do somdthing

useful in tile 'p'ravince. The'Very time when 09ople are nepil.

are the times when we have, to have pdople on campus. a

'Point number two:' yod have got to have recognition for

in- service work. If ou look at the faculty hvidbOok in many

-institutions across his country, you are gging to find that

promotion and tenure ocuments do,not list,in-service anywhere

bear as high as scholarly publication, evidence of research,

and university teaching. Sosiehow,we haVe got to find a way ;f `'

of asking university personnel to do in-service education jo

that it may be rendered in a scholarly way and put into

refereed journals and made just as creditable ali the type of

institutional research that does. go on.

In 1', Bruce Joyce wrote a paper and authored with

several others the findings from a large serie¢ investi-

gations with4he faculty of education professor as tp actually
who pUblishes and who publishes what. And you,would be amazed

that in the U.S. up to that point, the'average(,refereed journal

publication of a faculf/y member in the U.S. in the Colleges of

Education, was one publication in three years. So, considering
thaw People hold up the idea that you have'got to publish'tp

survive, that is not a very good record.

The second aspect of this is that you haVe got to have a

.iiority. There had got to be a priority within the facplty

tO be involved in in-servicoand you cannot just take the

leftovers. It cannot be a marginal opeytiorL When J talk

about in-servillge I will use Bob Howsam, who is the Dean oft
.... s

Faculty at the University of,OpatOn, who is CC.inadiarif., ,-,

incidentally: His definition-service has to do with
activities that are spopsOrld 4y,, and, initiated x, school

II
districts, in which the Objective focuses on an iAdividual,

or a group. to acquire a particular mode of etiCation that

tney have chosen. it has nothing to do with the kind of

,,:cntinuing educa-..iOn for human beings, for teachers as people

c,_Tr ,h:t., oL as ...i.icatorg -T-1 general. It has to do
.y si.,,,,11 with Lyern krnds of educational techniques.
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.::..:"..,: The education exteniiokoffice of our university came

into being in
ii4e,:egomt;Itree Weeke'ege,'in essence a year

... ,

.' :.:.and a half ago, when a yaripyof;,"Frede were put together ... J

undero4Owing,t4Ytry and feepond and deal rationally with4.:

.,.

:.
this.iA. esue of in-service education .:

Coupled with that in .

4; v
June of 1977, three nniyersitienin this province received

the opportunity to apply for interior university program money.

",designed to providepoist-pecohdery
service, for all the non*

metropolitan communitisi.' Well over a million and A .half .11:

dollar's was made available,
providing thit:etthe end_ of June.

you could get your proposalsbadk to the'particulst.ioard, in

"less the'll.six weeks:
WithAseiventyfiVepercent Of your faculty.

.:, all aver.theilac0, with 'school
districts not in desSion, those

prOposals-haa:to,show neape asseeseent; they had to Ore deter-

thinetion of:mtaffing,
thele,had;to giVe,M3ekincls of measurable

outcomes. That ii the type of scenario ache of4hese_ventures C

have had, when it comes to fUnding in this .province ,Inthe'

lamt,year-and a half',, from swien
coursetioffveraphs, w now ".-

.

haVe,,forty4Oherjrom a pieviOus thirty-five non-credit Workshop

programs,4Me did one hUdied twenty-five this year;
and we hale '

.: v .

three graduate.vrogramadff:campus
Here I am very much reminL oi:a story that I muatgiVe.

credit for to.. Bill DrumMond at. pniverpity of Flbridal/who
'.

first told it It's an Aesop's fable and it is an in-eervice

joie In the
olden;daya,:mhen mee'were'aflorled to have more

,

than one wife,,a middleAiged gentleman had two wives,ons

. .4 considerably bluer than h was, and one considerably younger.

/n de eveningsinA=epaiation for his retirement, _Air 44,-....., .

;younger wife, viewing the 'greying hair of her

'very sure that in.combieg hit hair she
pulled'Out alt thee

hairs that were grey go that he would not age fadtar than she.

And in the morning, the older wife, preparing her husband. for

the day, combing his hair made
very sure that she pulled out

1. all those nice, bright black hairs in order that he would age

F' -along with her. And, in three months'he was totally bald.
,

' .
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'
The moral of.the story is thAt. if you give all that you

have to everyone around you, pretty soon you will'have nothing

' left. And that is precisely what offices and agencies can get

into when that kind of scenario. and those kinds .of factors

impinge and the cry goes out for leadership and the'models and

the methods of Proceeding. Obviously, if universities are

going to take a role in An-4,ervice education, they have to be

selective. Now I do notmeanyou just do every otper school
:a

district. The model that. you have got to use has got to be .

different from that old format. But we can't even get into

each school district if asked, let alone regions. It like

the aftermath of a drought of twenty years; people are phoning

up and saying, "Can you give us some help?", and they are a

little surprised-sometimes at the,conatrainta; that we are

now saying, "We're out of gas".

Collaboration. is my next topic, based on several programs

in this province, not only at this.anstitution, which has one

of the very interesting models of combining pre-service and

in-service work (and I take my hat off to the people that

have worked with theOP program at S.F.U.), but also at the

University cf Victoria which has an internship program. We

have some forty-five to fifty secondary pre-service students

in districts and the success of this latter program is based

on a collaborative model of a local advisory committee. The

pre-service program operating on the island, and I will just

speak for my own, exists today because of school district

staff, local association support, ptincipal, and sponsor

teacher involvement, faculty associate resident living in the

district all year, the intern, or the student himself, and

the trustees. Those people are represented on a local advisory

committee that cooperatively plan, and share the financing,

the assessing, the implementation and the evaluation. It is

not a quick pr8cess; it is slow. But it has a tremendously

higher,yleld than the projects that are mounted in the old

way.
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*On the in-service scene, the three field offices of the

three universities htve had some collaboration and there have

been a number of,regional meetings-in which one or more of

the universities,. together with groups of school district .

people, professional development chairpersons, school distriCt

risk! responsible for professionel development, have all been

Involved:: I see this kin& of collaboration as:a very - useful

way of, moving down the road.

I think there are two things I would like to leave you

with. Thomas Kuhn uses the word "paradigm"; it means point

of view, the way you look at something, taking into account all

the factors, your perceptiont, biaees, information -- rational

or irrational--aq&eo on. There is a paradigm about the stages

in the development Of a teacher. The teacher comes in after,

say, a B.A. or B.Sc,, and takes a one-year program and, the

stages are as follows: first, "I wonder if I can physically

:survive for.forty minutes in that classroom with those thirty

peoPle? Physically, can I do it, can I get the butterflies

out of here, can I get the fog out of here, can I get. out all

in one piece?" .Secondly, once a student begins to do that

and feels trepidation, is, "Can I do what my sponsor teacher,.

or my supervisor, calls teaching? Can I go through these

motions, can I conceptually handle that?" Until you have got

to that point, we don't
`-) find that the student turns his focus

from the teaching to the learning and asks the question,

wonder what the pupils are learning and how do I determine

that?" Th ?e is a tremendous focus on the self first and

then when you have that down, then you start to look out.

And the fourth comes after you know that you can teach, test,

lgok at learningy then the question is, "Well, is what I am

doing effectively appropriate within the curriculum; does

it fit? Does it fit within the discipline area, does it fit

/in terms of kindergarten through grade twelve?"

Once the person has gone into the in-service area, then

the problemChafiges a little bit to how can you sustain,

'
maintain, develop, extend And refine the commitment of the

7

1
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individual to the profession? Several people that I have

talked with said, first, "Can I survive?" Second, can they

perform the types of motions which people say are fairly,

creditable in-service? Third,.if that involves something

to do with the learner, something to do with the consumer,

1116.
how do-you know what is going on? The literature is'full

of examples of programs which show no appreciable change in

pupil behaviour or teacher behaviour as the result of the

program. 'And the question is, does that mean you change what

you are doing? Are there things that occur that you can't

measure? And there has been some good dialogue in the last

two days on some of those.

I enjoyed very mug'st the presentation this morning that

Louis Rubin gave and having had a year of teaching in California

myself before I took my last two degrees at Oregon State and

returned to the province, I had the opportunity to work with a

number of U.S. educators. One of them, Ralph Tyler, wrote a

chapter in the recent book, at least in the first edition of

Gage's Research in Teaching Handbook, about the mid-sixties,

and he says that out of a lot of studies 'there are four

characteristics of outstanding teaching that he can identify.

One is a thorough knowledge of the subject: Second is a care

or concern for the learner. Third is a desire and enthusiasm

to transmit that information, those attitudes, those values,

those skills. And fourth is a sense of humour. And then he

ends the article by saying, But what human endeavour wouldn't

profit by having people that have those qualities?" They age

not peculiar to teaching. And that brings me back to Rubin's

comment about taking one hundred people who have degrees and

who are interested in children and so on off the street,

putting them through a program, putting them in the schools

and not knowing the difference three years down the line;

indicating, as an elementary teacher in the Duncan area

:2:-'ce told me, 'well Richard, just wait 'til your people get

out in the schools and we'll put them in harness and after

three years, we'll have than where we want them".
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-nta moat iailuentfal' force in the educatiOn profession
todaySaists in the school', in the building lava)., in that
environment. Not.ia faculties of education, notin Other
areas'. A story that Cams'out of our scl ce education
prOgra,.ips:national stUdy in the' U.S. s that if you ,
take a canoe and 'you float it in ate g pool,'and you
don't have any ripples at all, and y9u Me sure the level of
the swimming pool, does it make any diff ence-4f you take
a penny:aad yolk put it into the canoe or if you put the
penny into the water of the swi g pool and let it go down

,

to the bottom and then rook at the change in the level of the
water?

I gave that problem to an introductory physical science
class in a college in the N.S. and two hours later, when I
Was in the cafeteria, I found paper clips and all sorts of
little cream things floating around in coffee cupd because I
had given them a problem that they had twenty-four hours in
whiCh to solve that they could not look up'in any book. It

.was a "demand" kind of learning situation. What does it
relate to? Right, density,' specific gravity; whiCh comes out
of a physics unA-Which is usually very dull. It dobs not
have to be dull! The textbooks today in many science fireas
have forgotten something, that most of the people such as
Aristotle, Copernicus, or Galileo, or Newton, all were motivated;
they all had questions, they were all searching. You do not
find those things in a science book; you find the laws; and the
principles +d the facts. What you have got td do is say,
*Rey, wait minute". You have got to get?, back into a situation
where you can confront the students with the phenomena and allow
them to those kinds of questions, and then the materials
start to ow from there.

I think with in-service work we have got a very, very fine
series of models that have been laid out here in the first day
and a half concerning some Of the things that you do not do in
in- service, and some of the things that indeed, you can do.
I am most committed to this concept and, just to ghow you how

Richard. Pearce 119
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committed I am, neg. T es* I leave for the iSiands of Greece e.

for a month's holiday so that I Can have a little bit of time
to reflect. 0n what has been, for me, a very fine experience:
AN on your behalf, since we are talking about British Columbia,
I certainly' hope that you stay in the kitchen--it's hot--but k.

I hope you stay in the business.
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INTRODUCTION

MARIM W1VEEN

Michael Fullan comes to us from The Ontario Institute.
for Studies in Education. I could talk about.th fact that
he has .been a consultant to an Indonesian projec , I could
talk about his work in eurriculuk evaluation, and couldalso
talk about his work in writing several textbooks, or chapters,

.

of textbooks, but I think the thing that interested us_Most
-about Michael's work, and whyswe invited him to this conference,
was the fact that he's done g'great deal of work in curriculul
'impieMentation. trot only has he worked at it conceptually and
prcduced some very,insi tful works in that area, but Michael

ihas also carried throw the activity with teachers and-with-
PririciAls.: So then, rom the, conceptualization of in- service
that we have heard f m Bruce Joyce mild the, alternatives wersaw
yesterdINJ., we turn now to what 4n-serviCe education is -all
about, the school as- a system, and the'teacher within that
school. It gives me a great deal of pleasure to introduce
Michael Fullan.

130



CHAPTERS

SCHOOL BASED IN-SERVICE: HOW TO CREATE

AN HOSPITABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR NEW IDEAS

MICHAEL PAEAN

am TANI to talk this morning about the relationship

between curriculum development and implementation on the one
hand, and in-Servicelor-continuing profeisional'development

on the other. There. are various ways in which I want to indicate
that I think:that this is a Central and fruitful focus for in-
service-, and by the time we analyze why, I hope that it makes
agreitt deal of specific sense. I will do this in four ways.
The first area I $iAd like to talk about is the question of
what seems to be 4ffective in-service education as well as some
of the negative and positive emerging criteria fax id- service
education itself. Then, second, I want to turn direct)) to
implementation and discuss two questions: one, what lir imple-

mentation, what do people mean by it; and secondly, what are
some of the causes of it and what do these mean as &r as in-
service education is concerned. Then third, I would like to
give a couple of illustrations from ome work I am doing on a
school -based

. in - service education r ort looking at what.is
happening in some parts of Canada- drt of an OECD project --
and talk about t se in,terms of s e of the criteria we've
been'discussing n the first two p rts. Fourth, I have some
comments abou the implications eor 'n- service, drawing those'

out a1 little more directly frofi what comes out of-the first'
three sections.

123
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So, we look at in-service education itself. Bruce Joyce

referred to several studies that have been reviewed, and I

won't- goainto details of the review of this research other

than to sum up the few quite common findings that are now

fairly wen known, but are important to put down as starting

.points: The first practice, which is widespiead thougb inef-

fectiire in in- service, is the one-shot workshop. Your own

blue paper in British Columbia comments on this and showsthat'

the great proportion of workshops tend to be of this one-shot

4lieure. Second, the fact that topics are frequently selected

layisomeone other than those for whom the in-service is

intended; and third, that there is virtually no follow -up of

theme, workshop in the sense of looking at the ideas and following

Orem through eor possible use. Fourth, and related to that,

is the fact that there is hardly any evaluation; this, of 4

Course, would be of little value if you don't haVe

And -fifth, the majority of,problems seem to be somewhat atomisti,

involving people coming from differtnt schools; getting together

as individuls and not dealing with two problems; one, not

identifying the differing needs that would-come out; but more

importantly, from my point of view, not dealing with the social

systems in which those people find themselves when they return

*either a school or school district. The factors at that

level are far more important than the individual learning that

comes out of-the 'experience.

To extend these in a more positive way, there are also

emerging criteria to indicate what seems to make good in-service,

and I want to start with these criteria in a way that indicat2s

that they are useful but not totally sufficient, and also some-

what deceptive to work with. Among these criteria are the

following six: first, that teachers have to have a major role.

in identifying, planning and designing their own in- service

programs: setond, that collaboration in thisdesigning is '4+

Macesgary with some external resource personnel, for example,
the cunnectipn between tne teachers and the district outside'

the school:- third, that the experience has to be intensive and(

a '4



Ongoing, taking place over some period of time; fourth, that.

.

teachers lincidemonstration egdels to be very ,helpful in .'

shoWing what the issues are.but :4reguentli%theie models are

missing; fifth, that teachers learn beat from'ottier teachers--

'act orily.learn from other teachers.but learnbekt fro* other

teachers; and sixth, that the school ip a ;social eyitel and

the climate in the school between teachers as well as betweee )

teachers and principal is the most critical factor for whetha

or not the in-service is goihg to Work, wi the second :most,

critical factor being the climate and'lead rship in the

district.

We move frowthese to say t t althou they sound agreeable,

they sound right, we find some oblema in being able to work

with them. To give some illuattation from the implementation

literature, let me cite the problem where it was advited and

well-known that participation on 'the part of teachers in curri-

culuin development' amnecessarY fo' effective implementation.

Both ideologically, and practically, a lot of people were advo-

cating it, *hut the difficulties in doing it Or understanding it

Lthtithk are sywn by whathas,happened in several provinces in

Canada; Ontario is the one I know best of course. There,

Curriculum development was being done at the local district

level. The provincial guidelines, especially two or three

yearp ago, were general and the expectation was that the school

districts should do the curriculum development. A lot of

school districts had the resources and set up countywide or

district-wide curriculum development, committees, made up mainly

of-teachers across the district. For some provincei it was

province-wide to do this, or both. .The assumption again was

that you take these teachers and two things would emerge; one,

a mdve practical input or more meeningful'inputinto what the

Curriculum would be, and second, teachers would be more committed

to implementing the curriculum because of this input,

Many of you know what happened from that. You had a small

proportion of teachers" working on these committees; they spent

all of their tiMe doing curriculum development, which was whet

1 3,
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they were asked to do, then when the

Were given outto the rest of the teachers. Any follow-up
that was done indicated that there was very little lopIemen-
tationthat mattered; it could have come from universities,

or from publishers, or from the Miniitry Of Educatidn4Npr
V.:,

whatever. It just didn't work. And a lot of 'people /ere
disappointed because they:set it uiiron the basis df i.

;teachers'. "But when we talk in a-,-few in tes about i lemen-
taion, I think we'll sd more f of the'r sons why
it doesn't work. I think the same ing lies o i =service
education with the suggestion that teachers be vol d in'

defining in-jservice needi. It will not be_suffi en for

eachers on/committees to define in- service needs for the

)
st of the teachers; and we have to really look at that rela-

ti onship much 'more specifically.

Let me turn then to the second major part of what I want
to talk about which focuses squarely on impletentation itself.

I

i
In some ways this may seem a broader scope than perhaps'in-
service conberfts should be about, but it seems to me that it
is fundamental to.an understanding of what in-service shoUld
do and how to plan it. It is fundamental to look at implemen-
tation in its full form. Let's start with the quettioh, "What
is implementation?" It is not a very magical diagram (Figure 1)i.
but the first idea that although is now well-formulated, is
still difficult to work on, is that implementation has more than

2
one dimension. Not t long ago, implementation was a term

i**16.
not even used; t assumption was that you produced something'
good

\Se
d it would automatically be followed up and used. The

next p was to put more emphasis on the delivery and the
production of materials; what it focused on were dimensions
that were more tangible, like 'curriculum matIrials. These 7-

were produced; they were used in some cases, they were nOt
used in other cases. What I'm suggesting is that even when
they were used, they were only the tip of what implementation
really was Similarly, with things like structure, organization,
and many of the innovations--open-plantschool being the most

things were ready they.

a
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infamous one --the phasic was on getting a strubtUreinio
t

piece, and -there was Some assumption that that was !somehow

going to lead tolimplementation. What I am mostly interested

irTand what I think is the oLvious..connection between in-
.

service education and-implementation is that implementation

:stands or falls on whether people d o s atething: their roles.

behavioreknowledge, and understan4ing. What gips on in the

minds and 'behaviors ofoteacbers, to name one group;' is Most

central to curriculum: it is there, in those minds, that

curriculum will stand or fall.

FIGURE. ONE: WHAT IS IMPLEMENTATION?

FIVE COMPONENTS OF IMPLEMENTATION

IMPLEMENTATION

IS THE PUTTING

NE

INTO PRA TIDETICE

OF ALL F VE

COMPO S

a

STRUCTURE/ORGANIZATION

MATERIALS

tl

'ROLE/BEHAVIOR.

KNOWLEDGE/UNDE

INTERNALIZATION,

(Commitment)

.)

O

a
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1"

I. havd startedwith these as sociologi 1 terms but some

people that I work with at OISE are using them in-curriculum-

related termawhiCh are fairly e y o trnslate sincethere
;re only a itall:number of, different mensions. If / .could

define role and kpoWledge and understanding in more specific
ltermd I would name perhaps three in addition to materials.
One would betmachipgatrategies,an important-area -that 1.114'
a4aoclItelwitra particular curriculum', whether well defined'

. .. -
Or not. A second, connected to that but separate, would be

the philosophy or conce 'ons,,whether implicit or stated more
directly, 4hich compri a major Area Of importance. A thiid,
again,3 areli in the area of role change and people's abilitiee,,,
invo71es the various assumptions now made aboutievaluatibe.1
.stu ant testing diagnosis,-and planning. All these represent' , 4"

A tremendous number of skills,_which, if used mechaniqally or
naivIly can be very harmful. li we are preoccupieA.in producing

:emterialsand neglect' working with teachers to define, teaching

.'strategies, philosophical concerns, or any of the other aspects

of change, then none of these skill§ will-ge'used effectively?\:,
:ft. t--0. ,So, on those grounds, I think that there are.two quite (6ar . '

,:different assumptions we can make in approaching implementation..
One assumption is to get veryr clear who is doing the developing,
Whether the teachers are iovplved or not; and to clearly define
the change. and the teaching strategies, td tallow up:give lots
of support, 00d make sure it happens. . N

1 . There is another set of assumptions that oth9L. people
follow which is: itis not desirable.to do that kind of speci-
Ification, and even if it were desirable, At is not possible
'becauge you really have to define it by situations people ha've.

I(
to have:Zillions in their artistry-and in their ways of
impipmenting, and have to develop tr ose. So that- yersiOndof

imprementationne again looking at it from a more open - ended :
.

point of view; trying to get variations established and

developed within implementation with no necessary assUmption.

that we are talking;aboUt something that,is defined in adVince. .

But somewhere' along the line,I am suggesting;that thisr

13G k
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differentiatiOn at looking. at. implementation is morethaniust

a question of Materials: That when we look at. other, things

like.teaohing strategies, philOsophy,ivaluatiOn,'iMpliOitiowl,

it becomes clear that those aspects are theOnes"i'hat are

going to hiVe to be woiked.out with people who are in those Tv

slituationt. And it these are not addressed:, then nothing

much, will, happen. Materials eight, or jUst as possibly won't,

get AM. If they get usedp.theyWilloget used just as

eaterials,and their 11 not be consistent With what were

the intentiws of e impliesntation; those won't be clear.

For example, ratecan take this framework and critique or analyze

any given provinciel guidelines or curriculum ptopect. We have

done this with the intermediate guidelines in Onkatio, which

are grade 7 to 10 guidelines. If you take a framework like

curriculum dimaniions and you look at,thess guidelines, you

find:inadequate definition of what the teaching strategies are;

in/Outvote provision for, looking at that aspect. Or you find

a mess. For example, in the firsi'sixty pages of the inter-

mediate English guideline, something like two hundred sixty-

two teaching stiategies are advocated at different.places.

And immediately you read it thiough, you find that you couldn't

possibly know what to do t them, ind you wouldn't even

actually realize that ey a there because they are scattered

about in differen ords. Secondly, when you analyze them

they appear to 1n onsistent; they, appear to be overwhelming,

something no o e co /d possibly use. More fundamentally, it

is not clear what their connection is to the objectives or the

outcasts in any relationship way. So, there are a Iot of

questions as to that these guidelines should be or even whether

they should be. The pot I think, is to begin to look at

these kinds of g idelines, both in their own right On paper,

and how they apply 'to people, to try to define the behavioral

change side of things--the knowledge, unterstanding, attitudes,

'kills, teaching strategies and so forth'?

The second set of things I would like to refer to has to

do with what we know about factors that cause implementation

1 ry
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to happen or pot happen, if we.define implementation as "the
putting into practice oirsomething", whether that prictiCe ie
defined at the provincial level or by the teachers themselves.
Something is going to change in practice it impliptation
happens.

I was first talking about five 5omponents of implementation
which wefe: structure and organization was one, materflls was

a second land those two I am saying are the most frequently

looked at, the most tangible), and the last three had to do
with people; knowledge and understanding, role change, and
internalization attitude change. L also talked about those in
different terms using curriculum that was evident. Now what I

' want to do is say,'"Okay, if implementation is something
happening on.this side, what do we know about the dynamics?"

I've-,talked statically so far. WhSedo we know about the

dynamics of curriculum change in a set of factors? There are
nine which I'll read and then talk very briefly about most
of them. These can be seen in Figure 2.

Prehistoiy is the first one; then distinction between

content and role change; next,' the question of,clarity of

goals and particularly of means; foUr, in-service training
linked to implementation, five is meetings; six, local mater4als
adaptation and availability; seven, administrative support;

and eight and nine are overload of changes and short time

lines (see Figure 2).

Let me say a few words about each of these and then move
on to how they might be connected. The is a set of

factors that people have in their minds as a result of previous
experiences with curriculum in given situations. The more

negative experiences that teachers have had with previous imple-

mentation attempts,the more cynical or skeptical they will be
about the next one. so, you get a psychological history built

up that is tremendously poWerful, and also, by the way, fsirly
accurate. Nonetheless, when we want to do something of a

particular nature we are immediately beset by this question of

the prehistory in the last ten years of efforts at change;

,.J
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end Once. you have described that, everybody knows what it'is,

but till we go ahead introducing.things as if it did not

exist, So you get the same production of materials, the same

delivery, and the expectation somehow that something ie

going to be implemented. The prehistory comes out behind the

scenes, but nobody tries to confront it or recognize it as a

real explanation for what is likely to happen with a particular

new curriculum.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
s

8.

9.

FIGURE TWO: FACTORS RELATED TO (IN)EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION

PREHISTORY

Distinction Between
CONTENT and ROLE
Change

CLARITY of
Goals /Means

1N-SERVICE Training
LINKED to Implemen-
filirgE Problems

MEETINGS
TWW:Trii7Small
Group Meetings

Local MATERIALS
ADAPTION AND
AVAILABILITY

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
(Resources and :

Psychological)

OVERLOAD of Changes
Expected to be
Implemented

TIME-LINE
kealistic Time-Line
For Implementation
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IMPLEMENTATION
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The'second point, a distinction between content and role
change, I mentioned in terms of implementation dimensions,
but I also want to mention it more in a process way. We find
that there is apreoccUpation with content, with what the
objectives are what the Content of materials is, what the

- testing might be, and a disproportionate lack of emphasis on

role change. It is underitandable that that would happen

because. content is tangible; it is easy. Role change is hard
and elusive.

The third one, clarity of-goals and means is very crucial.
We have become a little more clear regarding objectives and
even now, we are testing outcomes. But a.great lack of clarity
remains in what to do by way of implementation. How do you

use an innovation in the classroom and know that it is consistent

or worthwhile?- And that clarity of innovation, I want to
suggest, is a process. It is 'not a question of clearly defining

in advance the objectives and the. teaching strategies. It is
looking at this process of implementation in terms of whether
it is likely to lead to greater clarity on the part,,oepeople
using something. And in the course of putting an ttnovation

into practice, one becomes More aware of what that innovation
is about. It is not necessarily discovering somethihg that

was already there in the first place; it is defining it in
practice. We-need to approach curriculum change with the idea
that something has to happen that will produce greater clarity
as a result of people implementing the innovation.

In-service education, I just want to mention now and I

will come back to it more fully, is a fascinating problem

becaudg the obvious approach is that there should be in-service
education attached to new curriculum implementation. The idea

11

of how difficult this is,'I thinks and how much we have o look,

not at one factor at a time, but all of them together, i shown
in the part that say's link to implementation problem. Even
when there has been an attempt at in-service training, and I

. have looked at several of these,'for example the social studies
curriculum project province-Wde in Alberta, quit was analyzed
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and written. up by bownelyucsociates and Ted Aoki, and several

ethers, and what happenedwas a massive province-wide revision`

and production of social studies curriculums. , There were a lot

of teachers involved in this at the provincial level and the

regional level, and they produced something. They then had

all kinds of workshdps across the whole province with all the

teachers who would be affected, in order to demonstrate what

this new curriculum was about and how to use it. What they had,

in effect, were pre-implementation in- service workshops on a

wide scale, After that the assumption was that as a result of

that pre-idiplementation work, individual teachers would go

back and try out and use the material. And school districts,

with their consultants and their role to implement change,

would insure that implementation would take place. You can

guess what would happen when the follow-up was done: namely,

very little. There were a very, very small percentage of

teachers wtoz were doing anything with that new curriculum

that resembled implementation, despite the fact that there

was a lot of effort put into the production and a lot of effort

put into the workshops. My point is, and there is quite a

lot of evidence about this, that there are two problems with

that kind of workshop. One is, that it is highly unlikely

that people will try the new curriculum because of the confusions

and difficulties that I mentioned. Secondly, those people who

do try it at that time of initial implementation when they have

the most specific questions and concerns and realize what it

is about and want to talk to somebody, it is at that very time,

that they are least likely to get in-service workshops--during

that first year of implementation. It Would have taken place

before and not at the time when its really needed. Any

attention to the philosophy for example or conception under-

lying the new curriculum does not mean much at the workshop

level. No real understanding can come until somebody has

really worked through it.

The second point ties into the problem that I mentioned

in critiquing the curriculum. What we find when we try to use
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something like this, no matter hOW carefully it has been developed,

is that there are ,problems. And the problems of implementation

may be of two types: one, that there is something wrong with

'certain aspects of the curriculum, it may not be specific

enough, but in other words, the problem lies in the curriculum

itself. A second type of problem would be where the problem

doesn't lie in the curriculum, but rather where the teacher

doesn't really know how to use it and is having difficulty with

knowing how things should be worked out. So you have either

of these types of things, both of which are very critical.

They must be dealt with, I would say, duting the first six

months of implementation or more, whether it is a project focus,

like in- service education for curriculum guidelines, or something

that is a problem focus where the teachers are involved in

developing that curriculum.

The other points I'll be a lAtje briefer about. Meetings

are an indicator of whether implementation is likely to.be

happening; to the degree that people are getting together on a

small-group, particularly on.a.small-group basis, but in larger

groups as well. Similarly with local materials availability

and adaptation;' and there is an interesting' mixture here, I

think. On the one hand is the request from teachers that

there be better demonstration models of what it is that is.

supposed to be done with respect, to the availability and

clarity of materials. On the other hand, and in some ways

contradictory to that, is that a lot of changes will require

some adaptation; either people will want to do something to

change the curriculum, or will want to Specify it in terms

of their own situation. Some of you may know the large Rand

Change Agent Study in the U.S. which looked at many d.istricts

and programs which were federally swnsored, im terms of how

cageolum pfojects and other relatA projects in education

welMimplemented, and they have suggested that mutual adapta-

tion is the most fruitful approach. But whether we agree

with that or not, one of the things they found, was that when

a curriculum was taken "holus bolus ". and nothing was changed
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that it then was not being implemented in any significant way;

but if a curriculum was teen and changed, adapted; and people

did something with it differently from the way it started out,

then implementation behaviors were happening.

The administrative support is something we could talk

about for several hours, and it is very complicated. We would

have to divide it out into the school building level, particu-

larly the role of the pripcfpal, and the school district level,

and perhaps the province; but in doing this, we would have to

delve into each of these in terms of their implications. But

Or main implication I want to mention is general, and perhaps

I could take the principal as an example; particularly at the

elementary school level. The administrative support would

have to be superimposed on the dimensions of implementation

'and would be the effective facilitation of planning and taking

into account all of the nine dynamics of curriculum change

-that I mentioned previously; not resolving them, but at least

addressing them; beinfanre of them,,Shd being able to work

with them. That is vrhat iimean by administrative support,

generally: And you see for example, the meaning of this and

some of the findings in the role of the principal. A lot of

the findings have advocated the role of the principal, particu-

larly at the elementary school, as crucial for facilitating

or blocking change. And this is an example of trying to take

such a finding and working with it in a more complete way,

because something specific seems to underlie it that isn't

clear unless we get to a certain level. So, with the role

of the principal for example, where we find that if a pr ncipal

does not,support something, it will not happen, except a

small number of cases. And secondly, we find that in c es

where the principal has only given verbal support to implemen-

tation it doesn't happen; because what seems to be required

is the kind of support that comet as a result of understanding

the seta of factors that I am talking about, and being able

to deal with them on both a psychological level with teachers,

and on a resource level of facilitation.
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So what is necessary, then, is a specific kind'of

support; an active, direct kind of support or knowledge, or

interaction, rather than just a. general endorsement. And it

is that kind of something that I think we can spell out.

However, it is olniioU'a in looking at different schools that

there are great differences from one school to the other as

some of our previous speakers have noted; the one school

where everything was happening and there was a great sense

of activity with people communicating and wbrking; and the

other which was yel), dull and moribund, Which Brace was

referring to, where the principal who had been there for many

years, ,had not seen very much, and hardly ever dealt with

curricular issues--you know the old joke about when problems

are encountered and the teacher says to the principal, who

was Mr. Damien, "Well, this wouldn't have happened it Mr. Damien

were alive today."

I will How get to the eighth and ninth factors, and close

this off! They are interacting ones with the overload being

simsly the, recognition that implementation involves a lot of

things that were not previously realized; that the expectation

for implementation by way of policy develognent is overloaded

by the sheer number of changes ihat.we are expected to implement

successfully, if by implementation we mean the things that I

have been talking about. Similarly, the time-line which

compounds overload because there hasn't been a view previously

that implementation is a process that perhaps starts at the

Initial stage and develops over time, perhaph a year or two or

more. For example, we often get documents that "this guideline

will be implemented in our schools by September, '79." It is

that kind of thing which makes it impossible'to deal with the

time-line and then ends up feeding back into the prehistory.

People then get discouraged when it can't be done; they lose

momentum, they forget about it, they don't try it because it

. Is unrealistic, and there is no sense of development, of

Implementation as a process.
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These sqts of things, then, are a broad fraiework,that I

think is necessary for any in-service education. And we are,

finding out that implementation is incredibly complex. You

all know Murphy's'Law, which is whatever can go wrong, will

go 'wrong.' ion, the implementation 4rsion is that,Murphy

was an optimist. But there are some guidelines for what to

do, and while this is really not a large discussion on

planning.for implementation, there are several Boris of

things which I would describe in two ways. One is, if

implementation is being affected by these factors, then somehow

we have to address them, 'or don't expect much implementation.

Secondly, when we begin to look at them together we get an

understanding of how they hang together; and why they hang

together provides some practical
conceptualization for approaching

both implementation and in-service-education.

So, the third, the part of this implementation area I f^

would really, like to link into in-service more systematically,'

involves details of What we seem to have learned by these sets

of things, and I will name eight which are somewhat repetitive,

but are really integted around in-service and implementation.

The first is that a lot more in-service training should be

specific; should be linked into a particular program, whether

that comes from the district or the school. Theme should be

a focus on a particular program or a problem. Second, and

related to that, there should be a plan for change involving

groups of peopley not training of individuals, but somehow

dealing with groups'in a planned way, which may be more or

less structured, but which nonetheless is based on some

assumptions. Third, and something that obviously isa repetition,

is that in-service training. during the initial implementation

will be very critical. A lot of studies thahave looked at

whether or not implementation is happening, say on wide

scale in a medium-sized school district, are finding at when

there is a new curriculum attempted,
even if you do everything % (

right, some implementation movements
for the majority of teachers

f
1
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take something like two years.
If it is a more complex

curriculum -- interdisciplinary,
or more fundamental change- -

it will probably take
somethinl like three to five years.

Those are, I think, the realities of implementation and they

have many implications.
The fourth is that the training

should be skill specific and concrete; demonstration 'modals,

practices, etc. Most of the one -shot
workshops, even the

good ones, and conferences
such as this,.deal with the awareness

of doing something practical. That's where the planning and

integration come in and one of the necessary
ingredients in this

will be a skill-specific focus. Fifth, and this is, I think,

really critical, that the
skill-specific focus won't be very

useful unless at some point the underlying conceptual clarity,

philosophy or whatever, is also develpped. One of the problems,

as wel move towards some more demonstratO.on models and skill

specificity, is you can wind up faith A mechanical use of something

and do it well, tut it won't be consistent, and it won't be

based on any underlying conceptual
clarity, 'Joyce has already

described the research and
the five parts of the demonstration

models, and noted that when
the theory part was not addressed,

that nothing much.appened
despite having the other four. And

that is the kind pf
problem we face, that somehow we have to

have failfly specific
demonstration models, and use those as a

means of drawing out the conceptual clarity and addressing it

very significantly.

A lot of di cussion on
in-service seems to foc n broad

structures and ocess, on the need for collaboratio , the need

fot identifying in-service
needs and such. I think that, while

1!'this discussion is useful,
it does not get down to the program

level of planning something
that is much more focused and

requires people to interact and work together over a period of

time. ,And these broad
structures, that are advocating in-service

and large policies,
will not be very useful unless they are

linked at a more specific level. In each case, whether in a

school district of an individual school, the setup will be
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different. Most of thd examples of active in-service education

that I .hear about involve elelOptarY schools,
not secondary

schools, and there are great differences between those two sets

of schools. While I am not sure what all the
differences are,

I do know that. they are there and that the elementary BO:Icicle

have been more active than the secondary schools in general.

Let me just close on one last point. The last one I

think, is to look at this in terms of resistance to change.

The kind of analysis that I have been talking about is more

sociological than psych logical or individualistic. It says

that people are no
resistant to change as social systems

are. And it says that a lot of things that we have seen as

resistance to change are actually functio0 of the situations

that people are in. So, I th4mk, if we are able to work in

this area, what we would be doing in effect, would be freeing

up a lot ofwenergy that is currently
suppressed and working

with teachers in,a way that the sense of competence and

satisfaction which comes out of artistry, or a specific new

'skill on some particular
project, that that sense of com1etence

in activity will be the energizer. And we will discover in

doing that that resistance to change is not the problem. Or

put another way, we will discover that we have more than

enough to do with people who want to participate than to worry

about the small minority who might not want to.

S.

7

11;
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/ 0OUESTIONS4/011.015CUSSIOM: ---,/
Speaking o evaluation o4. implementation and some o4 the things

we might l oh 4on,.gou mentioned evaluation o4 students., Could

you addvaa that?

Response: Michael FuUan

There may be two levels of evaluation. One might be around

in-service programs themselves--just how do we evaluate those--

and we talked a bit about that in one of the task forces yester-

day. The evaluation has to be sorted out in terms of what the

objectives are because some objectives are for some in-services

more than the awareness knowledge level.; some are at the skill

level; and we need to differentiate between. those and evaluate

them accordingly. In implementation evaluation there are certainly

definite developments now which I hesitate to adVocate hecause they

seem to require a lot of assumptions about how to use them. But

in terms of just defining what it is, there are people who have

developed measuring implementation dimensions along the lines which
I have suggested. Both are separate dimensions, measuring philo-

sophy and understanding, teaching strategies,' eMaluation, skills,

and working with students. And they also have measured them, not

only in these multi-components, but in levet' so each one could

vary separately; you might have a teacher who was very high on the

use of materials, and teaching strategies, and very low on philo-

sophies or objectives. These levels of use also range from sort

of iero or non-use, to intermediate things, defined in terms of

mechanical use, and then higher degrees of implementation which

define a more sophisticated or sel;renewal use. There is quite

a valid and elaborate technology fhatt has been developed to do
this.

In general I would say that the evaluation should focus on

gathering information about implementation activities, with the

teachers gathering that information, looking at it and working
with it. I think it is more important that the focus be there

than, say, at the beginning, at a systematic technology for
.
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measuring it, because when people get thelystematic. technology,

it can be misused and misunderstood and cause more problemt than

it is worth. And I think, in fact I probably would not use.the

word evaluation except with a lot of qualifiers when I think of

.implementation behaviours, but there is no doubt that we can

focus on it and get clarity about what is happening and gather

information about what is happening and use that information

constructively, depending On the conditions.

Question:

I guess in British Columbia the wave o6 in- service perhaps has

been caused, aimptiaticatty
put, by the news that we have not

"done good", and we shoutd do better. 06 eau/toe:the other

soukceis the change, curricular
change and other changes, which

ate by and tame seen as emanating.6nom some centke, whether it

is dekict centke ok provincial centke, ok the MinistAy. T

don' want to make it a gloomy Friday, but 1 do have cotteaguet

who have taken no part in programs which were designed in response

to their needs; whether they be eagle-shot workshops, whether

they be wokkehop.smokgasbokda
on.pko6essionat days, whithek they

be sekie3 o6 workshops, even i6 they are held just down the halt,

6kom thef's, somehow
they just don't come. Now we, as designeks,

are charged, encouraged,
told to design a program to somehow

encourage teachers to do better and have Cu'!'!- cutum put into

place. D0 you have any advice as to how we get the people who

did not attend pkevicusty to attend not?

Response: Bruce Joyce

I would like to turn the question just a bit and instead of

saying how can we get particular individuals to engage in parti-

cular ad hoc experiences, how can we build a climate where everyone

is experiencing regular
personal growth in a variety of ways? See

what I mean? Whatever we do will be working against certain kinds

of traditions, flaws of the past, the places where our energy

went. All through North America we had to devote most of the

energy for fifteen years simply to expansion.
When I was first
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a teacher-trainer,,everybody taught was hired, whether they.

',were any good or not. .06.you remember that time? We are them!

We are beginning toget to the time where, we've got to

dogk at thiswhole ring. it lOokit like tough times in certain

ways, but we are beginning to have the leispre,.-I see it as

very positive - -to begin to say, "Now, here we are folks! How

do we turn toward the building of a different kind of social

system?"

1, In our surveys we find that almost all teachers report

that almost all the help they got as they began to teach was

from other teachers. They also report that they got almost no

help. Both of those things--do you get me? We don't want to

draw wrong conclUsions out of that but'that is pretty well

the way it has continued. Anyl that isn't where we've had our

investment. Our investmentXs in us, the organizers, university

folks, people in the federations, and so forth.

But now I would turn your question, to say, let's work on

the business of helping all of us reflect on what we are doing;

on beginning to get an understanding of how our school operates;

beginning to understand the conditions. And probably most of

the people who don't participate for example, do not have much

of an idea of what would help them
to participate; nor do we.

You know, it would take a considerable amount of very careful .

and gentle and non - defensive dialogue before we do begin to get

some sense of how you re;AE into this funny little world where

most 01 us got, more or less by happenstance and unscreened, into

a job that was inyented around 1830--really a peculiar job--and

begin .tom turn it around in,some way.

Res nse: ,Atchace Fufean

I just wanted to say a couple of things,/one part of it

which is really another Way of Saying we take the framework that

Fituce mentioned earlier--the theory, the demonstration models,

,the practice, aoachInc, feedback, that kind of thingand apply

it to-Something_ like In service. The developmentof a plan A

for in-service ur paticular workshop or even. amore elaborate
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plae,1.0 only the an-practite side of it it does npt, nodes-

sarily address thi
derlyingAesumptiOns about in- service and

growth_ and so forth.

So, we have to work at two things simultaneously: planning

in-service training that is more integrated along these lines:

and fostering a development of a conception underlying the pur-

: porta of staff development. That is one thir.g. The second thing.

is that /tie possible, it seems to me, to plan, systematic in-

service education around one or two projects to'begid with: day,

a project focus with a group of teachers, and'to try to:get that

started, which then would take into account some of those things

I was talking about.' And thirdly, although I tend to be optimistic,

I als3 think. about expectations.

When I think of doing
something with anything, se difficult

4112 this,or tackling something like inf tkon, I would never ".

think of fina4ly solving the problem o r, ally feeling'satisfied

until there was a widespread rItrdse. I o think that if in any

given year ten percent or more.bf the teach in a district were'

actively doing something like this,, that thod incremental gains

in a social way would be
really satisfying and, wduld be the things

to bufld on. If we try to do the who thinT, we will go crazy

with frustration, simply
because it is too big.

Ray eytam:'
i'r

I'd like to use Mike's very impressive and provocative talk

to make'a kind of general, if cautious critique from an inter-

national perspective. I'd like to take issue with several of the

speakers using Mike's presentation as a basis. ,First of all, I

think what has been taken far too much of the,time Mere as unprob-

letsatic is really highly iftoblematic
and that is what we mean by

in-setvice4education and training. think Bruce started_t"his off

on the right track; -I think maybe we got lost - -be was ,talking

about diffeient Purposes and we've tended to'gbilfelhis categoris

to,some eiIent.' I would like to"Temind you of my summary of hi*

fOur purposes. I summarized, them into two, distinguishing between
a Y'

system and individual needs.. I will come backto.those In a moment.

. , a
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The other ppint,I would like to.make 'has really to do, with

something I have mentioned in passing dhd rather,hesitintly., It

has to do with what I take to be a fairly deepstructural 'charac-

teristicin both Canada and North
America; has todo. with a' top.-

down philosophy; a manipulative
philosphy whiCh I want to highlight

first of all with reference' to Bruce.NePherson's talk yesterday.

He seemed to me to be distinguishing, ih.a sense vglidly: between

traditional forms of in- service and then overemphasizing one

-aspect of it. He said, in a sense, that traditional methods had

failed; we don't want them and we are going to concentrate on the

school. And Mike was to some exten% highlighting that perspective

too, just now. To some extent, I be being guilty as'one of

the consultants to the .OECD project, for inviting Mike to contri,-

Bute on school focus\ but I guess that in a sense this is scimethin

which is fairiy uppermost in his
thinking ahyway, otherwise I

wouldn't.haVe done so. But let me say that we have ShifOld in

Engianerery much from the nOtiop.of school-focused'in-serVice. .

As leapt we have tried to.

The book that I refer to in my paper was going fp 'be called

"School Focused In-Service";
eventually we,decided. to call it

A

"Making In-Service Work". And the idea of that wads to leave the

questiop open; to leave. s eral things fairly ambiguous' in the

title, but really to enable us to open up the question,"Work for

whom?" And it seems to me that there are two sets of clients

essentially, and as professionals we should not forget this

becadse it cuts to the roots of what I regard as the professional

of teaching. We were really saying, "Don't forget that teachers

have got to grow too.", I was delighted to hear.Bruce make refe-

rence to that again now.

Nevertheless, I
think that there is a danger--/ put it at

its' md4t charitable--that his way of looking at effective in-

service could be interpreted behavioural terms. It could be

a sense in which 'effective" means when you have gone through al:

five stages, 3rd then your behaviour changes. At whose behest

I want to ask? It seems to me that there 'fa a kind of inherent

contradiction here; on &he one hand between the kind of self-
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creating; self-renewing, indilklual teacher growing in his own.,

terms, and what I regard as the essense of professionality, and

. that .1.6 knowledge.

If'scnoOls aren't about knoWledge,.if they are only about

training and transmitting than I don't want to be a professional.: .

. I smintirested in knowledge, finally, and that's whatit is

9 all about. .8o my point with respect:to Bruce is that I think

thereqs a danger that his five stages will be misinterpreted )

so that we emphasize the behavioural end one. You know, we get

feedbaCk, etc etc. psghapsit was, for me most dramatically. ,

highlighted in Lou's tk yesterday. I think somebody ieierred

to the "meta - language" that Lou was using. That encapsulated

for me rather nicely the unease I felt. On the one hand I felt

enormously stimulated by it and I felt that he was addressing

issues that I wanted addressing, and the method that he was

'adoIlting in collecting the data from teachers, froM practitioners,

4 wanted to applaud. But nevertheless, it. did seem to me that

he was advocating what could be interpreted, in away, as essen-

tially a manipulative and dishonest technique. And, I think he

is open to the charge that the,)style he was adopting yesterday
.

could be interpreted in that Way too..

And to comarin where I started, I think Mike, t8o, was

essentially talking about guidelines, about implementation.

We were talking about making things work and it seemed to me

that it was coming doOn on teachers and teachers being required

to do things with no sense there of professional growth for

what I am regarding hs important. It just seems to me that

tote essence of the thing is why we are called in-service educa-

tion training; ve have introduced educatiOn into that little

acronym--INSET--because we didn't want simply t be thinking

about training; we wanted to include; -for example

course that simply opens something up. And there in

which we could predict, if you are doing a masters'dourse or. a

doctorate, what is going to happen. There is no way in which

you could get, in a sense, feedback and practice, becadse whit

you are on is a4Yoad that could lead you allosolutely anywhere.
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'It.lovs'personaI and a self-educative process that one'.ia engaging',
in and I dchink that Is finally. what it ought to be,.abotit. To
the extent the Wanious contributions have contravened thateshenr
tie]. principle, I think I have to chel/enge:them.

malgyiit Widten:

It would surprise me if the other
wish to rerpond. Who is first?

Louie Lubin:,

two keynote speakers didn't

I ought to begin, Professor Bolam, by observing'that I did
not cope here to be insulted! What I advocated was, in a,manner
of speaking, ,certainly manipulation, but that is a peculiar word;
it has a veerPejorative connotation and is widely Presumed to.be
something which is dirty'and clandestine and evil. If you define
manipulation to mean the contrived 'deliberate effort to bring
about Wchange or a desirable end, then all gteit leaders, all
successfdl administratorkmust by definition, manipulate. .You.ao
what, you can to bring about good things. Manipulation becomes-,,

evil dnly when it is used.to obtain uhdesirable ends, unworthy :

goals, or when it is used without the knowledge of the partici-
pants.pants. SoI would admit to manipulatkng, but I Would only say':4-
that I am.4.

t
doing God's work and I'M going to get to heaven, just

as fast as you are.

Now, I too found Michael Fullan's paper most provocative
and worthwhile; I think there are. three things in particular
that caught my fancy. It was -heavy with content and:Im§licetion.-
The first is the very strong argument about -the logicAl connective
tissue betweeh curriculum and in-service. Ahd if you take
Michael's arguments and extend them to their fullest range, what
it suggests is that you cannot really change the curriculum
out\carying On in-service. And all good in- service' ultimately
results in curricular improvement. The two then are of a piece
and they are closely related, and what that suggests is that you
can'do valuable and good inrservice while working on the currii-
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,:

culum-7*Odlou can.care about and catty on wonderfully effective.

in-service while dealing with the curriculum. SO 'we'haVe-really

a doublenbarrelled opportunity, At'least that is the way I

interpreted Michael's arguments. He observed midway in hi8 speech

that all good .in.-service, or a good deal of in-Service should have

epeCific ImograM-focus and .1 wondered why he qualified it because

I think I would be willing to argue that all in-service must be

dArectly relatedo something that is part and parcel of the

School's objectives. It matters not whether you are involved ip.

artistry or extending the teachers' knowledge base or trying to

show teachers different ways to test children. All ot these can

ire related to something that is incorporated in the teacher's'

work day; if you don't do that I think you lack a central relevance.

And without relevance we lose that precips Opportunity-to encou-

rage teachers to do a better job of what they are doing..

knd I think today in Canada, as well as 4 the United States,

the kind Ofto1I taken by continuing prolonged criticism like

fhat elegant comment y u made a few moments ago about "we ain't

fr .

.dOne good", well its cuegtionable. Have we or haven't we 7dOne r
goad." The press has been hostile; and all about Canada, I

would suspect, there are 'teachers who have been alienated' by an

unloving, hateful kind of public', and for,that realson, in-service

ought, among other things, to above all rekindle the teacher's

_sense of faith!" And if you did nothing next week but encourage

teachers to do what they are doing--because what they are dding .

is of consummate value--then I think you would make a major step

in the directln of shoring up efforts. Because if Brute Joyce

invents a'supe b system for developing and delivering highly

efficient in-service, you,eszlnot presume that just because Joyce,

can Show you how to make great teachers out of mediocre ones,

they 11, out of personal desire, want to be great. It has to

do with that survival principle that I referred to yesterday.

An then, finally, one last comMent. At the moment I am

working frith five state departments in the U.S.C', each of whom

Are involved in developing a)d drafting statewide in-service plans

Last fall I wrote a monograph for the Council of States in School

153-
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In7Servica in which I surveyed the most- definitive;end 43maginative
new program in the United' State's. What is significant. isthat
none of those replicate one another. Thus, I would predict that
if you were to set about tomorrow morning in the ten provinces of
Canada, and'put your minds to the task_ of having each province
devekop tt,sOWIY conception of 'good in- service, -there Would 4 Some"
similarity, but there would also b'e some difference,'and that
difference .is very valuable coin. Because in-service does not
lend itself to quick fixes, sure 'cures, instant miracles; any,
in-service objective can be accomplished in a variety Ot ways,
If it can be accomplished in a variety of ways, Borne ways must
be better than others but those which are best depend upon the
local context; the relationship with the university; khe resources
inherent in Alberta as opposed to those a'vailable in Ontario, and
so on.

Anil I think it is significant that, Joyce is working on
modelshe is blessed with a good mind and it has been sharply
honed--but he is not seeking to produce the joke piSscription
for healthy in- service. Rather he is working on models,: and
models are prototypes; -they are things which can be adapted and
modified. Therefore, it seems to me of consummate importance,
that you in Canada do not look either to England 'or to. the
United'States for salvation. First, "we ain't got, it"; second
You ,can doit better than we can. What you most' need is a
Canadian methodology, a Canadian philosophy of in-service, a
Canadian system of in- service that is precisely right for
Canada. This is not to say that there are not rules, principliSa,
laws, premises, many of which have been illuminated by Professors
Bolam and Joyce. It is to say, rather, that they need to be
sharply ditiditioned to the circumstances which prevail.



A NOTE A8OUT THE TASK FORCES

'Before the conference began and long after it had ended,
the people Whose. names appear on the f011OWIng pages mat,
diecUssed, analyzed and,in many cases agonized-over the reports,
Pritited here.

` :Meabers of4the various task 'groups Wase!Charged with
narrowing their foCUs and concentrating On live major aspects
beln-service 06cationi:: Purposes and Functions; ReSp9naibiiity
boa in- Service Education in the Teaching Profession in _British

'COlUmbial.The Teacher-and the School; Remiearch and Evaluation;and Systems. ?hoar. findingi and reCommenda-
tions tom the backbone'of this report. %Rh, .

For after the
speeches-havebein made, after the chuckles

have died away, and the'issuie" that so incensed or inspired us
have lost their impact, we are still faced with the various
issues that continue to afflict the teaching profession. the
people who accepted th responsibility for grappling with these
issues cover a wide sp trum of educational involvement; they

'inc/Imde teachers, univers faculty, members of the Ministry.
lay public. school trustees,} the teachers' federations, and
students,

To these dedicated people, all of us who are interested
in education in this province owe an enormous debt of thanks.

a
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CHAPTE% 6

TASK FORCE REPORT:

PURPOSES AND FUNCTIONS

JOHN'TRIVETT AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE

The following replOrtreflectsthe views of the members of
the task force on purposes eed'funttions of
and sets out important'guideiines

fOrfeture in-serVicecoamit,
ments which affect everylevel of education in the province.

TERMS
,

In order to clear the wa or future discussion;fwe first
appled with the term " ervic ". While we saw that -some'

individually maintai d activities could be called without'
prejudices "cares enhancement", we felt that "in- service"
should apply on y to those educational activities having the
purpose of i oving teaching and learning in schools.

HISTORICAL NOTES

For much the same reason, we reviewed the history of in-
service, feeling,that "purposes and functions" could only be
analyzed properly in the light of previous practice. At its
Most idealistic, teacher in-service was seen to'have grown
'from a recurring and increasingly perceived need on the part
of the public'and professional

edudators alike to make a
significant improvement in the quality of schooling. In
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prectide,..howeirer, 4n-servite was seen to fall somO4bai chart

of this.Jofty, although:certainly:not unattainable gOal.

To this day much teacher in- service has consisted of

actilatiesnitiited, structured,' and Coluctedby Personnel.,

wbrking outside the Schaal., without the teachers' assistance

and without careful preplanning 'of the teachers' needs or

wishes, generally by means of the "one shot" workshop. Nor

.- have; most in- service ptactices linked what was being emphasized

:with' any of. the aspects of basic research, or with what. Other

educators have advocated. And in-the .few cases where particular

research findings or theories haVe been translated into practice,

no follow-through was attempted.

Most in-service practices today appear,to reflect the

traditional School process which aims at improving life chanCes

for students after they have left school, whether they go into

further educOtiOnal institutions or enter thq working world. In

the course, of these practices, teachers are often placed in

receptive roles where they are expected to accept ideas and

behaviour prescriptions, not of their own making, which do

little to change the methods by which teachers instruct. ',..'.

Teacher in-service has been mainly a 'reaction toll, bOitres

le
of the world, the culture, the province, or local grout' , 'rather

than as a means of encouraging leadership by educators. 'It has,

been built on rather simple, discrete remedies, which no matter.

how sincerely done, make their value, their implications, and

finally their importance largely questionable.

GENERAL PURPOSES

04 committee felt, strongly that the time has come to ring

the curtain on the scenario described above. In-service programs

must now begin to be , directed towards helping improve our society

by emphasizing improvement in educational conditions in the

Schools. As educators we need to fulfill 'better those essential

functions and strengths for which society created and has sus-

tained schools.
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. . ..

Today's challenges are more mandingthsa any. known

pteviously.. C ing environments/ A dial and technological
. .. -

variables, revi nowledge Of'practical implementations

nati
cOncerni he ways in which children and adolesaenie'learn,

along-withtoimprvedawareness'regarding subject batter,', v! .

cannot be satisfied with theOry alone. We newt' translate

theory into practice whiCh'can'be verified during in-service

and subsegelently in the classroom. Specifically,in7service

Programs should' ensure that teachers have the ways and means

of continually updating their communal leadership of .in- school

education, kindergarten through grade 12, in line with selected

'research, the teachers' own classrooth experience, and the

`needs of 'our society in an evee-changing "shrinking" world.

To achieve these goals, continuing profeseionaledUCations

must become a commitment by all teachers, educators, and
%administratota over their'entire careers. 0!

PARTICULAR PURPOSES

In narrowing the ,general purposes of teache? in-service to

more particular purposes, the comm tee isolated certain priori-

ties which were felt to comprise e very essentials of what we

should ask from in-service progr s.

Our overriding pridrity as educators is to help studentA

grow into admirable individuals who have a sense of personal,

worth, who operate harmOniously with °theta, and who are free

from any feelings of subservienCe. This fundamental gOal requires

certain skills that the educaiianal proceag must provide.

Ideally, students should achieve a mastery of language,their

own and others, a thorough knowledge of mathethatics in all its

forms, an understanding of history and geography as well as_of

the democratic customs of government and of the environment;

and finally, how all of ,them relate to the world community.

They should learn thebasics of scientific understanding

Without denial of,other systems of thought and spirit.' They

should also be instructed in prevenxivellealth education, in

movement, art and literature.
4111:f
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If Orku as eduCatori, are:able to deviseinserviee programs

that sake more certain thesegoals'aie reached, we will very

likelY-fulfillone last iirlority: the achieVement by students

'.of respect, admiration,: and confidence in the 5c/fool system

from which they

FUNCTIONS

' If we are to pay more than lip-service to !hroark out-

lined under "general' and 'particular" purposes, certain
. A,

functions sp.-Iliac to in- service must be recognized (and hopefully , "

discharged).

To be effective, in-service must be linked, to the general

efforts of the school and schOO1 districts; respecting the

Hosts involved to taxpayers, but at the same time p ;ovidin
ii

programs that are designed to have a beneficial iipact on a 1

student activities. These programs should be based on the

predetermined needs of teachers in classrooms through their.

collaborative efforts with school administrators, School'boards,

teacher universities, and government departments.

.To do this, we should draw on the serlices of interested,.

experienced teachers, administrators, niversity personnel,

trustees adu\otpers, and the programs should beschool-bated,

even if university and college carpusas are used for certain

activities;

In any analysis of the functions central to in=sarvice,

we see the teacher in the pivotal role; it, is the teachers'

needs and wants that must be addressed before any effective

in- service can be said to have takenlace. For this reason

in-service programs must place teachers'in active roles,

working with students, material's, ideas and behaviours, using'

children in classroom settings. And whether the teacher

plays the role of siAlZior leader, these programs, must also,

at least in part, be held iuring the teacher's current wrk

schedule.

re
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In giving'priority attention

*)-the teiching/learning'ofteadlng,reading,, and

Other essentials of language; -

b) the'teaching/learnipg*of mathematic*, left ','

.relatfVely unexamined since the new math' pueili ,

.. . ..
. .

of the 1960's; . . :

cithe dilemmas arising from the spreadsOf the

number's ot 'learning disabled students';

' d) problems of disruptivi'Ahaiiour in schools;

program pre ration must be made from an ever-increieing edUca-

tional lite ture. However; if the programs are to avoid both

fads of.li y temebrary importance, and undue:#essure from

publishers otHer groups in the public dOthin.such as
, . .

sitiean school boards, careful'seIection 6f leaders and
,f..re urces:is essential.

. .

411

'Although theclasSroom'teacher rem&ins theNuclelis arounde7, e , v
hich alljn-service functiOns revolVes those functions must q

F" - not be estriOted solely to. the teacher, b should include as

'Particip nts.'ichool disttict official principals4'su'perinz-

'tent:lent*, board members,41consultants, and coordinators! -,All

'these groups must become aware of. wh at ii.beiog adVocated and

done.
.''---

'N

4
Finally, the functioning of in-service needs continuous

cooperation from the universities and colleges who are redpon-

sible, for pre-service training as well as from busip$ss and -11

industry i4teresta, teachers' organizations,and'other,public,,,/ .

gioups.

RECOMMENDATION,.
- - .

The fact of falling student enrolm bhroudthin the

s ool system sh ld be seen as a great ppOrtunity !or

en aging in thos activities-that come wider the heading of
F- u .

in-s ice.

In- ervige should include, ipbt not be restricted to the

necessary change of emphasis which such declining enrolment.;
r

to:
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naturally entails: almost cartainly,bteaChersw111. have to'

reallocition, either from one .spepialiiation tb linother,

qr from; one grade to .another; without sacrificing tiny of the

aims toward improved quality outlined aboye.

Following the lead of the In- Service Conference of May,

1979. much could be done without involving 'vast expenditures

of money: Alive yeax plan could, for example, be envisioned

as ow'outcome of the conference and of this report.

It is recommended, therefore, that the agendies supporting'
' theConferendi talc, continuinlossponsibility for a cooperative

leap forward in in service.

er
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CHAPTER 7

TASK FORCE REPORT:

IIARGE SCALE SYSTEMS: RESPONSIBILITY

FOR IN-SERVICE EDUCATION IN BRITISH

COLUMBIA

ALAN G. WHITNEY AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE

)944.

.41.1C task group took the stance that the purpose of in-
service education yes to enhance the' personal and professional
growth of -educators at all levels so that they are able to
find more rewards in their careers, and ultimately bring about
an improved learning environment,vand a yigher quality of
rArnstruction for children in schools.

Similar recognitions of the purpose of in-service have
been made for years. Evety school district in British Columbia
officially had six days set aside for non-instructiopal use;
this has been reduced to four, and some of these may be used
for purposes other thsn in-service. Significant amounts of
money, too, are provided by school boards and the te'achers'
federation for professional development. In addition, several
established mechanisms for in-service exist.

In recibizini.the current level of organization for
in--service thin the province, the task force seemed unanimous
iOfhe opinion that abundant language had been created which
sup'ported a myth that in-service was happening but no reality
whs found CO coincide with the rhetoric. In our view, the

9
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intended outcomes of in- service are not happening at present.

The-COmmittee recognized that the.extentlpf any such discrepancy

can bit empirically determined but were unaware of any'extensive

study haviiibeen done; and at the same time recognized that

the area of research and evaluation was being considered by

4140dr-task force.

tbrb-44ny differences noted in in-service programs were

°seen as the restiit.of Many,fa-ctors, among them the following:

cf)

1. Almost every itvel...p!the system seems to undervalue, .

or only vaguely recognizethe necessity for more

professional develdpmeht.

2. Ih-service has become a political illaieWith several ..wr

influential groups doing battle, or ign ng-t. e

legitimate influence of other groups.
._

3. The majority of the mechanisms used for in-service

inhibit reaching the objectives that are hel
,

especially where those objectives go beyond making

educators aware of some idea; skills and ac ion are

not well promoted by talking to people.

4. There is little or no recognition of the sharing of

respOnsibility for in-service and no coordination of

in-service within the province. While there are

several organizationi concerned with in-service, it
. is difficult for eacf: fo be aware of what the others

are doing.

From a review of b6th thp ideas generated at the conference

and the vast body of literature on in-service education and

change in schools, the task force made certain assumptions on

which our recommendations were finally based.

First: We saw that the type, extent, method ancontent, of

in- service education 'should be a matter which is the responsi-.

bility of the individual educator although he or se will still

receive outside input and may need to negotiate these issues

to,with some aut rity. Each individual should have the maximum
opportunity to e involved in needs assessment, planning, and

action with regards to his or her own development; -and such



IG2 Large Seale Sy bmt.
4).

.'4
. .. : .involvement should be given priority not undertaken

at. the end of a long: day.

Two: In the profession of teaching it is difficult to
separate personal professional development. On the whole
teachers who gave found ways of reaping personal rewards from
their teaching and,,their lives are most likely to le the ones
who provide the best role models for children allkwhocultimately

do the best job.

14k -Threes. Education is d complex field: teaching is a highry
tbchnieal and personal enterprise; the wide range of skills that
need to be employed may take a lifetime to gain. Some of these
skills, such as the ability to establish a positive trust rela-
tionship between teacherf(and learner, may take a long time to
learn and yet are-the mcAt central to the teaching act. Without
these central skills little real intended learning occurs': and
what does occur«is often overpowered bV unintended contingencies.
However, since teachers view the various skills involved 'Z'n 3

their professioo' differently, they need the opportunity to
learn them in different orders, at different rates, and in
different ways.

Four: Since oar society is a complex mosaic with each

community poi.entlally different from its neighb
, all manner

of varietyvariety becomes inevitable. The way to hand ef variety in
any drkalLization is with variety (Ashbey's Law). We must
establIsh and maintain the means to express various styles,

Philosophies, emphases, opportunities, curric , and alterna-
tives. This realization does not negate tha the public
school exists to prepare students for life in a democratic
soc.ety, and acknowledges the nee'] for a common core of
knowledge and values. However, it ,hies suggest that surrounding
this core, there ca:: and should be a wide range of options.
We fail st.,dents both when wedo not manage to do the bore
cl7ricAll.,m a:-.d wherl,,c. do not provide enough options so that
t.net .: 17 t-.iati. t!,2 arc to :,'.7.c...:hin9 that is real fiir them
perenally. The "can" in thin statement depends both on 'content
ani -,:rately. Wo tall to let the best from teachers when we



01' ..**1.1 state what Iley are to do beyond the core: in so doing perhaps
. a .

4e.take-away their opportunity to be creative, to do something
Over which they can have'Nfeal senseAbfownership.:14aslow's.

,hook, Eupsychian Management (1965) his as its central thesis
that the very best can be expected from workers when thear ''

humanneis is given full play,

Five: There are some educators who have quit learning

about teaching and who need inspiration, motivation, and
ince ives to help them get back of a learning path. While
we h e enough data to recognize that "top down" change is

oft n ineffi ient.and ineffective, this does not4nean that
Apome part o the system cannot insist'that each member of the

profession have a'plan for personal and professional.develop-

ment and at on that plan. 'Educalonal management ean be
trained to help in motivating those who ultimately must be
"responsible to the sy4tem.'

1srganization shouItrbe equipped to deal with rIsArd-s assessment

Six: Educators may requiie or request assistance in

tablishing what ttrir needs are. Fart,of the ,in=service

at a more sophisticated level than by Simply asking "What

lin-service kmuld you like to see ? "

Seven: Mechanisms should be accessible to assist

educators once they have assessed their needs and learning
styles. Without such accessibility to varioalternative
Ways of meeting perceived, needs, a potential energy barrier
is erected between the need and the objective.14.,

Eight: Finally, assumptions one througWsiximply that

these are several levels at which the nped)tq take responsi-

bility in in-service education apply.'
\ ..

SOME MODELS FOR SHARING IN-SERVICE RESFASiSiVITY(

The teacheris a central component of a larger subs
w,i.thin a system. As such, teachers have several demands
Placid on them and'en turn can make demands on other parts,

the system; these include the studentst the school '(includin
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/ one's immediatF
the administrative system, the

-.-py6vince,'the teaching profession, iipe universities, and the
overall educational community represented by the bank of
literature on educatiOn.

Teaching

Profession

Teacher

Education Unit

University

Faculties of

Education

Overall Society

Overall Ethicational

Community

"Figues 2

3
AL

The educator is heavily influenced by all of these.sub-
systems, and yeneially his or ner needs are determined by
ixamining the expectations df these various groups. He or
she may also turnto these

various subsystems to help him
ur'hilr in meeting ,these.needS., At different times during
one career some sub.system will be used to a greater extent
than ckhyrs, examine, using the "teacher,education component"
ext ensively du my

pre-service. and perhaps using thg school
and cclloaqui?morc extensively rn in-service. 411 of these
suhtystem,4Vwever, have a responsibility for the personal
,hutro:eioa41 develypmeht of teachers. Of coorse, there
will be some who do not

recognize their needs Or who will notf even it they do; in this case the responsibility
!.es D: thDS, surrounding that person, colleagues at first,

ft. thd hierarch,: of command, who can help the
t_.at he or the



!.-

.111i5":41rioWS *Figure One are'anattempt to sboW that
'the educator has an influenpe on each of these,groups, may

(4(

at some time be .member of any of theM, and in fact., that
all groups'have educators in them at any one time. Just as

Z

teducators respond to pressures f m any of these levels, aLl

avela need:to be responsive to ressures,from teachers. v

It is useful to examine the right hand side of this
diagraM closely: basically we find tw6 components, a district
one and a provincial one.

Whereas the ministry sets-{pt broad to

curricular 4widelines, it does so within,the influence OfiNalf
the rest of the systems; it can and-should have an Tnluence

o
on in-service, as will be described later. The district
component, h4rver, i§ bore complex. It includes the school
board,. and central of'ice authorities, the school administration,
colleagues, community And finally the individual teacher as well
as the collec ve body'of teachers.

Of cour e alh of

these boxes re influ-

enced 111 the eft hand

aide of our diagram.

The B.C.T.S.,11Inivei-si-

ties, and B.C.S.T.A., as

well as other interested

agencies.

Provincial
Ministry of Educationl/Component

Schook Board

School administration
and Teachers with
local Communities

Teacher individual
and Collective body

Figure 2

District
Component

Hopefully, the various boxes have some common philosophical

earlier about variety and diversity. In our View th most impor-
tant

that these bonds do not violate the assumtions made

tant philosophical bond was an acceptance of Jackson(s growth
model for personaland professional

developmelirt,
All levels of Figure One have .resoonsibility, for in -se rvice.

The ministry, the boards, and the teaching profession through
the B,C,T.F. have the financial com tment. It is noted that

of

1\
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teachers themselves -also make large financial commitment to

their own in erviCe, profesdional, an1personal development;

a fact that a en goes unrecognized. ' Aile ideally educatoi

plan for their own needs and take action to meet them, each

of these groups influences those needs through dialogue.

Although the teacher may be most' influenced by colleagues

or the university, we 'suggest that ultimately he or she will

negotiate a plan with an adminidtrator such as the principal.

The ministry likely has only a peripheral affect on an indivi-

dual teacher but has a task parallel to that of theArrincipal,

in working with the board superintendents, who in turn are

negotiating with principals. All this is fundamentally at

the level of needs assessment.

At the level of meeting those needs any one of these

groups in Figure One may be. involved. What appears to be

needed primarily are guidelinev and m*chanisms so that there

is a real likelihood'of reaching a particular need. A two

hour workshop is not sufficient to help teachers improve their

inquiry tea6hing strategies, gain sialls at value clarification,

or learn how to mainstream their classrooms, although it may

be luny enough to gain an awareness of why these skills are

important. We nejd to design strategies which recognize that

some Ot th.ae ,hanges take time and which are flexible enough

to fit,Kinto the already crowded schedule of the educator.
A

At the level of meeting needs and at the lek,e1 of communi-
\,-
cating nerds, better interaction between the groups represented

in Figure One is desirable. It would be useful if there were

some sort of a clearinghouse -- likely just d computer bank-

which allowed any person within one of these groups to see
Iii

what other people were doing in diffefent curricular and geo-

"graphic areas.

Ideally, in establishing needs, and in considering his 9r.

her interaction with the district component, each individual

tlould be able to show that the goals of the school, district,

and pc evi,,,_e have Leer, ,_onsidered The school, iu' turn, will
'have elabcuated ti, ...,fl.tultIty, diaLLiut, and pt,v1,,cial yoafs

V
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and should also have considered the goals of the Overall educa-
tional community. The district will We made decisions about.

the broader CurriculumsiuideAea stipUlatedby the ministry,

who recognize and support in-service education, help-the public
e see its necessity, and often serve as part of a coordinating

and consultative agency for the development of in-service
programs. Some person in the district (and in our view most4
Likely the school principal) will have the responsibility of

insuring that each'teacher has a plan, that the plan reflgcts
the various levels of goals (although it obviously could
reflect more than this) and that the ter act upon that
plan. This person would alsb negotiate with certain teacherS. Si,
to encourage them to include other needs, and would also

encourage %kV teacher who has slowed down in his or her pro-
fessiOnal de elopment to take a more rqsponsible position.

Obviously, t is person needs the skill's o be able to negotiate
in 'a manne so that change is not viewed s coeecive.

if

..NRECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
0

TASK FORCE

'PREAMBLE I

Expectation to a Slargeextent dut<imie what happens

within subsystems, '66th the expectation of a 5 ecif1C subsystem

as well as the expectation placed on'it by oche slbsystems.
All these encies within the system must legi imize all levels
of in-s vice,,in the eyes of scifiety, includin helping the
public e that personal growth is'part of professional growth
for a teacher.

RECOMMENDATION

a) Thy minist7 y should make public statements which show that
it supports% bo h financially and phiJosophicaliy, personal, and
professional in Service for teachers..

b) School Boa ds should publicize their support for in-service
to the electorate.

c) The B.C.T.F. and B.C.S.T.A. should public/ie their indiviT\
'dual roles in, and support for, in-service.
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PREAMBLE lj

-,meet educational goals.

As ndted in assumptiOrT- fi ,'the complexity of our society
demands a certain-.variety in or r to

fECAMMENDATION II

All th a e es mentioned in Recommendation I need to
.valid a the notion that "only variety carOdesl with variety."
In s rt t se agencies must help the public s6e that the
;ch of sho ld not be monolithic, and that individual teachers

7:46 d ne d to have individual philosophies,- skills and
1Priorl , and thus will have differing needs for their own

in-service, both in order to maineain their growth'and to
meet the individual needs of students.

PREAMBLE III

_The first ptder responsibility for professionaltarl

personal growt lies. with the individual educator - see
assumption one.

RECOMMENDATION 11

a I Each edbcator shou 'be responsible fur having assessed
his or her own needs for in-service, to have a developed plan
for meeting these needs, and to demonstrate that he or she is

d-

taking action oq these plans.

b) The school district should appoint a person with whom the
educator negotiates this plan, (proba ly the sc4pirprinbinal

(
would negotiate with a teacher, the uperintendent with a
principal) and the school district o teahersfedera'tion shodld.
provide consultancy service's, for aiding teachers in needs

assessment, provide support for groups of teachers who have
common needs in order to help them meet these needs, and also
help individuals find or design mechanisrmeet their more
specific needs.

c) The school districts .and the B.C:T.F. should have the
major responsibility to insure that each teacher has maximum'
opportunity in assessing. and meeting his or her needs.:

A % e:



4411Metf IV *.
.. .

Most peo le in maintaining persdnal and professional .

ndevelopment ed support mechanisms Which usually operate at

the achoel levb1.

RECOMMENDATION IV

a). Each staff should meet to decide on some professional

goals they hold,fior"their school and' should co Sider itself

assa Support group for the individuals on thelgraff in
c

meeting their personal and group needt.

by The plans in EecoMmendation III and IV ne' to be both

short, mid,,Yand long range; and within a schbol,need to

reflect the broad diversity necessary to meet a community's

needs.

'PREAMOLE V '

4. Some sorts of in- service needs can be met using the.one-

shot, workshop model. Most, however, need extendeq time

commitments.
/

RECOMMENDATION V

a) There should be a broad diversity of mechanisms to meet

01
in-sery needs since some skills can only be developed over

time, wi theory, demonstration, practice, and feedback. The

'needs do not lend themselves to day blocking, nor to after-

school workshops.

-b) each staff, and 1district needs tog develop mechanisms for

allowing rel,Oase.tiMe for individuals who need to betinvolved

in courses of the kind imPlifed above. This needs to be.dpbe

4 in such a waythat the, schooliffg for the student is affycted

minimally. One Such mechanism for example,would be the hiring

of permanent district substit'utes.
r

1 -
41. 0
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4

TRfAMBlf VI
or 4

We cannot afford "burn bout ", a state:where a.teacherno

Ao ldncler has the necessary energy for studentsinOr an ide"aktord

teachers who have lost a sense of effOctiveness in t it

persOndl Lives. Some in-service needs to bb available to held

such peo e: It may mean-an organized program for helping the

overinvo ed teacher btanCe his or her personal and professional
4

life. n helping the'underipolved._teacher see how to become

more effective. T4e 4/5 plan initiated by the Thunder Bay

OntarioSchool Districk and in the process of being adopted

by the Vernon, B.C. School Board/as a 3-4-5 play was seen ae a

ositive step if the plan can work-so as not to ot teachersd

p nsion rights or sabbaticals. &PA)", pl.in which a s teachere

move away from teaelphing for a time with a minimal loss of '

sa ary, nO loss of pokition, and little cost to the taxpayer,

rec 14ing'.that teachers may need the opportunity to enrich

their 'l se e, is a positiye

PECOMMEAUATION VI

.a

0

Those involved in needs assessment.and,in planning mecha-
e,ai4nisms to meeelieeds,,and those involved in negotiating with

educators abouSheir needs and strategies, must recognize a

broad spectrum of in-service activi...ties.

PREAMBL

It wag Melt that if Recomlkdation I to VI-were ollowed:

it would dt, mtiket, tc4 impreve in-service in B.C.: yet there .would

sill' exit the confusion caused by the lack of coo rb dinatron

between those,bodies providing service. However, at present.

the bodes providing in-service are in the position of having

to guess at teacher needs rather than having `been involved in

orinformed about r,ee.ie el-essment.-ir

-e

t
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MOON ION VII

Esch-district shOuld have a person oi,persOns WhO are

.respAsibTa for belng informed about What'is happening; with

respect to in- service in thitt4Ostrict Aria who are aware of

,what is available in the province.
- -

PRE/MILO/ill

those invOlved-at the'delivery end,'and"thOse persons

referred to 'in Recommendation need access alS4 tO'infOr:

tion about-whit isgrang:on in each district and each

'AC rriculum area. Ruch.Access would.leep redundancy to a

M nium,. allow one .to, capitalize on inforamtion from another

urce, and would also facilitate planning with others.',

RECOMMENDATION VIII

An in-service clearinghoUse,should be establish by

either" the ministry, B.C.T,F. Mr the B.C.S,T.A. or j ipty
,.

by all three, to assist districts 1.p,finding.wayS to :help'

individual teachers assess and meet needs; 'to aid' grouping

,,teachers, perhaps across districts, for meeting.thesetesdsi

to help inform those involved in deliverytaboutWtattia'and

will be happening; and to aidesearchera.'-In ihisdayof

compUters, such a cfearinghouie could bra sMall'mperation

'easily 'accessible electronically from several areas of the

province, which would g/uickly prOvide UP-to-date inforMation,
., .

threph an cross.;-file system. .

1 -,

r

SUMMARY . 4"

v.,
If%

, The recommendations above involve a model. for human
. , . .

° development which includes self assessment (a process that

may be.fscil)tated by .others), goal defidltion and formulation,

as well as how individual decisions about'gOlals may be reached.

.For,each educ for it,inVolve! open responsible co unicatioA.
.,.

1

with adminis ators and.the public concerning t it plans and
.

1the actions ey are taking 'ft'iirsue,item.. It assumes ,that,
40
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every educator at every level of experience and skill needs tocontinue: to be a learner and to demonstrate that he or she is 4one. Such a model most
closely resembles a self - educationmodel involving a defined contract.

All levels of ihe. systemneed encou'agement for such.a model to become effective.
Four levels are, however', of paramount importance.

The first concerns thee public, who need to be aware that
quality education depeadS%.Oppileducators

who have alfstrong
sense of ownership for what4Appens

in theirclassrooms and
are committed to a path.of personal and professibnal growth.
Such a condition necessitates

diversity in schooling if it is
to mirror the diversity

which e)tiats in our society. .Teachersi
are the second. group who are of critical importance in this
model. They must be encouraged to ,direct their own development

'and to,.soe that it .1:-S their responsibility to Bo so; they also
must be encouraged to take what actions their plan entails.

-- The third level is represented by the Boards'and the Federation,
who need to encourage mechanisms for 'identifying and Meeting,
needs of individual educators,--both.

financially and philosophi-
cally. The fourth level is as yet notestatilished. It is the ,

'clearinghouse idpntified in Recommendation VIII..
This committee was tTharged with the;responsibility to

look at the overall system of in=service% It adjourned its
deliberations feeling that it had'met NO tesponsibility.
It shduld be pointed'out that a commiItp4ch as this, charged
as it 0, to make

recommendations, clbs_riOt operate inia
-totally consensual framework even though there was more consenthan one would-predict.

Rather, the ideaein this report were
sharpened AL focused through active debate, then examined to
see that they were consistent

and noncontradictoiy.
.. charge those who struck these task forces with the responsi-

bility oftseeing that this repoYt, ,and the reports of the four
other task forces, dort lie dormant; to ensure that they,,,are cevulabed to every level of the system in the hope thtt.
,agiaAV step will have been taken along the road to effective
0,1-service.

We now

far.
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CHAPTER 8.

TASK FORCE REPORT: . , 7

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION;

IAN ANDREWS ANQ'MEMBERS'OF THE COMMITTEE

The mandite ofoui task force c8 to report on
,critical 'issues makelrecommenaati ailiag,research

and evaluatioaqtdies in ih=seivice pro r in4-.':Since our.
committee waa.coml;riSedOf a wide range ¶ educational represen-
tatives we were able to uadeytake ouy task from:a.diversified,

and bagnos6dpettprtirve.. For this re eon we that our

recommendatiankAlkuvpided any partic biaiand hope that
they will iiineY4404b it,. e re4ohse from ay. aaAelates,end

task committees iv iOlved Mik' tha r-servicer'.cOnferInce.

At regular meetinqkbefOre,'AL-In474 and, after the donfe-'

rence, We received, shared:Tiinddebatid various iSitues and

saggeations that applied rcathe feSeereh,and evalpOron.studieg

of in-service. InAlicUlar the committee compiiel5 reviewed....

and suMearized all materials, data, and re6ommendatio accuMu7
late' from the°indiVAdual preientatiOns, discussiOn groups,
and task force deliberations! We felt this synthesizing

process to be most werttwhile since it ensured that information,

and opinion generai'ed'ty the conflrenie delegates were the

1;Isisaf oui committee's final reCommndatione.

M*urally we bops that this report will be an informative)

and practicaLtocvment. forconference delegates. But we also
hope that the ideas and iug4estions contaillea in this report

*
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will be shared byschool district personnel, the B.C.T.F.,

and 0:C.S.T.A., university personnel, and the Ministry so

that potential research or evaluation studies in in- service

programming mdy be forthcoming from any (or all of these

sources.

'Finally, we encourage the steering committee to expedite

or faCilitate any action hased on the recoMmendations in this

report where such action is.deemed appropriate. As a conie-

quence we hope that our committee will have assisted the

Conference steering committee inreaching its two major goals

of preparing and disseminating in-service ptoposals.

OUTLINE OF REPORT:

The written- and verbal suggestions' received by our task
force committee were extremely diversified. Nevertheless,
the specific issues and .recommehdationsidubmtOied bY-'011r.

Committee appeared to fall into five major-categories of
.

research and evaluation in in- service. programming.

1. THE ASSESSMENT OF IN- SERVICE NEEDS

2.

277

This category was most fully subscribed by conference

delegates. A separate focue'of our recommendation was

therefore developed.

ERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS:

This area was certainly the.most complex. The themes
o the other four task force committeesiof the In-Selvice

Conference (Large Scale Systems, Delivery Systems; Purpose

an'd,Functions, User and Social Systems) have been assimi-

lated into this category in our report because the

_recommendations for research and evaluation studies

indicated mthinterdependence among all four themes.

9'
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Thi EFFECTS.OP INTSERV10E PROGRAMS UPON STUVElitsPERFORMANCE:

Our`Committee felt',that special attentidn should be.-.
directed to the,pupils'in the classroom since many. idelegates.
stressed that weshOuld not lose sight of the very indivi-
duals whom in-service programming is ultimately to behefit.

4. IN-SERVICE CLAI'ATE AND IHE TEACHER:

The attitudes of teachers towards in-service was a
constant theme of the in- service conference. Teacher
ownership of in-service, the ecology of teacher in-:service.
and the reluctant in-service participant were all topics
that have been summarized under this title.

5. RESEARCH AND EVALUATION STUDIES AS IN-SERVICE PROGRAM:ONG:
so

Our committee believes strongly that if research and
evaluation studies are to be undertaken, more innovative
procedures must be considered. Our report suggests some
ways this innovation could be achieved.

Etch category of researOand evaluation in in- service
Programming has been analyzed and pre ted in a similar manner.
First the issue is stated and then cla ified where necessary.
A supporting rationale is presented indicating why this issue
has been especially addresser. FinIlly, a se's; of recommefi4ations
is identified for consideration by both delegates and the
steering committee'of the-in-service conference. These five
issues na support recommendations comprise the major content
of our eport.

issIgs ND RECOMMENDATIONS:

1,1S$UE 1. THE ASSESSMENT OF IN-SERVICE NEEDS h

large number of the conference delegates saw teacher
secs ar being defined from "above"

but acknowledged that

.
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certain'situations gave legitimacy to these externally iMipoied

needs. Among them: the implementation.pf, Curripulum
.

with a'subsequent:needk to update or acquire new'skiAls; changes

in dfstricti minietry,:oruniversity'.der4fication reqUlatIOne't

and finally, new eppiOaches o ibaching:etyles as deeMed'nefcei-

seryby princi als%or district staff,,wereall seen es areas
where'tho *rot; own" scenario would apply. What the delegates
.did not see was ufficient in-setvice-satisfactorily directed
to teeCheraidenti ed needs. Because the varibus delegates

felt that it was important for teachers .to,play a major role

in need, assesemebt, they were'in general agreement thit these

procedUres be developed within each district and thus allow

teachers to acquire a sense of ownership over them, with

district staff acting as facilit:tors for such programs. This

sense of ownership was seen 'as most important, Some objections

ere raised in making :Reds iddrItificaAPon the eXclusiVe prero-

gative of the teachers and in certain cases, such as:the need

to. 'retrain teachers whose positions had been eliminated because
4,,

of declining enrolments; district staff were seen as the most

109l determiners of such need.

question of the financing of in-service was also

raised and'most delegates felt that, if through the action of

some agency, for example, B.C.T.F., a need was created which

-,must be met through in- service, then that agency ought to

provide the in-service resources necessary to fill such a rieid, ' trop
In considering our recommendations on this issue we

attempted to keep certain questions in mindi,questions we feel

%to be of paramount importance in any consideration of in-2
,

'service needs. In the first place,.if in-service needs ak

to be examined from he point of view of students' needs, how

in fact, are these needs eo be determined? .Secondly, concerning

the teachers' roles, do teachers know which personal and pro-

fessionek4skills they nee4'to improve; what an the present or

are likely to be the future commitments or topics which

concern teachers; and finally, hork:can teachers' perceived.

Ne

4
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..- , -i. ",..

needs be translated into iripervice programS and how can
.

ittendence.at Such programs be encodcaged? "We must also V'
'7).

onisiderilowMuctOnflUenee prinCipali have on theper-! -j
,eived needs of teachq as well aseeximOnerwtil,ch:Ministry

.

.t decisips result in,tetcherAneeds which must be Met'bi in-
.

service.- (k11 ihes4 gUittilibns and consideratiOns becoMe
. . .,

Critical. in theaight-pf an assessment of.in7serviceneeds.?
! .

The following' redommendetions.summesi.se our review of these
'n'-service needs. , ._

".%

'RECOMMENDATIONS:

(

1. Explore pbssibie cooperative procedures which would
allow districts systematically to identify needs in
the district.

2. (a) Investigate the in-service needs which result
from policy decisions made at various levels of
the educational hierarchy.

(b) Urge policy makers to atiedpt to identify the
O in-service needs which might result from their

decisions-,
(c) When an agency's policy decision clearly 'kesulls.

ina"need for inservice, then the agency should
bd preparedto provide in- service resources
necessary to satisfy the need.

1

3. "Assess retraining needs for teacherW whose positions
may disappear through declining enrolment.

4. ihitiate the development of a regular needs assessment
process to which all in-service agencies would have
access. This needs assessment could identify,what the
content should be, who should receive priOrity of in-
ser i support, who should consult in-service programs,
and( where it should be conducted (local, regional,

provincial).

5. investigate the effects of Jevelooing needs assessment
grouts whc would advise, discuss and disseminate infor-

tc diAtricts, schools, or individual teachers when

W

ILL
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9 ili.
requested. OWassessment group model would?
cemplaTenta a:ore cdmprehensive &livery system

inidimetlon'pr e: lreaCilersVAll'.noi.reepond 0

'to needs,aemseme *end instruments ,unpes
I

thre,

exists iq the min .6f. the teachelta cancers
- e

dbdut-toe issue, a- eecelltiyIty to the isebe,
..

a prior knowledge of th sue.

kh any de Orr fsgardin assessment of teiptiers,

-the proc ss mus Ale c1 e4riy defined,the#mechinismi fer,:breating'

,
awareness; f needs must be .formalizikd,. district stafiNmUit be

perceived a facilitators or 'servers' rather than evaluators,

and teache must develop a sense of ownership over in-service.

ISSUE 2. IN-SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

.
,

Organizational systems and methodological systems abound,

in this province. Some appear more effectiveiand efficient

than others At empirical data to d the claims of any

110.one system is not readily availible.,7; r because. 'the emPi-

rical data is nonakistent,'.orb4au4e tEt'parnot-Iseen adequately

shared. DuplicatIffoigland4Xpen%e follov,where no

'systematized examination of del.ivttems afig7subseqUent

communication'orresults have occurled. '

All aspects of in-service delivery,sy'stems must be compre-

hensively examined and. evaluated at various levels ,ncluding

bgth the organizational level and the methodological one. A't

the organiiational level we must examine initiation prgcedures

and.processeis, as well as the planning, °evaluation and follow -

up staes. The policies underlying three Proce#Ures must also

0)
be eVS uated and the f the -

meth

of them clearly defined. On the

methodological level we must consider such questions as timing ilig.

and location, modes_ofpresentation dr delivery as well as the

models or types of in-service programming particularly with

regard to a cost/benefitenaiysis. .

The purposes and %Inctions of in-service programming must

also be clearly identified and made specific, particUlarly in

1Sj
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4. 4 .' '0ascertaining whether the program is designed to iszprove,teachIng N.-:e.
Skills,, retrain achers, in.Wate change, implement hew Curri- '

r 1...dultus, develop 1 al cuiricylus, or any or all of these.',
.

,

Ts . 4 - ,.,-,.,
e ,..

tl:. Tat all ilispectstof.in7service.delivery
system's be

", . ,i1Cripsfeinaicalt/i"And caprenensibly.'exarnined.,
2. That, research and evaluetibn questions p'ertiheik to

',' recommendation 11 be coneidered.' The follOwing is
sug.gestdd 'list.

i . .:

(a) Wodete of In-Settvice'Pkogkneming

...

/

. Develop some criteria as to what constitutes.

effective 'in-service systems,.purposes, evalua-
tion procedures, and compleMentary metho4s snd
techniques for implementing in-service..'

Conduct a review of the present in-service
' delivery systems used provincially and review

effective, models implemented outside the
' province,:

iii. Conduct a longitudinal study of't effects'of'

different In-service program mod Is and the

resulbing change in teacher perfomance and

teacher attitude, i.e., content, instruction,

self-evaluation.
"6. 414

iv. Determine alternate ways of conducting in-

service speckfying the advantages, disadvan-

tages, and occasions when most appropriate,

e.., extended in-service course work:. one day
wcirkshops. .

(b1 Morita N-SeNt.kce PAceentatiun

Examine the corq-arativ,effectivenessof

different types of instructional presentations

'when conducting in-servitt,,, e.g., demonstration,

t1
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-film/video, SeLf7instructioniA. packages, etc.:
. Conduct comparative research on the effects

-of:myandated.Tn-service

in-ser*ce. Ne,

iii. Ascertain-,the longVrm results of coMpulsok*
workshops on teachers, pupils,- school climate, `

(11 torganizers,,ete-

Learg whether a kinds of in-service programs

, can brappropriatelreonducted during school

time and determine the costs, benefits;

as well 'aor find which are more effective and

-what the criteria are for deciding which pro-
0 -gram tb:implement.

v. Determine the effect of distanCei.in large school
districts on inoservicee7do.different'districts

require differeht methods of in- service delivery;

if so; which. are best; Or are the district
specific2

w.

le 049anizational.P4o6eheee: PIWitiatiOn o6 'Iri-Sekvice

i. Who areibe maintnnovatOrs of professienal
development praCtices?

ii Who are the main organizers of in-%ervice ,develop.

meet, prsctces?

4 id) Evaluation

A review of evaluationprOceduresAboth formativli

and .summative) to be used to ag'Sess in-service pro-'

°trams showing strengths and weaknesses of present

instruments as well as how frequently they are.

4) Funding 0
The-investigation ofestablishing a provincial

policy statement for the funding of both i4i?vice

;

r
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-

, ...-, . .pr trams and associated ip4o,servieri-research'
, Propcirials as ..they apply to schilol .diirtrick. ':;
t'Y'spd porlt- secondary. institutiens.. - .. -

. .ii.; Disseminator of in.- service funds: 'Which
sistem of -Tunaing 'provided for thelSest /).quality lri-service TT-ogre:ming, ..Central-
office control.. a fueds of decentraliierr
control , for school based piogritms?o.

L ISSUE 03. THE EFFECTS OF pt:SERVLCE.4%0dRAMS A.1113 TH,E 'COHSE_*

QUENTIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF SAttPIT PERiORNANCE.. .

1 AS WELL AS STLIVENT I.TITT.L19E
° ..:3. ' 'ii

.

The .salient.guestion must be risked:* Which contribEites..
most to stUdentleqfning, "curriculum itateriels" or "teaehing

! Methodologies". In: ,this time of rapid lievelopstnt of knoW5
ledge many parents.are concerned about 'ttte..,ir chi1ens' perfor-,r
marice :not only In 'the classroombut latet- in thteal woorld.l
Through parents continded questioning, a develoOmEitot . and utli-, :.

. .- zatIron of a teaching Tethod thatqncorporates the multi-me/del:" .Sys4em has bon initiated.. This system has become especially '
popular with the introglittibn of "irlernstreeihing." of :children..
with special ,needs,

4 , >,..' a well, Nithedevelopment of ministry priorities in Curri-
culurn ay have a range cef,. impaht °not'only on. a school district

4 but also. on the classrOom teacher; locally developed .9111gricalul!
guides'may be of sale benefit to the 'teachet but wiiat is the
ultimate' impact on the learning procesk of.cthe chili? 40#

Before- research can be sorted or outlined. question's post4d 9'
twittle delegates to the in-Service Conference should be cogsidered.
We must ask ourselves ho riw we can evaluate whether or not the ...

. growth of' the child. We &use also wonder ;thether, or to what.

.. ipstitutlional envirernment) generates motivation !Cir. personal .4,,

,oextent , Rsis itiva .thange in teacher, performance'or-;attitude
effects a subseque t sitive change -in pu I.1 performance or.

"attitude; and wh -service programs vecony effAt on.
. ...

U.
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pupil attitude, achievement or attendanc . Ahd finally we must

ask whether 0.child's learning..isConfui d or enhancedbyja

variety of different teaching technique
:

RECOMMENDAY1ONS

,J85

- ,

1. Develop a research design .to compdre methods of in-

service relative tofmpact-bn student attitude,

behaviourk_Wievement and attendance in class. This

design codld be achieved through longitudinal and

short term:sfudy.'

Research on the imp ct of instructibnal media materialused

in in-service should be pursued.

1. An assessment Of basic ekilli shoul9 be conducted

before introducing new teaching methods acquired by

y)-seivide programs. This,asaeisinent should be conducted

periodically, e.g., test on "Learnibg Style Inventory":

4. Research on the effect of local community involvement

in such areas as: .

(a) &irriculum development

(b) School and communityinterChange of ideas on ' 4

in-service. r

ISSUE 04. IH=SERV10E CLIMATE AND THE TEACHER
'1

-The attitudes and commitments of teachers. as well as the

general milieu in which they work, have a significant bearing

on many aspects of ke-service programming.

Although in-service programs may be directed to groups of

people, the individual teacher is the primary consumer of such

programs., Teachers are the direct link between in-service and

the education of students. The personal ihterests of teachers,

their perceptions of educational reality, their attitude to

their work, their job satisfaction, their need for personal .

renewal, the amount of their direct input into in-service, as

well as manytother personal factors, all have a bearing on the

way in which in-service education should be conducted. .;

....

19
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.
.'

The climate of in-service 4ithi schools or districts can

also have a major influence on the success of in- service pro-

grams. Teachers who ,fork in environments where participation

is encouraged, adequate resources are preivi.ded, and administ-

rative structures are designed to facilitate Orsonal.growth,

ate more likely to be able to overcome pressures'of time,

finances, daily lesson preparations, and parental expectations.

In'addition to the usual pressures of the profession,,

declining enrolments currently bring unease to many educators.

As the teaching population becomes more static, the average

age of the teaching force increases, and adjustments in

teaching assignments become. necessary, in-service education

must respond in new ways. The subject of retraining of

teachers will take on different tones in response to tHeee

pressures.

Thobe who conduct inrservice programs must continue_ tot, .

reckon with personal. and' environmental factors. It is unlikely

that the benefits intended by even the most enlightened in-

I'e...b

servictrograms will accrue to student

N
if the teacher's

receipt' ty is negatiVely biased by his o . er own'life style,.

by the nonacceptance of change by colleagues, by discriminatory

or
11

inadequate funding, or any one of many other personal and,

environmental factors.

.RECOMMENVATTONS

Responsible groups such as school administrators,

-district staff and teachers' associations should

adopt a consistently positive and encouraging stance

toward in-service education so that climate condu-

cive to self- renewal and professional growth Will be'

fostered.
,

2. A compendium of ways in which, good attitudes and

commitment to i'n- service education can be fostered

within schools and/or districts should be produce4.

3. 900earch should be initiated into the identification

of factors relating to teacher attitude and commitment

1is
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. %to in-seri/ice educatipn, and thelimplications.of

187

these factprs delivery systems and classtoom
performabce. Ogre and students.

,/,4: Investigiaa
ternative styles of in- service

educatiON.Sho anIderiaken.ibat are most appr
priate for long term teacheis in astatic Population
where-rolea may change quickly due to'declining
enrolment. -.

.

5 The best InService
Conference should emphasite

practical sessiontdealing' With the teacher and the
...cliMate of in-service.

1

Note The matter of,teachers feeling so much-Pressure in
connection with the minimpmtasks requied to do a good

'job in tile classroom cane up over and over again at the__
Conference. It will require a major .restructuring of
approaches to in-service

to overcome not lust the apathy
of the:unCometted

teacher'.'but even the perceived 8vigorous,',enthusiaetit teachers to partici-
pate in and effectively

use the results-of in- service.

ISSUE 45. RESEARCH AND EVALUATION STUDIES AS IN-SERVICC!
PROGRAMMING .

In-service shout& be considered as a means of disseminating.
current research in subject

areas; for example, an, in-service
prograM on recent research in art or science education could
sensitize the practitioners in the schools to researchtheir'
.subject areas and

hopefully motivate tttem to be. more receptive
to the potential of research

and evaluation stedies.\
.

Similarly, int-serviCe programming could be an important
vehicle for processing various types of research studies. A
cooperative venture undertaken by the teacher and the researeher.would allow an. equally

vested .interest.qand commitment by both
partners.

Subsequently," administrafion'and finances could be
developed-to assist researchers and teachers to undertake coope-
rative research activities.

This approach of providing teachers
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pith the possibility of practical research, sho ld allow them

to contribute significantly to all, aspects of i structional

practice. The'teacIlers would then appreciate th 'internal°

research studies'in inrservice might have, rattle than have

external researchandevaluation studies imposed on them'

without their involvement. . .. -

Teachers° involvement in this in-service pr graMming

could be set up to lead to university credit or, ipossibly,.

rilv

professional development experiences pieviouily of made

available.' Researchers meanwhile would become in olved'ie

classroom practices and initiate publication of the results

for both school use and personal credit.

Research moneS+ is available, but'many times t is

s.difficult for teachers to locate and obtain. Col aboration

- with district and university personnel would not nly lead

to the greater chanCe of acquiring these funds,' b t also

the research study. would mbre naturally reflect t e content,

perspective of the school-based,persdnnel.

In sunnily, we mutt 'stress that the sharing Of research

and evaluation studiei, projects, and information should-..be

considered as a Tudor component of in- service pro ramming.'

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The development of a survey to give inf

various suggestions and priorities teac

to be. important for evaluation and/or r

regarding their classroom, school or al.

2. A review and evaluation of districts'

research to clarify and hopefully impr

for research studies, concerned with

research and field,study research. Thy

could then be easily facilitated in sc

of evaluation studies.

rmation on

era believe

search

trict.

licies on

ve opportunities

tly developmental

se studies

ools'in the form

3. The investigation by the Ministry of establishing a

-provincial policy for the funding of both in-service

programs and associated in-service research proposals

for school districts and post secondary institutions.



4.

5.

The diyelopment of aatalogue th

the various institutiOnte, other

available to.provide'financial

and research in in- service.

The establishment of a liaison

varsity, who is informed about

studies, evaluation procedure

personnel who would fecili

districts pay have On t

tion questiont;ot pro

ewould describe

hen the Ministry,

pport for programs:.

189

contact in each uni-

various research

, and available research

to questions the school

specific research or evalua-
sals.

sl 0
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..CHAPTER 9

TASK FORCE REPORT:

THE TEACHER AND THE SCHOOL_

A.J. DAWSON AMP 'MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE

4

He take it as fundamental that
the continued professional

development of lassroom teachers is the primary reason for any
in-service pogram:

Professional 1.eVelopment (Pro-D)4activities
which are designed to have impact 6n the learning/teaching envi-
ronmept must, we'tontencl, be tied directly to the needs of
'classroom teachers. Decisions as to what type of Pro-D activity
is to be held, the form it is to take, and the reasons for its
initiation must in the- final instance be adjudicated by the
teachers towards whom the activity is directed. It is with
these thoughts, in mind that we make the claim that a tempOtal
hierarchy does.:exist for the planning, designing, implemerAing,
and evaluation Vbf any professional development program. Until
teachers have c4oided upon or agreed to the purposes and
functiOns of any? o-D enterprise, there is no point in creating.
delivery. systems, wever large or small, or in designing .

research and evalua ion models.

In one form or nother, all Pro-D programs are designed
to improve classroom ractice: Since it is classroom teachers

e
who must effect chang in classroom practice, it seems only
4reasonable--if not obilOus--that unless teachers are committed
to it, their PrAD endelmours will be less than successful in
altering classroom practice in any positive way. Given the

192
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very real constraints On monies,-time, and energy, it seems
ludicrous to design',.implement, and evaluate Pro -D programs
in which teachers have not.had direct c trolfrom the
beginning.

This does not mean, however, that only teaphers must be
the initiatbrs of Pro-D acitivities. Indeed, school boards
and,the Ministry have responsibilities for the quality of
education in British folumbia schools....Conseguently, such
groups. do have the right to suggest alterations in school

programs Whichmay regtilre Pro-D 'enterprises of some form in
order to put these'thaves intOlperation. 1148tetheletts, we

would argue that imposition of associated Pro-D activities is

very different from suggestiohs for such activities. Imposed
Pro-D activitieg have not been .characterized by glittering
success storiest;and we contend that part of the reason los
this lack of success is due. to the very act of imposition.

rtainly, sugges' ions fok Pro-D should be made to the approp--

ri te teacherspy their school board and the, Ministry. Once.

made,4howeVer, the suggestionishould then be examined by those
teachers towards w the suggestion was made, so that they,

the teachers, can d cide -what purposes, if any, the suggested
Pro-D is to serve, it it shbuld be'delivered, and B6w it

4 should be evaluated. once these decisions have been made,.and

one possible decisio is to reject the initial suggestion, (such

a rejection would of ourse have to be supported by reasoned
arguments) then, and- o ly then, should delivery systems, research
and evaluation models b

. n
,Our main contentio

/ should be school focused

the purposes, form, and e

be school based. We ackn

brought into pla

then, is that a

Moreover, the

aluation of th

ledge the fat

1 Pro-D activities
'

decision-making about ,.!4

Pro-D function must

that individuals and
groups outside the school n, and do, hive the right tgmake
proposals regarding possibl Pro-D functions. Howes

would further contend that t e final decisions at .Ir

proposals must in our view be school based. ,
ultimate decisions should be Mo.fle by the t,
receiving the proposal.

+v,
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194 The Teactier and the'School

We- reject the argument that allIpro-D activities.should

either be schoolifoCused or school based. They should be

both if the initial proposal comes from solrces external to

the school, and school based if the proposal comes from.

Within the school'. Even in the case where the initiation.

Comes from a district office for a district-wide Ppo-D program, '''

t e individual schools in that district Mould havehthe ultimate

s as to if, how, when,, where, and why such a program should

be undertaken. If, for example, a school could.defend their

de ision not to be pert of such a program because they already

ar dealing effectively with the concerns the pr ?posed Pro-D

ac ivity is designed to setve, then that schoql should be

al owed to opt out of the program. Proposers of Pro-D activities

should not expect that all schools or all teachers necessarily
!

-
,wo Id benefit from taking part in the proposed program; nor

At-

sho Id they be offended when schools or teachers decline. Only,

tea hers are in a position to decide,if a proposed Pro-D gctfvity

caf potentially be of use to them in tVir classrojpractife.

Obviously, a school cannot make aecision; it is the staff

Pf schOol which makes decisions. Moreover, we would argue

in order to,Triake informed decisions, school staffs should,

not nsulate themselves from the immediate community which they

sery . Indeed, Joyce has reported (see his disfussion, "in-

Sery ce: New Perspectives on an OldTerm", in trills book) hat

thos- schools which came closest to alhieving,equality-Jin

term- of numbers and inputbetween the proapssiobal staff

a sc ool and the parentsofp.the children attending the school

repo ted the greatest degree of success in their professional

deve opment activities.- It is true that Joyce's Tesearch was"

cond cted on so-called, "Community" schools, but we would

conj cture that similar results would be evident whether a

sch ol was designated as ty" school or not. Whe

is important in of 'iew -..ynamic dialogue between

the staff of a -110°1 and t: ,-,nts and children which they

serVe.% In the'reality of thc- ,_veryday 'Operation of a school,

we realfze that it is'not easy to establish and kaintatn such

/ OL)
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a dialogue,bUt itisour-opigion that the effort is Worth the
energy egpended. :Fqr teachers to be able *deiine clearly

.:

some of their professional development needa,',,they have to`be
'.,

able to:MSCertain the needs of the childien:-With whom they
*Oki this requires at a minimum a continuing dialogue with ; , '

,"..tbi-OhildreS and their Parents'. , That dialogue cannotbemain-
tained or even developed when Oarente and teabbers only talk
at report -Card intlerview time.

:.

:'We live reservations-aboutthe use of "need asses nts"

1144Stionnaires as the primary means of ascertaining the ro-D
activities for teachers. First, such assessments have swarmed

, across aisfricts.like a plague of tent caterpillars., setting

baC11 vital growth to some future spring. In Mur view, such
asgiessments do not allow for the dialogue between'and among

professionals which is essential for the creation of Pro-D .
',.programs, .Paper and:penioll questionnaires are an extremely

dubious means of provoking discussion. .second, though such
questionnt'aire may give some L4Tnce as to the district-wide,/

,

Pro-D needs, ey us4lly do not allow for a schooYstaffto
address their particularneeds. We would therefore encourage
aft6"-emphisnis on,need asnesament questionnaires, and propost,
the alternative of school=.based assessment. We realize tha
'in many -istricis this school-based assessment will necessitate
a decent lization of Pro-D functions, but we se-.7auch decen-
traaiiatiOn s necessary, if the time, energies; and monies

spent On Pro-D are to be used more effectively than they have
been in the past. Appendix A of this report is one example of
a possible Staff dqmmittee constitution.

While we realize that soMe.of the points of view propbsed%

here are contrarfito current practice, we havegeen able to
collect enough data which in total suggests' that our proposals
are feasible. Appendix B contains the Pro-D policy as/1

proceedres of the Kamloops School District, a Pro-D program
which is essentially school focused and school .tiasedn Although
we do not propose the Kamloops example as the model for Pro-D,

we do believe it is'indicative of what is possible. , Thst is
;

1-;
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116 The Teacher and the School

o4r,Point.here: we-belreve.thatur propmisalsfor a school
based and focused Pro-D orientation araleasible. Such

j

programs do exist and work.well.'

We'hope that, 'if nothing,else, these.reports'encourage
.

hers al their schools to'entertain the possibility of,

devising aatl controlling their own Pro-D activities, and in

go doing, reaping the benefits that should accrue to the

groat important members of the educational enterprise, namely,

trte ehOdren.

2')

10

4
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'APPENDIX e,

dUNDARY COMMUNITY SCHOOL

STAFF COMMITTEE CONSTITUTION

I. HARE-UP - RESPONSIBILITIES --RIGHTS

1. (a) Vila staff Committee shall consist of everyone who
works at a teacher, custodian or as a supportive
staff member at BOUndery COmmunity School.

(b) TwoBoundary Community Scheel Council represente-d
ttvee will sit on the Staff Committee.

-
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2. Every. staff Committee member shall have one vote'on
every issue br agenda itelaunder"consideration by the /
Staff Committee.

3. The Principal Shall not have power of veto over. agenda
items or Staff Committee decisions.

4. Every month thedStafaommittee shall elect a Staff
2 committee Chairperson end a secretary prom among its

members.

Ii. 4 4AISON BETWEEN STAFF COMMITTEE - BOUNDARY COMMUNITY SCHOOL
ASSOCIA ON -.N.V.T. . -STUDENTP OUN IL - B.C.T.F. -
SCHOOL BOARD'AOMfNISTRATION - S.D. TRUSTEES AND MINISTRY
OF EDUCATION.

1.. The Stiff Committee 'iwthe appropriate, group to receive
input from task committees and etudent committees.
Therefore, all relelant minutes and information frOm .

'such committees must be made available to the Staff
Committee through the Staff.Coomittee Chairperson.

2. fwo Ilepresentatives from the Stiff Committee will 3)t
on the Boundary Community School ASsociation Council.
These two members will be elected from the Staff Committe,
and serve as its representatives on the Association.
Council. Pertaining items and matters will be referred ;

to the two todies by the remresentatives.

3. B.C.T.F. items And bueiness.will,be referred
to and reported On by the chief Delegate or N.v.T.A. -
B.C.T.F. representatives..

4. school Trustee or School Board Administration.metters
*will be referved,'for decision and information,- to the

Staff Committee by the Principal or the designated
rePresentetives.

5. Ministry of Education items and matters will bye referred
for decision and inforlation to the Staff Committee.

III. MEETINdS:'

1. The Staff Committee meets weekly from 8:00 to 8:45 A.M.,
' on a day chosen by, Staff Committee. Additional meetings

. Tai be called at the discretkozof the Chairperson.

2
tJ



198 The Teacher and the School

IV. MECHANICS OF OPERATION:

1. Consensus and/or majority vote'. ,Decisions of the StaffCommittee are two-fold:

a) To gather information
b) To decide upon 1 course o? Staff action

2. Once a school policy has been established, it is
essential that all Staff Members euppoKt it.

3. The role of he administration is to facilitate StaffCommittee decisions

V. STAFF COMMITTEE CONCERNS: 1

1. The educational processes and practices.
2. The use of school facilities.

3. Examination of ideas and suggestions for Ch I
the school and/or district in educational

4. On request, to'assist and support individu
5. Support work of the local association

B.C.T:F. provide input to these goVer014Y
,'--sional bodies.

6. Exploring any other matter of concern to Staff Membersof the School Staff and parents of the attendance area.
7. Act as a grievancc task

committee, qn regOest, in
matters dealing with principal's

report on teachers.
VI. MINUTES AND AGENDAS:

I. The Agenda of the Stiff Committee will be distributed
to every Staff Committee member one day prior to theStaff'Meeting.

Minutes will be distributed to the Staff at large,
following each meeting.,

s. Agenda items submitted from the Staff will be addedto the agenda if such items are in the Chailperson's
possession one day prior to the meeting.

VII. COMMUNICATIONS- W ITH _STAFF
:

1. It is the responsibility of
the Members Of the Staff

Committee to communicate their ideas, concerns, and
opinions to the rest of the Staff at Staff CommitteeMeetings.
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KDTA PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 1978 -79

10.A.01. That the general policy Of decision- making at the user
level include the fol,losing 'procedures:

1: That the Pro. D. Committee set its budget on a
calendar-year basis.

2. That each school, specialist group, and co-ordinators'
group submit an accounting for the previous year's
Pro. D. funds be7,77c110DARY 1 of each year prior
to the Pro. D. grants for the current calendar year
being made.

(Accounting expenditune4And income neceived by
the dund. this suet include income gum ()theft
4oullea4 such a4 pant, wonkehop negietnation
6eea included, etc. This to to be done on the
KVyA 040 A.

G o.Receipts suet be kept boa a peniod 14 not Lute
than one yeas by the school, PSA, on individuAl
to be used in the event o6 an audit.)

3. That graht payments be made to schools, and
co-ordinators As follows: (1) 6/10 of the grant
soon after the receipt of school district grant
by the treasury (generally March) (2) 4/10 in
October.

4. That the yearly grant to Schools be based upon the
number of full-time-equivalent teachers on staff
on October 31 of the previous calendar year.

5. That for grant purposes, a school be defined as an
administrative unit supervised by one principal.

6. That an advance payment of grants for special
purposes be given only upon approval of the Pro. D.
Cbmmittee 41..+q the executive in consultation with
the treasurer.

That the KDTA match the allocation of the board under
our existing contract. (Gen. Mtg. Sept. 20/77)

1O.A.03 That the March SRC meeting be authorized to determine
the distribution of the KDTA Professional Development
Budget for the calendar year. (AGM, 1978)

10.A.04 That for the 1978 calendar year, professional develop-
ment funds be distributed on the following basis:
1. That the yearly grant to schools be a basic grant

of $250 per school plus a per capita grant of $29
per teacher.

2. That expenses for4 district, professional day
approved bl. the KDTA be deducted from school per
capita funds to a maximum of $8 per teacher.
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3. That schools more than 16 km beyond Kamloops,c1ty,
limits receive a supplementary grant of $5 per
teacher.

4. That district co-ordinators and special education
district staff receive a grant of $100 per capita.

5. Each specialist group be given an annual grant of
up to $200, upon submission of an application to
the Pro. D. Committee with a copy of their expen-
diture policies, and an accounting of expenditures
of previous funds.

6. That $2.30 per teacher be allocated to a district
project fund to be administered by the Pro. D.
Committee.

7. That either the staff representative (or an elected
chairperson) take on the responsibility for
administering the plan in committee with the staff
or the president of the specialist group as the
case may be. (AGM, 1973, 1977)

8. That individual fee-paying members Ighed to
a school receive payment up to th he
per capita grant after submittir' urer
receipts for Pro. D. expense 14/78)

10.A.05 That the theme of any district:wid day
sessions scheduled by given priorit is as
adirect follow-up to assure maximum be from such
an enterprise. (ACM, 1976)

10 A U0 That PSA, interest groups, and school Pro. D. representa-
tives meet with the Pro. D. Committee in September and
January betore the September 15 and January 15 deadline'
dates for submitting Pro. D. plans to the school board
office. The purpose of such a meeting is to discuss
district priorities and to share information on district
professional development.

10.A.u, That the school board, all schools, PSAS, or interest,
groups communicate their professional deveepment plans
to the KDTA office and resources centre, one month prior
to:the event, for publication.

10.A.08 That copies of the requests to the school board for
official approval of non-instructional day closures
that are used for professional developMent purposes
be sent to the KDTA office. And that the relevant
information derived by the Pro. D. Committee for these/.
requests be published in F.cq.s for the information of
all KDTA members, so that school -based conferences
could host other registrants if space is available.
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10.A.09' In the event that schools, PSAs or interes groups
hosting a locally funded conference realize a PrOfit
of over $100 this profit be returned.pro r a. to

local pirticipants. Profits derived from on-local
funding-may be disposed'with at the discre ion of the
PSA, interest group, or school. These pro its Must
be noted on the annual accounting of Pro. D. funds.

lb.A.10 That local teachers' associations, in co-Operation
with school boards, provide in-service programs
designed specifically for the substitute teachers'
role. (SRC Dec. 2/71).

Substitute Days AVailable for Teacher Release Time (during school
hours)

A. Every school is' allotted a number of substitute days per
school year.

Administrators, at their discretiori, allot these days to
individual teachers for a variety of reasons arising during
the school year. For example, planning of a'school program
in some curricular or extra-curricular area,, desigining a
school or class curriculum,project, attending a compulsory
in-Service such as the "Y"pool orientation, or attending
an in-service program that takes place duripg school hours.

In many cases, if it is for onl a few 410010..teacher's
class is "covered" by an una sonnel such

another teacher on a sp sign' 'teacher. the
4

or an administrator.

e schools have a staff comm itee decide on the aiiocation
of these days.

B. There are also substitute days al-lotted to dpItrict staff
(directors, co-ordinators, etc.) for use, at'their discretion,

for release time for a variety of reasons. For example,
orientation for the new reading program, attendance at a
conference that will have widespread (not solely personal)
benefit, work on a special curriculum project, personal
upgrading, etc.
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CHAPTER 10

TASK FORCE REPO

IN-SERVICE EDUC

DELIVERY SYSTEMS

,1

JACK CRESSWELL AND MEMBERS UT THE COMMITTEE.

The education of practising teachers, or "in-service
education" as ist is Known in the trade, is currently receiving
more attention than kt has at any period in recent

educationhistory. The reasons for this increased interest are many.
Perhaps foremost, is the apparept feelin g onA4part of 'tile
BON0c that the quality of education haerleclineC This assump-tion in tufn has led to changes in curriculum and shifts in
priorities, as evidenced by the "back to the basics" movement.Declining school enrolments, too, have caused changes withinthe system: teachers have become less mobile; administrators
(suddenly have more free time; and funds potentially are more
available. Coupled with declining school enrolments we find,
a cofresponding decline in university enrolment, especially in
teacher training which, in turn, causes university facultiesto look for opportunities

outside their particular field. Andfinally, the increased interest in the education of practising
teachers has sprung from the realization that pre-service
training does not adequately'equip

the teacher to deal with'--
e.realities of thd classroom.

( Aside from the perennial public cry that "the schoo s are
not as good,as they used to be," most et these trends

a
realizations are fairly recent. In order .to deal with them a

204
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variety of schemes have been put into effect which aim at

involving teachers in,irj-service activities designed to

ImAgreclassroom instruction. I

Although it must be remembered that.the delivery process

is only a part of the whole question of in-service.education

and therefore diffi6alt to deal with as a discrete activity,

we nonetheless must address the question, "what constitutes

good practice in the delivery of in-service education to

teachers?"1 In order to, gain some insights into the "answer"

to this question, a series of smaller questions will be posed

and some a umptions will be made which hopefully the reader

will find h testing.

What to the ovetatt goat o6 the in-eetviee detivety plocce.6.5?

`The entire in- service education process is aimed at

improving what goes on inside tie clasargm. The overall

Atal 0#01406 deliVery process is to mehmavailable to the

teacher (and administrators) activities which will result

in changes in practice with the ultimate goal always being

increased learning on the part of the students.

What doe's thl delivery ptoce,6,5 took like?

Several attempts have been made to portray the delivery

system graphically. The variations are mainly in the terms

used and the amount of detail included, while some disagreement

is also prevalent among person's in the field as to whether,

evaluation is strictly part of the delivery process.

Most of the diagrams come out looking somewhat like this:

(Given objective)

evaluating/
a ...

following through

1.

iraementing

C's2" IS,\N

planning (mustering,

resources, putting,

programme together)

communicating

rs

2'

Ss
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le thine It 4imitanity
between delivery in-denvice education.andat aenbom teaching?

It seems inescapable that the process is the same. Just as '4
carefully planned material couplelidith.well executed teaching
has' a better chance of "getting the message across," so, too,
does a well designed and carefully implemented in- service prowtgram. There is no mystique about

what is-involved: 'teachers
too must master all the stages of developMent which lead La the
acquisit'Ob7ofi>ew skill.

Pie there a variety o6
Levels wit,hin the pnocea?

any educators have pointed to various levels that should
be mastered before any effective in-service

training can be
said to have taken place. Bruce Joyce2 suggests four such levels;(1) awareness, or the knowing about

something, whether a new
program, a new technique, a resource, etc; (2) understanding,
or having a sound knowledge of the something; (3) skill acquisi-
tion, or being able to effectively demonstrate the something,
and (4) action, or the actual doing or using of it.

Roy Edelfelt's3 three levels sound very similar: (1) know-
ledge or skills one can verbalize orally or in writing;
(2) performance which demonstrates t..hat^knowledge or skila; and
(3) a clear understanding of what one is doing and why.

Is there any teCatkonshkp between mv01014. "6 deftve4y
Zeveia 06 Pea4ning?

The relationship that does exist'"often goes unrecognized.
Workshops of one to two. hours frequently

are unimplemented with0
the apparent aim of changing what e participants,do in the
classroom; professional developmet day sessions generall fallinto this category:

The ineffettiveness of this Method cabe
seen in how little transfer

into action actually takes plate,
in classroom practice. Bruce Joyco4 states that most "one-shot"

°In-service sessions are of this p:eaentation type and result
basically in a change ut awareness only. For a teacher to

2 f'.1
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. increas his or hSr chances of actually using a new Strategy,'

that te'chet must participate in a sequence oVM01114011 vol-
.

ving p effentation of theory, demonstration, pre te, 11 a
and coaching.

Ie these anyl"beet method" 04 achieving in-4
4-
objective0

Although we 110.11 know little about hew professional growth

actually takes place an even,less about the relationship between

such growth and student learning, bie2olo know that certain actir,'

vities have a high chance of generating his growth while (*hers

work toward preventing it ever taking place. For instance, in-

service experience, has a greater chance of being effective when

, teachers have a role in planning; when the foal of the program

is specific; when the group involved is small; when teachers

- not only have contact with the resource person, but when that

resource person is air a teacher; and when the ekperience is

augmented by further involvement in the program through follow-

tip sessions, feedback, or other types of reinforcement.

On the o er hand, little change'im.professional growth

will occur whWthe topics are imposed from an outside source;
wqren the experience is "one-shot": when the participants come

from a wide variety of school backgrounds; whenlio follow-up

takes pracr, and when,the objective is"perceived. as having no

relationship to thelarger goals of the. school or system.

207

What. 6actoha in6tuence change in the ctaeenoom?
.

ChangsOln'the classroom Practice-is a socialzation procesfl:
it is a change .r-ri----'4hat teacherido, not simply a4thange in the
materials used. Like all forms of socialization, the change

procese_ls,influenced by many factors: the environment (Bruce

Joyceq'Thecology") within which itis (or is not) taking place;

the teacher's attitude to change;-the support or nonsupport of

the principal and ofjphe teacher's peers; the manner in which

the in-service activrties designed tq promote change are organized,
etc.

'2
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4

la it po,aih e to genera

education?

about the context /ion in-aekvike

Just s."each thing in-a natural system is somehow inter-

connectedr and therefore affii.W:S all other things in the system,

'so too with the contexts forMacher education. Some contexts

subsume others; some overlap, but all affect each other to some
degree or, at some point in tiMe. The contextseretma4: the
prOvince, the school district, area qrcTpt of tchIls, individual

schools, or departments, ae well a3 wit/Ain the context of func-

tional groups of teachers such as ;a districtls lear ing Oesistance

teachers or the secondary mathematics telicher4., short, in- .

service education can take place anywhere those interested in it
meet/kn. a spirit of mutual enquiry ary purpose:

ls what pee6 on in the eta6snoom Like4g- to be more isygenced ST
6cl:10ot-centred tnIn by district on pkovinciatlbaed pitognam0

Of necessity in- service education must take place in what-
ever context seems appropriate to the purposes of the program
be-ing undertaken. It does seem to 'be true, however, that the

Larger the scale utthe progranl, the more difficult it becomesX-- .

to achieve results. There is evidence, foi example, that

ptc,grams run within and for individual schools have,A greater
chance for success than those, trying to bring about district-
wide changA7, School-based programs. are much more likely to
place the teacher in an-active role -- helping to select nthe topic
apd time,, airange the space and P rogram, and influence., the
Choice of resource person--than are programs operating on a.

broader scale., Teacher attitudes are more likely to be influenced

4
when the teacher! is working clOsely :.! to his or her principal and
colleagues within -a that he she has had some stay about.

Other very tangible advantages can be seen in the school-
based programs. Such program..Ys move, the in-service session do

the scene of the action, making teacher attendance easier while
also allowing teachers to work with their colleagues. And
perhaps lust as impoitantly, these programs recognize that the
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relationship between 4 school's teachers and principal is critiqal.

11hi4e the clima within .tbe'district is of secondary importance.

"fhetalao,reco ize)that 56ildren are (taught by teachers in schools

.and not by M nistries ditAticts.

..How ale tije in-eekvice education needs liog a bchoot ee,tabtiehed,-"

....
Certainly not by a survey of the whole district. As Bruce

. Joyce points out, "each school has its own ecolOgy which differs

from school-to school within a small area".6 Also not by a

listing of'what the teachers anlprincipal think the school need0

but (according to,Bill Taylor) by "a profegsional assessment by

the staff of the school's position and their Own, reaching agree;

ment on what is required, and planning how it will be achieved."

la these no place boa Allf6thcct,baeed ocgtams?

,At times it is clearly, necessary'for district staff to

determine need and define the direction the systel should take.

In operating from a (lifferent perspective from clAssroom teacher5,

they are'able tolfetablish district'goals and Pri.oritiesasbWell

as making resouiges available- "Teachers and schools need10 work

in harmony with district staff and ttp recognize therir

I

and eqUally valid perspectives.
N

16 to -de4t*e education 1,5 ac ged ,,z 46, what's ,the.pnvbiem7

One thing that,makes teacher in-service education, more

,difficult than, teacher sespetvision or teacher pre-service is the

$ voluntary nature of the teacher's'participation. paring pre- ',

service education, the,teacher is motivated by t'he requirement

"pass" and by monetary investment. The motives for becoming

involved in in- service education are far less tangiblB and

probably more personal.

All three situations -pie- service, supervision,)and in- service --

can be seen as threatening to the easily threatened'(as, unfor-

tunately, many teachers are). The "threat,s" during pre-service

are fairly obvious ("What if I can't con the kids? What if

,11
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my. teacher sponsor fails me? What will-My friends and family

think if I don't make. itY"). Supervision involves similar

threatsl("What faults are being spotted? Does he think I'm a

good teacher? Will / get a good reports ? "), n-service educa-

tion involves the threat Of chapgeBut I feel comfortable

witn4hat I'm doing and it seems to be working!"), and of

Improving skil-is ("If I need to improve I must be deficient

..0°Nnow /'go.to the workshop, I'll be admitting my weakness:").

RewA-d, tob, is a factor in both pre-servitieducation and °

teacher supervision. completion of pre-servic4 education is

ye warded by Certification, and supervisory personnel write
4.

positive reports, make sVPPortVe comments, and recommend tenure.

The Pay-offs for participating in in-servit,eeducation are not

so easily pOinted out.

'Is N,tiba.tton all that important? Aken't the p2o6eAsionaPs

wel'e4dcat,ng with?

Teachers are professionals and usually have a fairly clear

16e= of what they are interested in and what they are not, what

scrt=, of things touch them and their children and which do not,

wh,c_ spendin,; their time un and what is not. Motiva-

t;2i, tache'rs fcllows a fel! anA where the programs

ace ava:lablc, te,,:he'r, are mere likely to

th,;,selvelof the chance to i;-:,rove their skills and hence j

th" p,,:f,rmancv.

"" (6 c^ thcktqs ,.cm'Mttment Le tn-

4

Tracr,ers arc general}' motIvar_e by those activities whih

they consider significant tc their classroom. It follows,

therefore, that input frOM teachers at ,t.ne planning stage is

Important. This can consist of simply talking'to some ot the

teacers wno will be particioatim7 while the program is being.

irqacized. Such a dialoge help ensure that the objectives,

format, ti116.**Di, etc. or the session are acceptable to the

a



teachefrifld t *edy promotes their CoMmiiment tothe operation,.

Building, ommitment threogh.involvembhtis v:i:tak:, beg/wee'

the.ih-serVide education activity is organized tally in .

isolation from. the. teachers:it will:be.seeh ae beTOniiing. to the

oigiOite;s tfie-inten.ded pArticapoints..

Why Linit commitment, 4nvolvement aiwayA:pAaitiAedi.

If

/ ;

the pereohilerged with organizing An-service education

activities is Jiqing' /bad: a Aide-line operation With little

time allotted to it he or she Jcp not likely to consult closely

With teachers, a time-consuming business involving a:lot of

.lunch hours and After-school,time. Or,:if the "in-service person".

seccu s to the pressure tq "get things,OIngi" suickly4'the
, . '--

tempts on will, be to follOw:the bureaucratic central' office

ediCt r to whiCh is guaranteed to result irytheeachersseetnir

the'Act itiee as being "laid tar" by ."them".'

Which44:the 'moat gAsaS .to ,involve?

Probably the veterad teacher. These.teacherS us lly haVe

no. need for additional credentials, have grown Out of "survival".

Stage of teaching and, as:a group,'often see IeA.ressan to change.-

Experienced teachers at the_ secondary lever-are tradit ally,

the most difficult to involve. As well as the faCtors menti ed

above, -they tend to work fn isolation fromHeach other and teach

the most ada tive group of etude4Ats:

What about dtti de change?
1: .0. ,

Change if impossible to effect if the teadtit And adminiAt

t rators see, no reason to learn or to change, All the workshbPs-in

the. world.will simply bounce off reluctant participants., Aeiltude

is the all-important factor and attitude changeis -.the mast diffi-

cult of all changes to achieve.

DoeA when the aestkons ane held make. any di66e4ence?
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.r.tsking tecohers (and'adminietr,ators) to attend ip-servide

equestion activities.only on their Own time, usually after school.

isno,Way to run a program and strengthens the cynic's view that

in-'service education is a side-line issue of low priority. In

the same way, to aSsume,that change in classroom practice Oajn

be. brought about through isolated on-shot workshops without

follow-up, delivered on professiopl development day, to ad' hoc

groups of teachers from a wide variety of schools is naive.

Roy Edelfelt has expressed his own feelings on this question:

The reasons'for making in-service education an ,

integral part of professional service are several . .

Teaching (or administering) today is.too tiring
physically, emotionally, and intellectually to
expect much from...Add-on in-service-courses and
workshops. Time to do more thinking and planning,
time to interact with .colleagues and consultants
provides stimulation and variety. It also adds
the kind of freedom (and responsibility) to the
teachers 'lifestyle that is characteristic of
professional practice.8

..'`

1

Why 1..6 the lti ao tittte Wtow-sthAough atte4 in-aeavice education
,seasicn,s7

Follow-through to build upon or reinfOrce the objectives of

an iAservice education activity i pcobahay the most common
"missing link'. The reasons vhry but generally the omission' is

the result' of failure on the part of both teachers and organizers
to recognii..! that in-service edlleation sessions are supposed to
achieve something *her thammertAy having teachers attend ses-
sions. Follow-through is vital if the organizer is to ensure

that the teacher understands what to do, knows how to use the

materials, and gets some coaching, support and feedback .when he
or she tries it out. This aspect'of in-service has net been
suffigiently stressed. Of the various contexts for'in-.service

education, the school-centred mode has the greatest potential
for Systematic follow-through.

what ate,t ,yaivatcon?

4

2



The repaon assessment and evaluation are needed
is.obvious,enough. There little .point ,

-putting.effort and resources into activities
that ddrOp loork.9

Despite the ."obviousness" of thiastatement4olittle rear
1

evaluation 0C-in.,service.educetion activities takes' place apart

from inforMal questionnaires asking the'participants! Opinions

of specific sessions or of resourcr persons.

Pert of the.reLion little evLuation is-carried out is

the' difficulty. of identifying Chingei in what teachers do

'Classrecimand. determining the source of the change. Apart from

a few isolated smalIr;scale clinically -controiledwexperiments

aimed at limited changes *in a specific teaching behaviour, little

"hard" evaluationseema to have been attempted. So many:inter-

connected factors .can be involved in teacher performanne and

'student learning, that thesheer complexity of the nliture'of

change mitigages against any real cause and effect kind of

-*evaluation. For instance, a particular session involving 'the

learningl of a teaching strategymightaoeathUse one particular

teacher for any numbez,.of reasonswhich'may .involve the persona-.

lity of that teacher; that thi's enthusiasm itself bubbles over

into the *classroom with fairly predictable results for the
/

students., Anotherteacher, fresh from the same session, but

one who is merely lukewarm about what has-,been imparted and

who consequently only goes through the motions of the new tech-

naves, may show equally predelable results of another kind.

This is not to say that the "new strategy should be classed av. ,p

failure. Nor does it suggest that measurement should not be

attempted. What it doei suggest is that evaluation of such a

highly complex procedure as, say, a teaching strategy, in having

1 to account for all the variety of factors that might impinge on

the system is only one measure_of the success or failure of any

particular change.

ti Which institutions one enga90 iydetivening in-sen6ice education?

The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, school

districts, local teacher associations, the B.C.T.F. and univer-

sities are all variously involved. The amount of activity being

22
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initiated by each body varies from district tedistrict. Coorl'
dination among theft, tends to be absent.or minimal.

All the universities and the BC.T.P, have been active, inthe field as sources.
of resource persons and, to a lesser extent,

as organizers of in-service
education within t 1 districts.

Mostioften the universities' and the deration.'s esourcepeople lead in-service sessions on profes onal develop nt days
usually fcr ad tido groups of teachers. from a wide variety o
schools. There is little chance of follow-4 due, not to lack
of commitment by the university or B.C.T.P.'2Personnel,

but tothe manner in which these days are traditionally
organized.,

Both institutions have helped districts (or, in some cases,
individual schools) to organize in-service

activities, but
this activity has been on a very limited basis.

411

Who shouLd take the initiative ti dC4igaing Pkogaama?

Probably the greatest deficiency that most schools and
school districts experience in regard to in-service educationis in finding someone to do the organizing, A few districts

'have a member of district
staff designated as in-service coor-dinator or professional

development coordinator or whatever; in
several other districts

various members of district staff do
"some" in-service education. In too many districts the respon-sibility for organizing

activities has been left with the
.

teacher association's chaiiperson
whose efforts are often

hampered by his or her being given little credibility or supportby those in authority, by haying little or no training for the
task, and by having to attempt a complicated and time-consuming
task while teaching full-time.

Whets should the money come likom?

In-service education delivery necl not be enormously?xpensive. In fact, small -scale proc;rams wItn limited and
specific coals can gain results ...rtnC 11,it expenditures
The funds 0:at are needed shouldvimenily come from. the
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employer, the school district.
:Contributions fro% .the teachers'.

. association.ensure input from that body.

A case can also be made for funding from the Ministry'who,
through a program of dUrricUium change and learning assessment,
are partly !causing" the need for increased in- service educe-
tion activity..

l the Ministhy makes 6und6 604 in-henvice education available,
who 8houldrteeeive them?

It would seem logical that the agency Charged with main-
taining and improving the quality of education and with implementing
curricular 'and other changes, i.e., the school district, should
receive any financial support that is, or becomes, available.

Can the pieee6 needed boa a who detiveky wtocees be 6ummakized
in plain language'

Sitply put,what is required first is an assurance that
in-service education id a priority of the administration: if
it isn't forget it, but if it is then what is needed is;

i. somebody to find out what other people want;
ii. some people willing to receive the delivery;

iii. something to deliver;
iv. somebody to put the package together (this person

must understand clearly the nature of the people
who will take delivery and their PsrPo s):

v. someone to maid the delivery;
.

vi. some means for communicating that, the livery systen(
exists and hbw it works;

vii. somebody to select a time and place;
viii. somebody to look after the operation; and

ix. some money. to pay for it'allo

Postacnipt

We.are only at the beginning. We are only starting to
devise approaches to in-service education. No one can say
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with confidence whetherthe operatign has any long-terhOfqture
or whether it will go the way of the initial teaching alph4bet.

One thing that hae become apparent, however, is thit,the people
who are quietly and thoughtfully mounting smalls -scale programs
with limited objectives and involving minimum 'threat to their
colleagues are probably making the largest contributions-to the
field.

4 -
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